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Do not forget that the annual
school election for trusteeswill be
held Monday. The polls in the lobby
the city hall will be open from 2
o clock in the afternoonuntil H JOHN SU3TER1CH WAR VICTIM
o clock at night. Voting machinea
OF SUICIDE BODY DISCOVwill be the method of voting used.
ERED HANGING FROM
There are six very able men on the
ballot, however, you can vote fo
TREE
three. The man whose names a
pear on the ballot are William
Following a concerted thiee day
Jandenborg.James A. Brouwer,
search by neighbors and relatives,
William Arendshorst, Gerrit Van- the body of John Sustericb, 60
der Hill, Benjamin Harris and Jaears old, was found hanging to a
cob Iris.
limb of a tree Tuesday night
light in
«aBMBBBanmtminmiiiiii||iM
.....
woods not far from the family »home

Long Search

'Ic lovers thought surely that in
STARTS TRAVELING IT STOPS
Kollen Park trafficnoises would be
FOR NOTHING
a thing of the past. However they
lid not figure on the outboard moRight around Holland there are
tor boat. Ever since the hamj promany instancesof large sand dunes
The Holland American Legion
Next week will be a tremendous grams have been given there these Band as usual put Holland on the
moving about. Near Ottawa Beach
week in Saugatuck when nur neigh- boats unmufTled have been making map in its northern Michigan trip
there is one instance where fences
and fine wood lots are slowly but
bor will celebrate its one hundredth things rather obnoxiousto those where they attended the state consurely being covered up.
anniversary with a three day cele- who want to listen.One or two will vention held at Sault Ste. Marie
bration. There has been nearly a make enough noise to drown out a which began on the fourth of July.
Then* is another bad stretch a
few miles south of Port Sheldon
year's preparation so visitors can hand and spoil the pleasure of The band left Holland late Thursexpect that an unusual program thousands the same as they spoil day afternoon connecting up with
lake and an unusually bad spot ran
will be presented in the way of pa- the pleasure of a great many cot- special trains carrying delegates
be found on what was formerly
in Grand Haven township.rr'—
rades,- water sports, fireworks and tage owners who come here for a from Grand Rapids, Muskegon and
known as the Uke Shore road.
CALL OVERLSEL PASTOR
body was taken in charge by
y Corthose things that help make a cele- quiet rest.
Detroit.At midnight the train
Anyway, studies of means of cononer Covert Van Zantwick,who
Captain Austin Harrington, reached Cadillac on the way up
bration of this kind possible.
trolling the movementsof west
Rev. William Pyle of Overiselhas
It is just 100 years ago that chairman of the harbor board, kind- when all were given a chance for a
Michigan’s sand dunes, their been extended a call by the Union pronounced death a suicide. There
Jay D. Meyers and his Old Ferry Scow
James G. Butler of Hartford,Conn., ly asks that these boatmen either bite to eat. The band arrived at
normal tendenciesupset by the ad- Reformed church of Paterson, N.J. will he no inquest.
The deceased disappeared from
founder of Saugatuck, with his come with their boat exhausts muf- Mackinaw City at day break. The
vance of settlement and improve- Vriesland Reformed church has
his home on Saturday about 7:30
ment, will lie continued this year called Rev. J. Rlauuw of Decatur.
wife and two small sons were left fled or stay away from Kollen entire train was placed upon the
It is not often that a man in the
About two years ago the "grim under the directionof Professor I.
p.m. fully dressed,and did not reat the mouth of the Kalamazoo Park. There is a federal and state large car ferry and it took an hour
turn that night as his bed had not
common
walks of life is honored reaper" took Mr. Meyers and the I). Scott of the University of Michlaw
that
boat
exhausts
must
he
mufriver, by a sailing vessel. They
to cross the straits when the train
been slept in. He left a small
had a few household goods and a fled. This law has never been en- proceeded arriving at the Soo at with a monument,but in Saugatuck whole community went in mourn- igan, it has been announcedby the
Is
ing. Resortcrs wrote poems about Division of Geological Survey of
amount of»change In his room, all
small stock of trinketssuitable for forced but it can be if some folks 9:30 Friday morning.
~
they do things different. For many
this much beloved ferry man. A sub- the Michigan Department of Conthe money he is believed to have
persist in not consideringthe
trading with Indians.
At the convention city represent-| years Saugatuck had a citizenby
In
scription list was startedto erect a servation.
had. As a halter was missing from
pleasure
of
others.
If
these
noises
Butler had two ideas in mind
atives from the Holland rurnaee (he name of Jay D. Meyers, who
Jay D. Meyers, who) monument in his honor and Saugathe ham, the family became appreSeveral years ago rapid develonwhen he was put down the side of continue this paper will again call Co. branch were at the depot to conducted the terry across
the ferry across the tuck and its summer dwellers felt
hensive.On Sunday a quiet search
merit of the dunes belt along the
the boat, one was to hew the way attentionto the nuisance and send greet the band. With the band Kalamazoo River, a distance of a
that no occasion was more auspi- western shore of Michigan, for rewas made by the childrenand then
for a settlement that might some marked copies to the federal au- came John P. Kolia, president of , few hundred feet. Just what kind
cious
for its unveiling than dur- sorts and recreationalpurposes and
the neighbors joined. A posse of 20
thorities
and
furthermore
the
harthe
company,
and
he
with
his
repday become a city and the other
of a ferry it was is pictured above.
RICHARD
HOFFMAN
AND
men was organized to cover the
bor board will also take steps to resentatives surely made things However, every man. woman and ing Centennial Week.
for summer homes began. Most of
was to establish a trading post.
WILLEM ENE NYKAMP ARE
^ Courtney Barber of Chicago, a
wood*. They were on the point of
pleasantfor the Hollanders and the child in Saugatuck loved this conthe dunes are heavily wooded and
He built a log raft, placed his stop this willful noise making.
Holland Furnace Co. was head- genial ferryman and this love also Saugatuck resorter many years, are especially adapted for such pur- MYSTERIOUSCOUPLE WED AT giving up Tuesday night when Erprecious cargo upon it and poled
i nest Behn spied the body dangling
quarters all during the convention. extendedto the resorters,thous- will give the memorial address, and poses. The clearing off of the timhaven celebration
up the river two miles where he
• from the halter rope fastened to
Mr. Kolia was very thoughtful all ands of them with whom he came F. F. Fursman. artist,will tell lier growth and the excavating and
landed and built his first log cabin
A BELATED LETTER
Holland in a measure played an the limb of a tree.
during the trip and at the Soo in contact. It is said he was the about the design.
grading for buildings,lawns and
on what is now Butler street. The
Miss Florence Brittain, a grand roads have enabled the strong importantpart in Grand Haven’s
The condition of the body showa
only inhabitants then were hands
Elsewherein this issue will be gave the band members a fine kindest "old soul", the most accomdaughter of Mr. Myers, will unveil westerly winds from across Lake Independence
Celebration that the man had been dead for
of Pottawattomie and Ottawa In- found a letter from Mrs. G. J. spread with all the trimmings.It modating individualand the most
the memorial. Boy Scouts and Michigan to attack the dunes in the since it furnished the young man some time, indicating the act to
dians and for three years the But- Diekema of De Hague, Nether- will be remembered that Mr. Kolia thoughtful person they had
evcl j Campfire Girls will also assist in <posed
who with his best
were
.... .girl
.......
. the have been committed soon after
lers were the only whitfe people in lands. The matter was put in type helped to finance the trip to the met.
| >he ceremony.
mg in “blow outs"
that section.
Phis is resulting
•l,ner* in the “county seat" 4th leaving the home. The family were
but because of its length was held straits.
excavations by the winds of the of July program. At least 40,000 greatly shocked as they were not
All during the stay at the Soo
It is in honor of this event that over for a week when it was lost
people, it is claimed,saw the young aware the father was In a deSaugatuck, on July 14, 15, lf», will in a labyrinth of other type matter the Holland hoys let the citizens HOPE CHURCH PASTOR GOES I byterian Church (Wfnr3«villn interior of dunes hitherto fixed by
The sand frbm the counle married in Grand Haven’s pressed state of mind, although
celebrate its l(M>th anniversary. and was re-discovered a month there know that the Ottawa County TO MAINE. OTHER PASTORS
’ CraHford8'‘,,p,vegetation.
numerous "blow outs" is carried public park across from Court some time ago he made the stateafterwards.
town was very much alive and had j
. Thousandsof invitations have l>cen
WILL
SUPPLY
|
Aug.
,0
and
17,
Re,
Wo,
ford
C.
over
to the lee side of the dunes House souarc. The Grand Haven ment that he would take his own
All
the
same
the
letter
is
just
as
a
good
band
and
further
that
every
sent out and for several weeks
where
in many places it is burying 1 ribune features the story as fol- life and that his body would never
interesting
as
the
day
it
reached
j
down
here
was
just
as
every piece of outgoing mail has
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas
David- P
P„P” ,!a*,.or.Fir8.1 (’n.n*
lows:
be found.
son and daughter, Miss Kathleen, k'rcgational ( hurch, St. Louis, Mo. houses and cottages, forests and
born a centennial sticker. Many Holland and it gives an unusual de- K,,0d as the band.
“The mysterious bride and groom
He was born in Austria, Hunold time residents, as well as thou- scription of court life, of the leadOn Fourth of July night, Director started for Kenibuck, Me., Monday
Aug. 24, Dr John E. Kuizenga, fruit farms. A dune once in momarried at Central Park on the gary, Jan. 26, 1870. He was wall
sands in the near vicinity, are ex- ing cities of the Netherlands, the Heeler and his men gave an excel- morning, motoring to Detroit, of Princeton TheologicalSeminary. tion continues to advance slowly
year by year, burying everything in Fourth of July was revealed to toe known in the township, where he
pected to participate in the follow- meeting cf Princess Juliana and lent concert in the city park, which where they took a lake steamer for
waiting crowds as Miss Willemem* has farmed for the past 17 years.
in" program, which has been ar- further indicates that Holland, Eu- was providedwith a shell band Buffalo,whence they resumed HOLLAND NATIONAL GUARDS its path, unless some way is found
Nykarnp, a daughter of Mrs. Anna His wife Hied two years ago.
to stop it.
ranged by the various committees: rope, is n veritableflower garden. stand, the kind that Holland ought travel by automobile to their desTO LEAVE FOR ( AMP
Funeral services will be held «t
Dr. Scott will give special em- Nykamu, 1415 Columbus street,
Monday: Reception and registra- The article also contains the pic- to provide its excellent band in tination on the sea-coast in Maine.
GRAYLING
(irand Haven, and Richard A. Hoff- the Van Zantwick Funeral Home
phasis
to
methods
and
means
of
Lire
of
Queen
Wilhelmina
and
tion; pioneer exhibits and art exorder that the music may be ampli- Here Norman, their son, will ioin
control. Several of these methods man, a son of Arie Hoffman of on Friday at 2:30 p.m. and Rev.
hibition at Columbine Gardens club; 1 rince Henry. Look for it else- fied. The concert was held on the them, arrivingfrom New York Holland’s company of the NaW. C. Koch will officiate.Burial will
have been suggested or tried out Holland.
where
in
this
issue.
1 p. m., flower show and reception
Canadian side and these English
! [bmal Guard, Company D, 126
"lo the strains of the l/diongrin Ik* in Grand Haven Township Cemebv the Garden club; 2:30 p. m., ball
subjects sure were appreciative Mr. Davidson will again take Infantry, will leave tonight Fri- in an experimental way.
Dr, Scott'sstudies will continue wedding march, played by Mrs. tery.
game, Riordan Drugs of Grand COMJHNED resources of
when 5000 of them through long charge of the services at Hope I day, at 9:35 p.m., central standard
in
a limited way until the studies George Applequist, the bridal pair
HOLLAND
BANKS
11,233.752
Rapids and local team; S p. m.
applausemade the Holland boys ( hurch the first Sunday in Sep , time, from the Pere Marquette staaccompanied by Miss Anna Hoff- NOTICES FOR TAX COLLECplay a double program. In some tember. In the meantime the fol- , tion for Gamp Grayling where they of plants, eapwiallythe experiold time ball at the pavilion—minTION HAVE ALL BEEN SENT
The Grand Rapids Press gives instances the applause lasted for lowing divines will fill the pulpit will undergo a fifteen-davtraining ments with control plants, nave man. sister of the groom, and Maruet and old time dances, old time
Holland’s financial institutions fully five minutes and the Canadi- of the local church at different , period along with 4,000 other troops been worked out. It is expected tin Van Dyke, a friend, advanced
costumes.
City Treasurer Nicholas Sprletathat this will take two or thret to their places liefnre Rev. Henry
Tuesday: 10 a. m, big parade some excellentpublicityindicatingans were comparingHolland’sband
I from Michigan. They expect to a'r- years.
Bellman who pronounced them ma has been busy sending out npthat
the
foundation
of
this
city
is
favorably with the largestbands in
with floats and bands, the floats
man and wife.
tices to all tax payen and most of
the United States and Canada.
representing Saugatuck's one hun- solid.
.Tii STOCK SHOW JUDGES FOR
T he Lride is a blonde,of medi- the Holland property owners know
This publicationsays .......
that Hol- After the concert the Legionaires
dred years of progress; 2 p. m.,
um stature, and has lived hero for by this time how mueh money they
COMMUNITY FAIR
water carnival, yacht and other lanu s three banks have reached a 'returnedto the American side
Prof. E. E. Winter
the past 12 years. She attended the have got to get together for tax
new
peak
with
combined
resources
CHOSEN
where
a
grand
ball
was
in
progress
boat races, water sports;7:30 p. m.,
/
I It1* mon »nd inspect the camp
on
hwal schoolsand until recentlyhas purposes before the last day of
totaling
$11,233,752.46.
Total
savand all band members and ladies
Venetian ni"ht parade on KalamaMinkamp^ the second Sunday at camp.
The Holland Community Fair as- bfpn , employed at the Peerless grace which ia August 15,
were privilegedto enjoy the dance of II no”
zoo lake to be sponsored by Jack ings depositsare $0,512,220.13.
Novelty Co. The griami is a ce•£’ now being received at
In resources First State bank program.
son Park and Chicago Yacht clubs.
Aug. 3, Rev. Vern Oggel, D.D., Robert Pool attended the baby sociationhas booked as judges for ment worker living at Harlem, he City Treasurer’i office and in
the poultry and jiet stock show Dr.
Wednesday: Morning, motor leads with $4,346,730.63.Holland Tne Holland organization took lastor of the Westminster Pres- J chick convention at Detroit.
near
Holland, and is employed by his notice published elsewherein
L. K. Hensley of Grand Rapids and
trips, unveiling monuments to the
b'"'k $3,532,892.43, part in the large parade but
Dick Oosting.
y1: isiue, Mr. Sprietima says as
Prof. J A. Davidson of Zeeland.
veteran ferryman, Jay D,
^tale bank reports through some error were not given
“The bride was charming in a follows:
D. L. Moras will serve as judge for
a place for prizes since the local
( ourtney Barber of Chicago giv> iocnimiiMRUi.i otuxijR^M M
green georgette dress trimmed "I ehnll be at my office on every
the rabbit show.
In savings depositsthe banks fol- band had a littleless than 8(1 pering the dedicatory speech; also
with heads. It was made with no week .lay from the first Monday in
cent
in
liOgionaires
in
its
personnel.
Three
silver
cups
will
Ik*
awarded
dedicationof the old Indian burysleeves, low neck and full skirt of July to and including Aug. 16th,
Files
of
This question was fought on the
in iKtth the poultry and rabbit deing ground; 1:30 p. m., speaking by
Fir;
uneven hemline. Fawn colored lu* ween the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
floor of the convention where the
partment and a. specialsecretary's
Wilber
Brucker, attorney genshoes and hose completed her cos- •>:30 p.m. excepting on Thursday
Holland
City
Fifty,
Twenty-five
delegates saw the injustice of such
cup will be gvien by M. J. Vande turn*
eral, and Edwey C. Reed, veteran
Sho carried killamey roses afternoon of each week when this
Despite depressed business con- la iul'>ig, for in that case only large
Bunte in the rabbit show. A silver
newspaper man of Allegan, and a
and Hwansonia tied with whit" offlee/wiil close at 12 o’clocknoon
and
Fifteen
Years
melons
covering
a
period
of
several
cities
like
Detroit
and
Grand
Rapcup
also
will
Ik*
awarded
for
the
musical program at the Big Paviltulh*. I h* bridesmaid was dress- with the exception of Thursday aflest dog in the show.
ion; 3 p. m., ball game between the months, combined savings deposits ids would have a field large enough
ed in pink georgette trimmed with ternoon, Aug. 14, when the office
mmmn
from which to P1
nick a 100 percent
Severalcups also will Ik* awarded
House of David and local team, and sbow a gain over the last report.
taffeta ruffles. She carried pink
Legion band and there would Ik* no
FIFTY YEARS AliO
Born of Mr. ami Mrs. Otto P. in the horse show under direction rows and baby’s breath tied with will remain open. On the 12th and
a parade; 9 p. m., grand display of
*. h day of July and the 9th and
Hr. and Mrs. F. F. Yonkman 'incentive for smaller centersto try.
of
Charles
Kirchen,
assisted
by
Carfire works.
Kramer, 17 East 13th St.— a son,
pink tulle.
L>th day of August the office-trill
Rev. Dr. Mandeville and J. C. Gerald. To Mr. and Mrs. Henry ter P. Brown, George Caball, John
There will be several bands each of Boston, Mass., are spending ‘Iclegates found that in reality
The bride’s attire was presented (n* open between the hours of 8 a.m.
Boone and W L. Eaton.
day and each store window will their vacation in Holland visiting tbo baad organizations were Post captured 25 fine black bass Vander Hill, West 1th -a son.
by merchantsof the city and the ami .) p.m. to receive payment of
stronger in the smaller centers and and a large cat fish during three
The rabbit show will Ik* made a
have an antique or Indian relic ex friends and relatives.
groom’s supplementedwith gifts all such tuxes as are offered me."
in the future all hands will Ik* eli- hours fishing off Point Superior. There were 21 weddings in Hol- s|K*cial feature. Thirty classes of
hibit. Already more than 50 floats
from the same source. The flowers
Fish
are
plentiful
in
our
lake
and
gible
provided
they
receive
the
full
rabbits
and
twenty-five
classes
of
have been entered from Holland, Fennville, Clyde, la*e. Manlius, Casland during June.
were presented by the Colonial HOLLAND COMMUNITY FAIR
backing
of
a
Ix'gion
|>ost.
This
tourists
are
beginning
to
recognize
envies are listed.
Bound is. Fennville, Ganger.,Casco, co. (ranges and New Richmond
o
r lower Shop.
NUEKD PROGRAM LISTS
Holland has in the Willard G. that fact.
and Pullman. The yachts and cabin "ere all a part of Newark.
“They departed for the Oval Tea
EIGHT EVENTS
Leen bouts Post No. f>.
fifteen years ago today
cruisers are beginning to arrive and
NEW BEK QUEENS FOR
Anyway, this is past history and
R<M>m where a delicious dinner was
The only prizes awarded there- The old college Chapel was
20 or more are now in the lake.
OTTAWA COUNTY
noxt week Monday, Tuesday and
served to the wedding party. A
Committee*have been announced
fore was to a large drum corps crowded to the doors to see the
Enough money has been subMan” prizes will be given for Wednesday, Saugatuck will not I fr,
im Monroe, Mich, and a hand PreparatorySchool exercises of scribedto build three* miles of con- New queens will Ik* introducedin cake of three tiers surmounted by a for the Holland-Zeeland community
the best floats and at the grand
tiny bride and groom graced the [air, Aug. 19-22, as follows:Kxecuball to be held at the Big'pavilion but* will
Kray tl.V present fr°m Pet08kpy’ Thp Ho,lmMl hand Hope college graduates. The gen- crete road toward Geo. Getz farm. demonstration colonies of bees in center of the table. Following the
ne, Austin Harrington, Benjamin
was
given the most applause along eral commencementwas held in Holland business men surely have Ottawa County next Monday, July
prizes will hr* given for the best | and predict the future of this wonrain they were taken for a ride on Brower, W. (.. Vandenbcrg,M. C
the line of march and it also hail the First Reformed Church (now put their shoulders to the wheel. 14, by J. C. Kremer, bee s|K*cialist
old time costumes.Tea is to l»e derful summer resort town.
Spring Lake and then were allowed Verhage, W. L. Eaton, M. J Vandethe largest band which certainly Ninth Street Church) and all the Geo. Getz starteel the* list wtih $10(1 from the State College. Mr.
served all week to the ladies at
Mrs.
D. Heath is general
tp follow their own devises,wit- nuntp; concessions, VandcBunte.
the Garden club in a specially pro- chairman and she is receiving the did not escape the attenitonof the graduates did fine in their orations and later Mr. Getz anei Kngbert Kremer also will demonstrate and nessing the balance of the festiv* «>hn h ris, John VunTatenhove;
.V'' “*' spectators.The Holland band also but if we must throw bouquets Golds donateei $500 provided the explain manipulationof Ik-ch to ities in private
vided receptionroom which will l>o ahln nvsieianno r
«P'*ed department,James Nibbecitizens
raised
$1,500
The
News
FrH
May,°r
Krpa«erl
save
a
concert
at
St.
Ignace
at
the
(from
the
back
seat)
ours
goes
to
appropriately decked with flowers.
prevent swarming and how to build
"Ihis morning they were at the
Bernard
De Vries of Holland devotes a full page toward boost- up strong coloniesfor next year's National l tilities Co. gathering toe imk, John Boone; horse show,
Saugatuck will he aided in its SaugatuckVvotenS n,y °f„the| sfrait*
going home.
Eaton, Carter Brown, Chaa. Kirchen
he
Tb'’ Hol'and band members fully township.The degrees were con- ing this preijcct, which preive*el to honey flow.
celebrationby its sister city, Douggifts and beaming over the fine
Chamber ,,f appreciate the hearty support of ferred by Dr. Mandeville. Note:— lie one) of the* Ijcst investments He»|- Meetings will Ik* held at the start the money and presentswould George Caball; grandstand, Vanlas, just across the river, where
Holland business men which made Dr. B. J. De Vries of Holland must land businessmen ever made*.
the citizens are taking a very
Grandview Poultry Farm at Zee- give them. Several prenuptial
F- 1RoonMtra’ Car>
neighborly interest. Laketown, HolSunday, the day preceding the this trip possible and they wish to have been some student.
land at 9:30 and at the Colon C. mrties were given for the bride iii buj]di.nKH and grounds, Jacob
Lokker, G. J. Kooiker, A. I’ostma:
take
this
method
of
thanking
this
land and Fennvilleare also helping centennialopening, churches of the
'Lillie farm, south of Titusville, at ast week, hut the place and the
gate committee, Andrew KlomWithin a month we have noticed
along the celebration in many village are staging a homecoming. city for its loyalty and they believe
Numerous attempts have been 1
time of the wedding was kept a parens, Ted Moerdyke.
W8”S.
At .{ p.ni. at the big pavilion will that they fully advertisedthis com- three new windmills put up in this made to secure motion picturesin
These new demonstrationapi- strict secret.
The speed program lists eight
Saugatuck >s simply filled and he a free lecturemi Christian Sci- munity in the northern peninsula. city. One for ex-mayor Isaac Cap- Zeeland. The town is well divided aries were establishedby agricul"They will make their home at ••vents including the free-for-all
pon
for
stable
use,
one
for
Ed.
thrilled with old time stories of ence by Richard J. Davis of Chicaon this subject, several |>etition.s tural agent C. P. Milham to satisfy Harlem, a small community near and >:0K trot. Holland is a memHarrington, Jr for Sprinkling pur- have been fil«*d favoring “movies”f the demands of some of the bee- Holland, and the gifts will go a
Singapore, the mystic city that has irn. At 11 o'clock in the morning Holland furnace makes
ber of the Wolverine circuit and a
REMARKABLE SHOWING poses and stable use and a third hut these are soon followed by op-' ket*|K*rsin the county who wish to long
appeared and lies buried under
_
disappeared
the All Saints Episcopal church
way toward making the little large list of entriesis anticipated.
Officials of the Holland Furnace for Mr. Wicks for his glue factory
san
posing petitionsand according to improve their beekeeping practices home cozy, said the bride. Both
Co. stated Tuesday that June was on the north side. Note:— Thi;
the common council the “anti’s” and to make honey production a I "ere happy over the whole affair
I
i tC
1
rt
was before the advent of a water have the upper hand. The Zeeland profitable part of their farm pto- and admitted the publicity was no . Pari» Adams who pleaded guilt v
the company’s
circuit court Wednesday to
works in Holland.
correspondent says that Zeeland is duction.
drawback to the event, which, al- breaking and enteringthe store and
The goal set for 1930 is $25,000,000
flee, hoarding houses and even a "'M be a homecoming gathering,of
in a class by itself— nearly every
though they had planned it to Ik* >hop of Fred Schoolcraftat Otsego,
in total business, an increase of
The True Dutch Reformedchurch city the size of Zeeland have mobank. There is nothing left on the "birh Dr. W. B. House is in charge,
privateturned out to Ik* the largest
$5, (MM), 000 over 1929, the biggest
was sentenced by Judge Fred T.
which
stood
conspicuously
on
the
spot where a village once stood. Old Tbis fhurch was the first built in
tion picture theatres and the lack
wedding ever held in Grand Ha- •Miles to sene from six months to
year on record.
hill opposite the court house at of one is beginningto make our
ven."
timers are also speaking of the the village 70 years ago, and in it
five years in Ionia reformatory.
(irand Haven has been safely mov- town famous abroad. Note:— Fiftime when the entire country side was held the first meeting to musB
I
(;
Y
A
C
H
R
A
C
E
ed
down
and
is
now
placed
on
the
was called Newark which included ter soldiers for the Civil war. The
Miss Susie Kraai of Zeeland and
teen years have rolled by and the
FOR MACA- corner of 4th and Fulton street. “anti's”arc still in the saddle "no Mr. Joe Koning of Holland were
nearly half of Allegan county, public is invited to all these serMarried in the Public Park at Grand Haven July 4
Saugatuck, Laketown, Douglas, vices.
united in marriage at the parmovies."
TAW A
The cows are still running at
sonage of the Third Christian Ref.
large in Holland. We suggest that
Church, where Rev. Wm. HondrikThe Macatawa Bay Yacht club the “city fathers” establisha cow
A party from Holland left this sen performed the ceremony,lust
is
sponsoring
plans
for
the
recepPicturingSaugatuck and Douglas Thirty-five years ago.
pound.
week for Manistee on an auto trip Thursdayevening.
tion of the Chicago Motor Yacht
over roads that were all but the
Mrs. Koning is the daughter of
earn.
club, which has provided a stay of
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO l»est,but that is only part of the Mr. ami Mrs. Thomas Kraai of'
two days at Macatawa in its cruise
TODAY
story. Upon their return John S. Cherry court, and is well known
/ft
from Chicago to points in northern
Dykstra, who was one of the party, in Zeeland, having been employed !
| Michigan and WisconsinJuly 12Waukazoo Inn will Ik* opened to- lost his hat at the south limits of at Welling’s restaurant for about
| j 31. Approximately 75 yachU,
morrow with M. E. Dick, formerly Grand Haven. The missing “chap- five years. Mr. Koning is the son of
? i sloops and other craft will enter
a teacher in our public schools in eau" caused some comment and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Koning of
P Holland harbor July 16.
charge. A casino has been built Dick Boter, John Vander Sluis, and Holland am( holds the positionof
(’apt. Geo. (ietz of the Chicago
near the hotel for refreshments. Henry Luidens, the others in the telegraph operator at the Western
E i club is in charge of the fleet and
Note:— Mr. Dick is now the man- party, pretended to Ik* hiking for Union Station here.
President V. C. Patingillof Maraager of the Buss Machine Co.
it. Shortly somethinghapjiened
They will make their home at
tawa will superintend all home arwhen the car darted forward and
rangements for the receptionof the
Fnrepaugh - Sells Bros. Circus the man of the shroud was com- 167 South Maple street, the residence (Zeeland)recently vacated
visitors. A program of races, pa- exhibits in Holland Friday.
pellod to follow the -laohinewhich by Mr. and Mrs. Ifrmier Arnett.
rade and aquatic sports may lie
tantalizingly was always a few
• * •
staged A dance will be given in
Many marriages were reported lengths ahead Nearly "hushed"
Mondav Misses Lena Ozinga,
Hotel Macatawa in the evening.
during the week, space forbids to “Dyke" caught up when approachHenrietta Veneklasen, and Elizago into details. Among Uiem were: ing Agnew. Then someone sugbeth Heyboer were joint hostesses
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SHERIFF STEKETEE KEEPS Wm. Tibold and Dora Winaeko- gested stopping to raid a wild
PEACE AT BALL GAME
necht, Rev. Schuelke officiating; strawberry patch. Luidens and

at a miscellaneousshower given at
Miss Margaret De Vries and H. W. Vander Sluis were the first to con- the home of the latter at Zeeland,
Grand Haven Tribune— Officer Smith, Rev. Blekkink officiating; nect up with the lucious fruit. honoring Mrs. Joe Koning. nee Sue
Klumple of the City Police force Miss Jenine Kaashoek and John These two at least were very much Kraai. The rooms and table were
and SheriffSteketee kept order in Bogeman, Rev. R. L. Haan offici- preoccupied rooting in the patch decorated in green, white and gold.
A three-course luncheon was also
the game between the City Elec- ating; Miss Hattie Van Dragt and
and did not notice that Dick Boter served. Those present were Mrs.
tricians and the Bell Telephone John Prins, Rev. Haan officiating;
and Jack Dykstra had quietly but John Vos, the Misses Dora Kraai,
linemen at Ferry Field last night. Miss Mamie Nauta and Ed. Taksurely appropriated the car. "Dick"
The Telephone outfit pulled a ninth ken, Rev. J. H. Karsten officiating; "stepped" on it, never stopping Margaret and Gertrude Lievense,
and Theresa Koning of Holland.
inning rally to win the game 10 to Miss Anna Van Den Tak and Rev.
until Holland was reached. How Lavina Mceuwten,MargaretKlger9. Case Wessies was on the mound John Wesscllnk, Rev. S. C. Netlong the singer and the banker re- wna. Hattie Gcbben, Jennie Smith,
for the City crew with Schultz tinga of Spring Lake officiating;
mained among the strawberries Kathryn' Boe.s Sina Kraai.’ Marv
catching, and Dave Foley pitched Miss Amelia Bell and Arthur Cole,
has not been learned, however Vander Wall, Cornelia Telgenhof,
for
the
Telephones,
with
Schuitema
Rev. Blekkink officiating.
The. above Photo was taken from old “MountBaldy.”
Henry Siersma, the drain commis- Agnes Mulder and Mrs. N. took.
behind the plate.
sioner, happened by, took compas- Prizes were won by Margaret KlNo Big Pavilion then you will notice— now the life and
I’etcr Smith and Fred Seen’ sion and gave the boys a lift to
A. A. Nienhuia is enjoying a two caught 42 white bass in Pine Creek Holland. It seems that in this in- gersma, Dora Kraai and Mrs. Vos.
show place of Saugatuck.
Mrs. Koning was the recipientof ' Miss WillenteneNykamp of Grand Haven and Aria
week’s vacation.
bayou Tuesday.
stance a joke can work two ^ays.
many beautiful gifts.
Holland— CWteay Grand Haven Tribun*
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Tired of Iraq
Mellon and Lord Chatham
Whiakert the Faahion

MULDER,

Editor

In Land

Business Office

Michigan Earns

Case

PLAINTIFFS WIN JUDGMENTS
OF $19,645.63AND $19,119.63,
ALSO INTEREST

Judgments of $19,119.55 and $19,Secretary Mellon, keeper of the
645.63 were ordered in decrees ispublic por»e, announces a satisfactory duancial year, and a surplus sued by Judge Fred T. Miles to

of

J1S4,UUU,UUU in Uncle

Sums

pocket.

Mr. Mellon reduced by 5746.UUO,uuu (be public debt, which now to(uls *UU&i,UUU,(JUU.^ot much for
sucb a rut) country. Business
nii^liibe belter if bonds were not
paid ol! »o rapidly.
But Mr. Mellon probably knows
best.

Semul

years ago, you remem-

ber, all Hie world was eiciled about

inaudales. France took uue. England, u b&en (- minded y swallowing
Uermau colonies, took others, InHolland, Michigan
iluiling Iraq. An effort whs made
(Established 1872)
io "wisli" Turkey a.s a mandate on
Published every Thursday evening ibis long sunetihg nuiion.
1 banks lo providence, we esEntered as Second Class Matter nip'ii (bat. To be hemal's luior
•ft the post office at Holland, Mich., would be u Job.
ipriar the act of Congress, March,
S2 W. 8th

C.

Big Judgment

You Have a Rich Uncle

TTT 4 I
7 8 9 io n B

i*

Week

HAMILTON

Judge Miles

St

I

Abbie Van Raaltc and Patrick McCarthy and Bella McCarthyagainst
Lewis A. Geistert of Grand Rapids
who must also pay costs of the litigationand interest at six per cent
from May 23, 1930.
Both cases arose out of failure to
fulfillcontracts made by Fred Z.
Pantlind, deceased, as trustee for

the Sunset Terrace Resort

Co.

which has since gone into the hands
of the Grand Rapids Trust Co. as
receivers. This land in question
was listed as assets of the company
and ordered sold at a judicial sale
to l«wis A. Geistert. Previous to
the sale Geistert in his own hand
writing had assumed and agreed to
pay the balance d»c on the contract proofs showed.
Failure of the plaintiffs to collect from Geistert led to court action. The plaintiffs’case was
handled by Leo Lillie. The matter
recalls to many here the first gi-

Now England tells Iraq, in mb•lame; "li" m peace. Join die gantic resort plans which were

6050 League ot .Nulious. run yourselL"
I lint blessed word, “Mesopotamia,"ancieni nunie lor Iraq, has
Name,
n..M ibe British many millions of

‘‘Playground of Nation”

IKMIlllJS.

Michigan is rightfully called
“The Playground of a Nation."

All I lint Britainw ants uuw Is lo
keep, wilhuul expense, the right lo
r.rilisb imperial communications

started south of Highland Park AV
the Pantlind Company. Thousands

OF

C.

t

WARNS

The HamiltonFarm Bureau has
WOULD-BE PURCHASERS
UNDER GARMENTS enjoyed a rapid growth during the
Ust year. At the annual meeting
The Holland Chamber of Com- held a few days ago the report of
merce has received the following of treasurershowed that the total
warning notice through the Mich- gross sales had mounted to $516,igan CommercialSecretary’sAsso- 226.22, with a total gross profits of
ciation. This warning to our local $45,540.80. Andrew Lehman is the
citizensis just one of the many manager of the organization and
warnings issued through the Cham- the success is due in no small measber of Commerce concerning the ure to him and his helpers.The
matter of patronizinghouse-to- businessincrease has been such that
house canvassers. The warning Additions will soon have to be made
from Lansing states that two from to the building. Two years ago they
the cast somewhere, alleged repre- purchased several lots #nd built
sentativesof some sort of knitting an up-to-thc-minute garage at a
company, have been soliciting or- cost of about $15,000.00. These
ders in Battle Creek for undergar- have been paid for and plans arc
ments. They collect a deposit of being made for further expansion.
The League for Service *nd the
$1.25 and issue a receipt, the balance to be paid C.O.D. Depositors Kings Daughters’ Society of the
claim that the merirhandise was First held a joint meeting at Ottawa Beach Tuesday.The weather
not forthcoming.’’
Holland citizensshould rfnem- was ideal and about 50 were presher that Holland merchants keep ent at the meeting. A short profine undergarmentsin stock, pos- gram was rendered,while the busisibly at a more reasonable price ness session was omitted.
and where goods can be exchanged Most of the Hamilton folks celeshould there be something wrong brated the Fourth at Overisel and
with them not often but sometimes Hamilton was a deserted village in
happens. Patronize your Holland the afternoon and evening. In the
merchantwho helps pay the taxes morning,however, it appeared as
and helps carry the other civic bur- if a big celebrationwas being held
dens.
here. A large crowd had gathered
0«>0<>0004>0<>OWW»<W)<><» to see the Tigers-Boostersgame at
the community diamond. The result
BELL WILL START NEW HOL- of the game was very disappointLAND SERVICE AUG. 2
ing to a large part of the crowd for

WITH

FREEZE

The

HEAT

^

The ELECTROLUX Refngemof

CAS
HOT WATER

you

gives

the locals were on the short end of
Bell Telephone Co. the count 8 to 3. Rivalry between
of dollars were invested in leveling has set Aug. 2 as the tentativedate the two teams is very keen. The
sand dunes and installing miles of for the inauguration of ita new usual alibis are heard. Perhaps it
beautiful gravel roads and rustic telephone service in Holland and ought to be taken into considerfences. Little has been done with vicinity. The company has expend- ation that Wentzel, the star pitcher
the property outside of a few lot ed approximately $750,000 in a new of the locals, was in no condition
The decree goes further to de- three-story brick and stone struc- to pitch on account of sickness.

A

The Michigan

tiny gas flame, like a

little

pilot light,does all

the work in the

new

Elec-

trolux refrigerator.

kVy.V.Y.’• Y

-MV

.v.'..7'.v.

wm

In the new Electrolux, a tiny gas flame
ture and equipment and a separate However the game was not lost on
It has an allure which cannot bo
dare that if the plaintiffs fail to exchange station at Central park account of poor pitchingbut rather
and a trickle of water give you perfect
secure the balance on the contracts,with a cable through Black lake to ragged playing in the field. After
denied. The beauties of delight Wii-liiiigioti
says Secretary Mel- they shall appeal to the court to the north side. Approximately
all the Boosters played a splendid
folly picturesquelandscapes sparklon w ill devoie bis vacation to secure rights to the property.
3,600 new dial phones have been game and there is no doubt that in
noiselessrefrigeration
ling rivers and inviting brooks, the lemim.q b.inkiiig and corporation
Patrick McCarthy, one of the placed in the city, resort territory this case the better team came out
lure of inland lakes, the call of nianageuienito his son, I'uul,back plaintiffs in the case, died a few and rural districts,which are ready' ahead. The boys were off form for
/"'OLD from heat. It sounds incredible.
green forests, add to the glory of Ironi h (Hisl graduate course si weeks ago as the case was being for serivee as soon as the proper , ^“jay! 'for" inthe^af ter noon they
t'ainbridge.
considered.A sister of Miss Abbie connections are adjusted.
were again defeated by Hudsonvillc
ita fame as a resort state.
v> But that's just what happens in the
An mieiiilve s«ni can learn more
Surrounded by inland oceans, trom liia imiiei Ilian from a thou- Van Raalte also interestedin the ALLEGAN SHERIFF WANTS A by a score of 5 to 1. a team which
property died a year ago.
new Electrolux. A tiny gas flame, like a
they easily defeatedearlier this
cooled by water-washedbreezes, it viimi prolesHor* pm logeiher, II his
SECOND TERM
season. C.’Van Lente was on the
little pilot light, does all the work of
offers an ideal place for the seeker fill liei knows. And Mr. Mellon does
THIEVES
BREAK
IN AND
t
/
it mound for the locals in the afterknow.
Sheriff Guy Teed, of Fennville, noon me at Overisel.Again the
of rest and recreation.A thousand
making
cold.
STEAL SAFE AND MONEY has announcedhe will be a candiwere surprisinglyweak, both
places along the indented shores of
In n grave in Westminster abbey
date for a second erm on the Re- jn\he field and at bat. For some
Electrolux has no machinery to wear,
the Great Lakes and the smaller h fill tier and son lie side by side—
Another small robbery was list- publican ticket at the primaries in reason the heavy sluggerswere
need oiling or cause trouble. There are
bodies of forest-fringed waters, I'hl, wlio kepi Niipoleon out ol ed among the many which have oc- September.In 18 months of his in- not there. However, the boys have
with their beaches of white, wide Kiijnnd. mid his fill her, the e«rl of curred in Ottawa county within the cumbency 77 cases were tried in lost but 3 games this season and
no moving parts to run up repair bills or
past week, when a safe was taken circuit court on arrests made by
(.'hill lia in.
will be back in form In the next
sands, afford play spots for old and
make the slightest sound.
Pill, u delicate boy, was taught out of the office of Henry J. Dornyoung.
in youth by bis father, and later bos & Bros, office. Grand Haven,
, ^:juh,c
And, best of all, the Gas Refrigerator
By auto, by air, by rail and by studied statesmanship at his fa- some time early Monday morning victed.
two games and won both. In me
tiers dinner table, listeningto containing between $40 and $50,
costs
less to operate than any other rethey met the East Holwater, man spans the distance beCbatliam and oilier older men. He but little else of value.
HOLLAND YOUNGSTERS GET morning
landers
at
Overisel.
winning
a
slugtween the hectic nurry of yester- eniercd the house of commons, and
frigeratingsystem.
Entrance was made through a
FULL IN GRAND HAVEN
ging match by the score of 14 to
day and the calm of today and the was chancellor ol Ihe exchequer hi rear window, but the officers disONE GOES TO JAIL
13. Ben Lubbers of East Saugatuck
Drop into our display rooms and let us
world goes gypsying and forgets iweniy-iwo and prime minister at covered nothing which would lead
Louis Weirda. Holland, Jay En- on the mound for East Holland,was
to apprehensionof the burglars. nenga and Wallace McCaffertyof
twenty
three.
show
you the many differentmodels of
life's clamorous complications.
out of the box. In the afterThe loss was discovered about 6 Grand Haven appeared before Jus- driven
noon the youngsters defeated Bentthis marvelous refrigerator. A small deThrough Michigan'sthousands
a. m. today and as the watchman
If you plan a trip to London and
tice C. E. Burr on charges of heim by a one-sided score. Last
upon thousands of acres of state want to look fashionable,let your made the round near midnight it drunken and disorderly conduct week we reported that they had
posit will put one in your home. You CAD
parks the drives are continuous beard grow in cave man fashion. is certainthe job was pulled in the Saturday which occurred at the been defeated by Fennville. This
TA/
Kitchenette model it ideal for tie mat!
pay the balance in convenienteasy payVoting Oxford men and the “young early hours today.
township home of Mr. and Mrs. C. was a mistake and we arc glad to
family. Il hai a f*od c.«f>ac:tyif 4 cvhic feet tnd
lanes of beauty among maple,
The
safe
is
a
small
one.
about
set" generally are doing that.
E. Soule when a fight took place report that insteadof being defeatments. Come in today.
makes 36 latte ice cuhei hrt- e'-t «••-.beech, birch, pine, cedar and balBritain decides (hat whiskers two feet high, which is not too big and their garden was seriously ed by a 4 to 3 count they came out
sam, with frequent glimpses of the are necessary to celebrity; a man to handle and the thieves evidently damaged by Weirda’s automobile.
winners by the score of 5 to 3.
W'cirda was charged with disormajestic Great Lakes from the cannot look convincingly eminent thought it better to carry it off
Robt. McClean. John Payne.
than
risk
opening
it
there.
Nothing
clean shaven.
derly conduct.He paid a fine of Russel Oben of Detroit. Mr. and
high elevations.
else of value was reported taken.
$5.00 and costs of $4.95 and was Mrs. Ed Holloway, Miss Alice Hol• • •
They overlook at least thre*—
Surely there is more of nature
ordered to assume the expense of fowayT Mr"and_Mrs" Richard Cur
Alexander,
Caesar
and
Napoleon.
The
safe
carried
bodily
out
of
packed away in a 30o mile drive
tis and family of Indianapoliswere
They ^ere clean shaven and quite the Henry J. Dombos & Bros, office fixing up the yard of Mr. Soule.
over the West Michigan Pike than
Ennenga was charged with drunk guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
convincing.
on Sunday night has been found
in any other 300 miles elsewhere
on the Walker Road, near Marne, and disorderlyconduct and sent to Monroe, Jr., the past week-end.
jail for 30 days and made to pay
John Brink and family left Monon this globe.
Some, disturbed by depressed as confirmed in a message to Sherthe costs. The jail sentence was day'in their Hudson for a two-week
Michigan's gates are always business, may find comfort in news iff Steketee Tuesday morning.He given in view of the fact he viq- tri' thru the southern states and
MADE BY
trip thru the southern
open The glad hand of welcome, that our "best" people are happy left immediately and little is known lated a two-year parole upon which Washington,D.C. Mr. Brink, ownother than the safe was badly batand gay ss ever.
he was placed May 22, 1929.
the sincerityof Michigan's hospier of the Hamilton Lumber yards,
More of them are In Europe this tered and the contents taken.
Wallace McCafferty was fined is a busv man and believesthat he
tality are yours; whether you come year than last, more of them it deo
$25 and costs of $3.35 for being is entitled to at least one vacation
by land, sea or air, our beacon sirable United States resorts, espe- Another Holland
drunk and disorderlyand placed on in a life time. They plan to visit
cially
Bar
Harbor
and
Newport.
lights will be burning and we are
a two-year probation with 30 days a large number of points of interAll this you learn from the SodsJ
suspentjedjail sentence.
ready to meet you gladly. We are
est in the south and east.
Register of New York. Ihe real one,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lines of
a busy people, but the visitor with- not the Imitationregisters that orRemarkable Growth ORGANIZER IN HOLLAND
Kalamazoo visited their parents,
in our gates is not a stranger,but
ganized "lo supply exclusivenessto
FOR CRIME PREVENTION Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Drenten, the
our guest, and the best we have is i l*,e masses,
Last week the News chronicled The city of Holland has again past week-end.
Farmers arc busy in this vicinhis .
the fact that in spite of the stress- taken the initiative in the promoProf. Stanley Bulks and his
Williams, Boyd and Connor plan
ful period, the First State Bank tion of an activity for the preven- brother John left for Ann Arbor ity harvestingtheir wheat. Renew di*ed«, having flown frum New savings had shown a fine growth
its
ports are that crops are very promtion of crime. An organizationcom
last Saturdaymorning.
York to Bermuda and back, noo and the News stated further that
ising. Another shower fell Inst
prised of various representatives Rev. I. Van Westenbergand famstop, in 17 hour* and 1 minute, and
this remarkableshowing was also from our local churcheshave or- ily called on the Roggen family Saturday and has benefited (he
Dorothy Hester, nineleenyear-olft
crops a great deal. Corn is making
reflected in the savings of the other ganized themselves into a body to last week Thursday evening.
girl in Portland. Ore., does an “out two banking institutions.
rapid headway.
be known as the Probation PromoGiley Mosier returned to Cedar
side loop" nfier one year's flying.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Garret
Mr. Henry Winter, cashierof the tion Committee for Holland and Springs Sunday after a week's
Three times, with two failures In Peoples State Bank, states that he
Bolks Thursday, July 3, a son.
vicinity. This is the first organiza- visit at the home of his brother
five tries, the young western girl would like to go into greater deM«t. Daily 2:30;
tion of its kind, so far, in the state Tim. His many friends were happy
of
SHERIFF STEKETEE IS ASKdid whnt few men have ever dons tail as this relatesto the bank of
of Michigan and no doubt will lend to see him for Mr. Mosier until
and no woman ever attempted.
ING
FOR
A
SECOND
TERM
which he is the manager.
its influence in organizingother about a year ago was one of the
& Grocery Specials for
According to a half page an- bodies of the same kind in other leading men of town. He has been
Friday and Saturday
Sheriff Cornelius Steketee is anDr. Harvey W. Wiley Is dead lo nouncement of the Peoples State cities.The objective of this organi- criticallyill and although someJuly 11-12
his eighty-sixth year. He rendered Bank, found elsewhere,the follow- zation is to assist in giving special what recovered is still in a crippled nouncing elsewherein this issue
Tender Boiling Beef ............................
ing facts are set forth:
his candidacy for a second term as
attention to young men and boys condition.Come again
public
service and proved tne soundLA PLANTE with
The statement of the Peonies who are paroled from our penal
Clara Meeuwsen of Grand Haven sheriff of Ottawa county on the
ness ol tils theorieson diet. He
00 pet. Pure Pork Sausage ...................
JOHN BOLES in
is visiting at the home of her sis- Republican ticket. Mr. Steketee
did not. however equal the record State Bank, organized in 1905, institutions.
shows
a
consistent
and
remarkable
feels that his record as a sheriff,
This organization was brought ter, Mrs. D. L. Brink.
of ihe famous Italian Cornaro. The
Fresh Made Hamburger .................. . • •
growth. This develooment may about through the activity of E. P
Andrew Lubbers and family mo- which has been unusually good, at
latter specialized long a^o In liglir
Sugar Cured Bacon Squares ....................16c
Captain of the
entinz. He lived to one hundred best be indicated by the following Stephan. Last evening at the Third tored to Jackson for a week-end least entities him to a second term. |
When Mr. Steketee was on the
and four, in good health, and his figures taken at five year intervals. Reformed Church this organization visit with relatives and friends.
18c
Sugar Cured Picnic Hams .................
The figuresused are those (ex- was formally organized and the
A reunion of the Pol families Holland police force he proved to
wife, ii[H>n whom he urged his
cept
the last) which were published following officers were elected: was held the Fourth in the Sa! be an able officialfor 20 years and
22c
Fancy Lean Pork Steak ..................
Monday Tuesday,Wednesday theories, lived past one hundred. at the opening of the new bank Roy Champion, chairman, and Chas. woods. There were 135 present hail- when he assumed the sheriffship
25c
buildingin 1928:
Center Cut Lean Pork Chops .............
A. Gross, secretary.It is the plan ing from Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo two years ago he was the local
July 14. 15, 16
Slii«*olint add* r.'fi nno.OUO. e
$ 87,403.37
of the organization to give publi- and Hamilton and vicinity. A pro- chief's right hand man because of
18c
Fancy Beet Kettle Roast [young beef] .......
1910
and hi large sum In Italy, to his annual
443,604.17
city to their activities not only in gram of races, contests and games his long experience.
1915
militu n expense*. The people pa631,321.39
An outstanding accomplishment
Holland but throughoutthe state had been arranged by the men
22c
Jazz Band with
Cream, Brick or Longhorn Cheese ..........
1920
(riot lea My accept more taxation
1,397,446.62
and in the fall to have a speaker on while the ladies had brought well- of Officer Steketee while on the
BOLES in
0 121,829.41
1925
when MiiMi'linltell* them he la
Home Dressed Veal and Chickens ..............
a subject in connection with thi* filled baskets so that the day could Holland police force occurred 1
1930
3,354,129.40
•‘inpeflng he Increasingmilitary exmovement, brought to Holland for be enjoyed in every way. An organ- years ago when he was largely in
Fresh Churned No. I Creamery Butter . ...... 33c
pendituresof neighbors."referring
The capital
1905 was $50,- a public meeting.
ization was affected. Joe Alderink strumental in bringing to justice a
to the heavy French border guard. 000.00. At this time the capital
of
o
was chosen as president and Mrs. half dozen Italians from Indiana
structure is:
LM. MANUAL CHURCH
Tim Pol became secretary*treas-who had been stealing cars right
Government Inspected Meats.
Groceries of
Capital
3150,000.00,
urer. It was voted to hold a re- and left from this vicinity and the
Woman's
Literary
Club.
A woman complained that .TugoNational Repute.
clearing house for these stolen cars
Surplus $150,000.00
union each year.
Thursday and Friday
Rev. J. Lanting Pastor.
simian oflielals beat her brutally
A total of 3300,000.00
C. Lucasse, the local harness and was a fence just over the MichMorning worship at 10 o'clock.
jaud frequentlyto get politicalconJuly 17-18
Deposits with them now are at Subject: "Christ Our Peace.” Sun- shoe man announces that during igan border. Anyway it was estiWe deliver any order C. 0- D. anywhere in
fessions from her.
the highest point in their history. day School at 11:30. Evening Wor- the next three months he is going mated that $45,000 in cars were
the City for 5 cents. Phone 2941
Poland exhausts her resources,
ROGERS in
The men in charge have been ship at 7:30. Subpect: “The Milen- to give away about 100 cameras.
recovered,nine of them from Hoi
keeping In futile readinessfor what
with the hank since its founding nium Blessing."The ladies' quarIrma Peters was a guest at the land, two from Fennville and three
Russia may do. Only a match Is
and during their twenty-fiveyears tet will sing at the evening ser- Henry Nyenhuis home during the from Muskegon and several from
needed In that
,
Eagles
of service have aenuired most val- vices. Wednesday evening Prayer past week-end.
other cities. U. S. governmentmen,
Inc.,
uable experience. They have firmly and Bible Study hour. A cordial inMrs. P. H. Fisher and daughter Detroit detectivesand Grand Rap'Ihe Russian newspaper Pravdi establishedtheir bank as a strong vitationis extended to all to wor- Hazel, Thelma Zalma and Jess ids officials worked with Steketee
urges Communists In America to financialinstitutionof which the ship with us.
Kool, motored to Greenvillefor the on tips received from the local de2941
partment. Several culprits were
Intensifytheir ictlrlflesamong city and community may justly be
The chief dangers that confront Fourth and the week-end.
negroes and workers of foreign na- proud.
Ed Lehman suffered a painful apprehendedand are serving time;
this generation are:
Holland is fortunate in having a]
tionality." The advice Is not sonnd.
Religionwithout the Holy Spirit: injury last week Thursday. Jump- others skipped to Italy.
Mr. Steketee has made a fine
Matinee Saturday 2:30
Negroes and vnrkers foreignhorn class of citizenshipwhich is eco- Christianitywithout Christ.
ing from u load of hay he landed
are usually willing to work for a nomical and industrious.The most
upon a hay fork with the result record as a sheriff and there has
Forgiveness
without
repentence:
Evening 7 and 9
mary election to be held this sumconvincing proof of their thrift is
living.
that one of the times passed thru been the most wonderful co-opdra will be moving rapidly.
Salvation without regeneration.
their savings accounts.
lion between the Holland police
the
muscles
of
his
leg.
Politics without God: Heaven
Mr. and Mrs. Theo. Van Dyke of force and the sheriff’s department
without Hell.
Lack of employmentIs the ComSat. July 12
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
May God keep us from falling in- Holland visited their parents, Mr. and this same condition exists bej munists’ best friend, of course. But
The Ottawa has a double page his community,having lived there
to the pitfalls of such apostasy.— and Mrs. J. J. Van Dyke, last week tween the state police and the sherin ordinarytimes propaganda woulo
SALLY O’NEIL and
iff's men.
Wednesday
evening.
Mr.
J.
J.
Van
announcement
in this issue show- many years, and also having held
Wynand
Withers
Tru-tee
to
John
Rev. J. Lanting.
be most effective among those that
O’DAY in
This is rather unusual
when you ing a picture of the factory plant many positions of trust. For ten
Dyke
has
been
ill for some time.
.
Van
Tatenhoven.
Lot
64
Chamber
think the world owes them a living,
Even by so commonplace an arA Quarterly Teachers’ and Offi- hear of so much friction in "lhprjan(| at Ottawa Furniture Factory years he has been justice of the
of Commerce Sub., Sec. 31-5-15 W„
with littleor no work.
cace and served on the townshij
township
under which there is a solid neace
ticle of food as lettuce is romance cers meeting of the First Ref. countiesin the state between these
City of Holland.
| page 0f bargains as these relate to board of Blendon township, as well
Sisters
Rose Christophelto Henrv Jinping suggested.This will be demonstrat- Church was'hfeld at the home of the different
as now holding his second term as
Anyway Mr. Steketee feels that uny
needg in
jn me
the lurnuur*
furniture line,
An automobile, wisely bought, & wf. Pt. SW'i NW«i Sec. 25-5-16 ed in a radio drama titled “Cor- superintendent,Mr. and Mrs. Henly needs
Added
used and cared for, is not to ex- W.. Park Twp.
It would be well to turn to this supervisor.
delia’s Potion," which will be broad- ry D. Strabbing. After the business if his record is approved by the voConsiderabledrain work has
travagance for any man. It Is a
Bessie Grace Straight to Henry cast by the Kroger Stores Wednes- session the following program was ters of Ottawa county that he is double page on section 2 of this
been done in Blendon township, posnecessary part of modern equip- Jipning & wf. Pt. SW>; NW‘4 Sec. day, July 16, at 9 p.m., Eastern rendered: Piano solo, Ella Roggen; entitled to at least a second term
.
The sale opened today, Thursday, sibly more so than in any other
R.
Vaudeville ment. and to do without it Is the 25-5-16 W.. Park Twp.
Standard Time, through stations vocal duet, Charlotte Strabbing and invites the citizens of this
county
to
examine
his
record
as
and
will continue until all goods township in Ottawa county. Mr.
worst kind of "false economy.”
and
Mrs.
Henry
Nyenhuis;
address
WLW,
Cincinnati;
WTAM.
CleveJohn Dykema & wf. to Joseph
Havedink has watched this work
-a ms b» Kmc rsaturts Syndics!*. Ibc.) Borgman, Pt. W'a Lot 12, Blk 32. land; WJR. Detroit;WIL, St. by Rev. H. W. Pyle of Overisel sheriffat uny time. — Educational i are disposed of.
I The Ottawa Factory Store on and indirectly has had considerable
also Pt. Lot 11. Blk 32. also Pt. Lot Louis, and KQV, Pittsburgh. The who spoke in an interesting and
experience in viewing the working
| north River avenue will be open all
Monday and Tuesday, July 14*15
time of the drama is the latter part instructivemanner on the subject
HOLLAND. July 8-The Hart 12. Block 32, City of Holland.
on drains and water courses.
OTTAWA
FURNITURE
IS
HOLDday
and
evenings
until
9
o'clock.—
“Temptation."
A
social
hour
was
and Cooley baaeball team has nearof
the
ascendancy
of
the
Roman
Jacob Essenburgrtal to Richard
He is well qualified for the posiING
A
THIRD
OF
A
MILLION
Educational
Publicity.
CARY COOPER and
ly cinched the city league flag, H. Bouman A wf. Pt. I/Ot 42, Rut- Empire; the setting is Iberia, a spent at the close. An invitation retion, having had considerable exDOLLAR SALE
with three more weeks of play eers Add., to Central Park, Park country in Asia. To Iberia has been ceived from the Amer. Reformed
BRIAN in
perience in bookkeepingand other
FORMER HOLLAND MAN.
Yesterday t h
Manufacturers Twp.
sent Taurus, envoy of the great to hold a Union Sunday School picwork of this nature. And it is
The Ottawa Furniture Factory
OF BLENDON, ENTERS
trimmed the Booster* to take a
Males H. Van Kampen A wf. Roman Empire, and he is being nic at Base Line, July 17, was
through his favorable contact with
Store on north River avenue, lolead of two full games. The Hart to Gerlof Witteveen.Pt. SE^ feted magnificently.Julian,captain unanimouslyaccepted.
COUNTY RACE
the
the members of the board of superand Cooleys won the city champion- NW*4 Sec. 6-5-15 W.. Holland of Taurus’ guard, loves Cordelia,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Monroe de- cated just across from the plant, is
Friends among the SupervisorsI visors that has determined him to
ship for two consecutiveyears un- Twp.
Iberian dancing girl whose patri- parted Tuesday for a two-week putting on the most gigantic furand other people throughoutthe become a candidate.
der the name of the Federal*. This
I>eonard Regnerus
wf. to cian beauty and grace surpass all visit to Wisconsin. Mr. Monroe, a niture sale ever staged in Ottawa county, as well as those off his home
We believe Mr. Havedink to be
Fri., July 16 17-18 season under the management of Board of Park Two. All gravel on his dreams. “Cordelia'sPotion" traveling salesman for a Chicago county, involving$350,000 in furnitownship have prevailed on Wil- an able and honorable man well
John MSlIt the club has won 10 out Pt. Sec. 28-5-15 W.. Holland Twp. tells of how Julian incurs Taurus’ firm, has been assigned to that ture stock. This receiver sale com1AM POWELL in
pels the plant to dispose of all the liam Havedink to become a candi- qualified for the position.
of 15 starts. The Boosters are runGeorge L. Hadden AVf. to Thad- 1 wrath and is saved from execution state for the time being.
Mr. Havedink is a former HolHarry Drenten and family of furniture stock on hand within a date for the nomination to the ofners-up and have beaten the lead- deus 8. Hadden, Pt. Lot 7, in Blk by timely action of the dancing
Kalamazoo spent the Fourth given period and judging from the fice of county drain commissioner land man, having been connected
ers three times only to fall before 13, Hone College Add. to City
who
knows
the
health-giving
Murder Case the lower teams,
tremendousreductions these goods on the Republican ticket at the pri- with the Harrington Coal Co.
with their folks In this vicinity.
* qualities of the lettuce leaf.
mill air rouies" itiroiigli Ihe territory oi (be Tigris and Euphrates.

sales.
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WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

Urven^^'w.0/ W'W

nounced. The table was beautifully
decorated for the occasion. The marriage will take place in early fall.
Miss Logan has been a teacher in
vacation tour through the east.
the Holland schools for two years.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Veurink and Mr. Steketee is a salesman for the
daughter Maxine have returned Michigan Seating Co. of Jackson,
from a three weeks’ visit in Illi- Mich.
nois, Minnesota and South Dakota.
i

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Van Hoff
have returned from an extended

.....

Wilbur Lcmmen and Fred OverFuneral servicesfor Mrs. David
kamp have returned from a week’s S. Snyder, 64, who died in Los
trip to Urbana and Decatur, 111.
Angeles, California,July 1, were
Mrs. V. P. Mapes and childrenof
Holland and Mrs. John Hokmann
and daughter Lambertineof Mankato, Minn., left early Tuesday
morning for a motor trip up north.

held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from the home at .‘109 College avenue. Dr. E. J. Blekkink officiated.
The pallbearerswere J. P. Kolia,

Miss Alycc Bryson, who for the
past ve»r has been staying with
the M. B. Rogers', and has been
employed by Atty. J. N. Clark,
left Sunday night for Milwaukee,
Wis., where she will remain for a
few days before driving to her
home in Spaulding, Mich. Saturday
afternoon Miss Bryson was entertained with a picnic party at Ottawa Beach by some of her friends.
Those who indulged in a swim and
a fine lunch were Miss Bryson and
the Misses Gladys Moeke, HannahMae Borst, Kathryn Boonstra, Bina Boonstra. Ix>is Harwood, Louise
Rogers and Antoinette Van Koe

land, Friday, July Fourth, the time
being spent in games and a sociable time. A sumptuousdinner was
served on the lawn by the Indies
of the party. Those present, besides
the host and his family, were the
aged father, Bouke Mulder, Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Mulder and children,

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Boonstra nnd
children,Mr. Harry Lookcrseand
the Misses Anna and Nella Sinai,
nil of Zeeland; Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mulder and childrenof North
Blendon, and Rev. and Mrs. Henry

-

o

-

JAMESTOWN

John Joppa was buried Monday
at Brush, Coin. He was born at
Jamestown and lived here until he
went west for his health. This was

I

|

nual spasm of sneezing with itch-

,

Cornells Steketee

[ingand watering
'

Candidate For

the second death in the family in
the past week. A sister, Mrs. Anna
Slingerland of Grand Rapids, was
buried June 30. He is survived by
his widow and eight children.

ZEELAND

the eyes and

nose?

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Liefbocr and
ton Jay of Grand Rapids were visI Adjustment should be
taken itors Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs.
j
Out 20 years’ experience Herman Kromendyke of Zeeland.
The Liefboers have purchased a
i« your assurance of excellent r
summer home at Waukazoo where
suits.
they will spend some time this
I

Republican Nominationlor

ol

o prevent the attacks Spinal

NOW.

SHERIFF
SECOND TERM

summer.
Mrs. John Zuwerink of Grand
Rapids was a visitorof Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Kromendyke Wednes-

1

Pnonc

Ottawa County

2479

(or an appointment

Primaries Sept. 9

day.
Mrs. John De Grens spent Thursday as a visitor of Mrs. Herman
Thanking the voters lor the
M Kromendyke of Zeeland.
The regular July meeting of the
confidence in me in conducting Holland’s PioneerChiropraclor
Zeeland W. C. T. U. has been postthe affairs of this office.
noned until August, due to the illI solicit your continued sup- Hours: 10 to 12 and I to S daily. V*
7 to 9 Tuei., Thurs.. Sat. Even’gs
port for a second term.

John De Jonge

_

,

v

___

_

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

1 Bids wanted for furnishing and
list ailing a
complete two pipe
sttfam heating system in the
County Garage at Zeeland, Mich-

m

igan.

i'jVvt!

Summer Furniture
going at greatly
Reduced

Our

Price.

Stock

is

Sealed proposals will he received
by the Board of County Road Commissioners at their office in the
Court House at Grand Haven,
Michigan, until 9 o’clock a.m..
Eastern Standard Time on the 17th
day of July, 1930, for furnishing
and installing a complete two pipe
'team heating system in the County Garage at Zeeland. Michigan.
Plans, specifications ami proposal blanks may he obtained at the
"fiiceof the Board of County Road
Commissioners, Grand Haven,
Michigan.
Each proposal must he accompanied by a certified check of One
Hundred ($100 001 Dollars made

WHEREAS,

default has been
payment of moneys secured by a mortgage dated the 7th
day of September, A. I)., 1927,
executed and given by Minnie Ray
Osborne, of the City of Holland,
County of Ottawa, State of Michimade

in the

gan, as mortgagor, to the Holland
City State Bank, of Holland, Michigan, a corporation organized and
existing under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Michigan, as

among the local men who
attended the conventionof the

and there are some

unusual bargains

Settees
And

Adolph

The Summer

is still young,

selections

Candidate
Republican

Nomination for

Porch and Garden Furniture
so make your

Drain Commissioner
Ottawa County

now.
Your Support Will Be

M

Appreciated

A.

BROUWER

CO.

212-216 River Ave.

Holland, Mich.

i

easy to ap-

Stop at this Store During the Demonstration!An excellent
opportunity to obtain expert advice on all Interior
Decorating at no cost to you!

t

Bring some small Article and Decorate

it

THIS COUPON

with

UTILAC

IS

yoursell!

FREE!

WORTH 40-CENTS

Sign your name and bring

Nam?

tins

coupon to our store

and

receive:

Address

Coupon good July

1

1

and

One
One

12 only!

25c brush
40c can of Utilac*
65c value lor 25c

Zoerman Hardware
West

13

16th

-

St.

Holland, Mich.

THEREFORE, notice is ntie Court /or the County of Ottawa.
At > session of laid Court, held at
I hereby given, that by virtue of the
I said power of sale and in pursu- the Pnfrate Officein the City of Grand
j ance of the statute in such case Ha*en, in said County on the 7th day
of July A D. 1930.
I made and provided, the said mortgage will be foreclosedby sale of
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof, Judge
the premises therein described at of Probate.
public auction,to the highest bidla tb« Matter of tfca but* of
der, at the north front door of the
courthouse in the City of Grand
JAN H0(\ Deceased
Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan,
It appearingto the court that the
that being the place where the Cirtime for presentation of claims against
cuit Court for the County of Otsaid estate should be limited and that
tawa is held, on Monday, the 6th
a time and place be appointed to reday of October, A.D., 1930, at two
ceive,examine and adjust all claims
o’clock in the afternoonof that
and demands against said deceased by
date, which premises are described
and before said court;
in said mortgage as follows, toIt is Ordered, That creditors of said
wit: The following described land
and premises, situated in the City deceased are required to present their
of Holland, County of Ottawa^ and claims to said court at said Probate
State of Michigan, viz: The West Office on or before the
12th Day ef Nsyeeiber, A. D., 1930
ninety (90) feet of Lot numbered
thirteen (13), Block thirty-two at ten o'clock in the forenoon,said
(32), of the City of Holland, actime and place being hereby appointed
cording to the recorded plat there- for the examinationand adjustmentof
of on record in the office of the all claims and demands against said
Registerof Deeds for Ottawa Coun- deceased.

NOW

ty, Michigan, together with all
tenements, hereditaments and ap-

It is Further Ordered, That public
notice thereof be given by publication
purtenances thereunto belonging.
of a copy of thisorder for three succesDated this 11th day of July, A.D., sive weeks previous tosaid day of hear1930.
ing in the Holland City News, anew*,
CITY STATE BANK. paper printed and circulatedin said
county.
Mortgagee.
Chas. H. McBride,
JAMES J. PANHOr.
/ads* of Probata.
Attorney for Mortgagee,
A true copy—
Business Address:

Holland, Michigan.

CORA VANDEWATER
Register of Probate

'
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SHIRTS

a

Fire Chief J. N. Clark. Dr. W.
G. Hensley and Martin Konstanje
are delegates to the State Firemen’s Convention in South Haven
this week. Several other local firemen arc also in attendance.
Mrs. Herman Derks and Miss
Jennie MeeuwsCn entertained Saturday afternoon with a miscellaneous shower at the home of Mrs.
Herman Derks. 46 E. Main street.
Zeeland, complimentingMiss Janet Dornbos, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. (,. L. Dornbos of Grand Haven. whose marriage to Mr. Neal
Bierens of Kalamazoo will he an

HOLLAND

Primary Sept. 9th
The Old Reliable Furniture Store

is

111

m,

...... :'£r..

fmm

Regular $1.25
Values!

1

A Nationally Advertised Quality
This time our Golden Arrow is shot at Work
Shirt prices! Down they go, and man, what
a chance to stock up!

Coat style Work Shirts of genuine TwoOxen Chambray from the famous Pepperel

,

for the

other

enamel. UTILAC

it

W

Siekman
Rustic Chairs, Rockers,

the original 4-hour drying

does not show brush marks and it is without offensive odor.
Whether it is the renovation of old, or the painting ol new Furniture,
Walls or Trim investigate UTILAC first. The uses ol this product are almost unlimited and the choice of colors is wide. Use UTILAC to bring a
touch ol color to every room in your home.
ply,

InternationalBaity Chick Associa-

I

quite complete

UTILAC

tion at Detroit this week.

mortgagee,which mortgage was
payable to the Board of County recorded in the office of the RegisRoad Commissioners of the County ter of Deeds for Ottawa County,
of Ottawa.
Michigan, on the 9th day of SepThe successfulbidder will he re- tember, A. D., 1927, in Liber 147 of
quired to furnish satisfactory Mortgageson page 486, on which
surety bonds.
mortgage there is claimed to he event of August. The guest list
The right is reserved to reject due at this time the sum of Sixteen included Mvs. Peter Meeuwsen,
any or all bids.
ThousandTwo Hundred Forty-eight Mrs. G. J. Buter, Mrs. A. Oudcnand Mrs. F. Mare, all of
BOARD OF COUNTY ROAD ($16,248.00)Dollars, for principal dyke.
,,
Bierens
COMMISSIONERS OF THE and interest,and Two Hundred ^'/and Rapids; Mrs. C.
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
Sixty-four and fifty-five one-hun- of Kalamazoo: Mrs. G. L. DornBy
dredths ($264.55) Dollars for past- bos and daughter Marjorie, Mrs.
due fire insurance premiums, and John Van Loo and daughterFranAustin Harrington, Cbm.
William M. Connelly
an attorney fee of Fifty ($50.00) ces, Mrs. Joe V an I ^ and darnrhBercnd Kamps.
Dollars, being the legal attorney tors Elizabeth and Catherine, Mrs.
Holland City News.
fee in said mortgage provided,and Peter Van Loo. Mrs. C. Hoebcek,
Expires October I
no suit or proceedings having been Mrs. I). Van Woerkem, Mrs. I),
institutedat law to recover the Klouw, Mrs. C. Van Weelden and
debt or any part thereof,secured
by said mortgage, whereby the
12418-ExpJuly 26
power of sale contained in said
STATE OF MICHIGAN- The Promortgagehas become operative.

July 11-12

Floors, Walls and Trim.

Genuine

land and Charley Jackson of Hol-

on

An Experienced Decorator well-schooledin color harmony will be on
hand to discuss problems of decoration with you. Attention will be centered upon the discussion and demonstrationof UTILAC for Furniture,

(Iff

land were

& Co. Decorator will be

FRIDAY & SATURDAY,

Mrs. Peter Sehaap and children,
all of Zeeland; Mr. and Mrs. F.
De Bruyn of Flint; William Do
Bruyn nnd Mrs. Gertrude De
Bruyn of Grand Rapids; and Mr.
Telleman and daughter of Muskegon spent the Fourth in the form
of a reunion at Eagle Crest cot-

j

still

at this Store

FREE!

and other relatives in this vicinity. at Rosabel! Beach.
Mr. Marshallwas superintendent Robert Pool, Henry Wiersma,
of the Zeeland Public Schools about Ed Dykema. Lee Janssen of 'Zee-

You To Attend

Invite

An Experienced Benjamin Moore

Mulder and childrenof Grand

tage near Holland.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the
Christian school will meet this
week Friday afternoon in the chapThe members of the Young el of the First ('hr. Reformed
Church. This is the last meeting of
People's Society of the North St.
ChristianReformed Church will the season. There will be a baked
goods sale and of other goods on
enjoy a weenie roast at the cottage
hand. All members who are able
of Rev. and Mrs. H. E. Oostendorp
are asked to bring something in
at Tennessee Beach this evening.
Bernard Buikcnm celebrated his the line of baked goods. The comsixty-ninth birthday anniversary mittee also asks to have the Sun- 1
shine boxes turned in.
in a quiet way at his home on Taft
Frank Van Etta, candidate for
avenue, Zeeland, on Monday, July
the Republican nominationto the
7.
office of county sheriff, and Joshua
Mrs. Helen Sehaap and children
(’. Lehman, candidate for county
who live at the old brickyards, treasurer,were callersin Zeeland
Zeeland, are spending two weeks
Wednesday afternon. Mr. Lehman
with Dr. and Mrs. A. Westratcof
was a candidate two years ago and
Holland at their cottage at Ten- ran a close second in the race.
nessee Beach.
At the morning service in the
Born to Mr. and Mrs. George First Reformed Church, Zeeland,
Kamps, Ottawa St., Zeeland, a Sunday, Rev. J. Van Pcursem will
daughter,Eunice Lorraine, born consider the theme. “SanctificaThursday, July 3.
tion." Dr. J. Wesselink. president
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Berghorst, of Central College at Pella, Iowa,
who have been spending their will preach at the evening •'••rvicc
honeymoon traveling through the on the subject,“Christian EducaEastern states, have returned to tion." Miss Cornelia Nettinga will
their home here this week.
aing.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Boonstra and
Mr. Peter Staal is under a docMr. Frank Huizenga were visitors tor’s care at his home on Lincoln

MORTGAGE SALE

We

Rapids.
Mrs. Robert De Bruyn, Miss Susie De Bruyn. Miss Doris De Bruyn,
David De Bruyn and children,Mrs.
Lena Doedema, Mr. and Mrs. John
A. Donia and children, Mr. and

with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Streur in street.
Holland on Monday evening.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the
This Friday night at H:15 the First Reformed Church enjoyed
American Legion Band will give its annual picnic this afternon in
another of its good programs, and the Zeeland city park.
everyone is invited to be out to enDavid Do Bruyn and son Robert
joy the music.
De Bruyn left the first of the week
Mr. and Mrs. Earl J. Marshall on a business triy to Toledo, New
Saturday returned to their home York and Boston.
in St. Paul, Minnesota, after visMrs. Delia Veneklasen and Mrs.
iting a week here at the home of Delia Vanden Berg left Monday on
their mother, Mrs. Frank Boonstra, a visit with Mrs. Henry De Kruif

i

Great Reduction!

|

Several members of the Mouke
Mulder family enjoyed a party at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mulder, two miles south of Zee-

Dakota. Miss Margaret Murphy

I

^

vering.

How good art you at finding mistakes? The artist haa Intentionally
invited the assembly to hold
made aeveral obvloua onea In drawing the above picture. Some of them
steak roast at the cottage at Ottawa Beach Friday. July 11. Many are easily discovered,others may be hard. See how long it will take
YOU to find them.
reports of the Grand Assembly
were made by the girls who attended the Assembly the last week in
June. After the program the girls ness of the speaker, Miss Margaret
adjournedto the reception room Bilz. Plans for the county convenwherc a birthday party was held -lion to be held in Zeeland on Augin honor of Rev. Mark Scxson’s t ust 27 will be made at that meetbirthday. Rev. Sexson was the
founder of the Rainbow Girls. At
the Ladies’ Auxiliary of Amerthis time the engagement of Miss ican Legion meet' in regular sesMaxine Watson was announced. It sion on next Monday evening,July
was also announced that all girls 14, at the Legion Rooms. Reports
wishing to attend the Rainbow will be heard of the delegates to
camp to he held the first week in the state convention held at the Soo
August must notify the Worthy last week. Mrs. Beatrice Romeyn
Advisor immediately.
and Mrs. Martha Burense attended.

Ate you one of those people
who lock forward with dread to
the month ol August, knowing
that it will bring with it an an-

1

Mr*. J. Wierenga. all of Grand Ha- Helen, Mrs. H. Van Dragt, Mrs. 4 with a good attendance. A basven; Mrs. C. A. Bouma of Grand- 1 Harry Dorks and Miss Nella Derks, ket picnic was enjoyed and garnet
ville; Miss Henrietta Derks of Pe- 1 all of Zeeland. The afternoon was and contests played during the aftoskey; Mrs. Bonj. C. Van Ix>o and I sP,,nt
playing of games and ternoon. Those who attended from
daughtersMary and Naomi, Mrs. » fine social time. The hostesses Grand Haven were Mr. and Mra,
W. Glerum and daughter Ruth, served a delicious two-course lunch Fred Bo and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Edwin Glerum and daughter and the bride-to-bewas the recipi- Harry Guggatt and familv, Mr.
Esther, Mrs. Henry Van Dyke and ent of many beautiful and useful and Mrs. Carl Erickson, Clarence
daughter Jeanette, MrsI Wm. j fift«Bouwmun and Mr. and Mrs. John
Meeirwson and daughterJeanette, I A reunion of the Pip pel family Yonker
_______ ..
of Muskegon.—Grand Ha*
Mrs. J. Meeuwsen and daughter! was held at Zeeland Park on July ven Tribune.

nacles."

Henry Luidens, Ed Vaupell, Albert
Keppel, Louis Knoll and Peter RosMrs. A. J. Freyling and daugh- sine. Mrs. Snyder has been a resiter, Dolores Jean, have left for Bosdent of Holland for some time and
ton where they will make their fu- was active in the Hope Reformed
ture home. Mr. Freyling left about
Church Ladies’ Aid society for
three weeks ago.
years. The deceased is survived by
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Kappcl en- a sister, MVs. Frank Van Brocklin
tertained a group of their friends of Muskegon, and three brothers:
at their cottageat Tennessee Beach Charles and William Walters of
Monday evening. Bridge was Mackinaw City and Paul Walters
played, the prizes being won by of Gould City.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Lokker. Delicious refreshments were served by
Edward Dulyea, son of Mr. and
the hostess.
Mrs. F. E. Dulyea of Holland, and
Miss Nella Rose, daughterof Mr.
and Mrs. Gerrit Rose, of South
The Girls’ Club of the First Re- Boston, were united in marriage
formed church held a beach party on May 16 at South Bend. The
Monday evening at Ottawa Beach. newlywedshave just returned from
* After
a picnic dinner was served,
an eastern trip and are now at
the girls enjoyed playing games home to their friends at 20t West
and swimming. Miss Betty Kline, Ninth street. The bride is a former
Misses Johanna and Cornelia Bolte, residentof this city.
Misses Margaret and Cornelia D'-kThe Holland Assembly of the
ker, Miss Margaret Tibbe, Miss
Bertha Risselade, Miss Esther Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Meengs, Miss Irene Plakke, Miss held a very interesting p.eeting
Helena Knaap, Miss Pauline Pot- Tuesday evening. Miss Maxine
ter, Miss Helene Steketee, Miss Ward, a Rainbow Girl from North
Joan Nyhoff, Miss Julia Poelakker Dakota and a visitor at the home of
and Mrs. James Wayer, patroness Mrs. Frank Bertch, gave a short
talk on Rainbow meetings in North
of the club.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Wise of Allegan entertainedwith a dinner Saturday evening at which time the
engagement of their niece, Miss

twenty-fiveyears ago, and he is
well remembered by the elder folk
of Zeeland. He 26 years ago was
also a baseball player on the famous Mel ball team at Holland.
At the Second
.......
.....Ref. Church next
Sunday morning. Rev. Richard J.
Vanden Berg will preach on the
topic, "The Holy Spirit’sAid in
Prayer,” and his talk to the children will be “Little by Little." At
this service Mr. Nicholas lamning
will also sing. In the evening service the Rev. Vanden Berg will
speak on the topic, "Three Taber-
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NEWS

OVERISEL
Mrs. P. Vcrweg is spending two
Mrs. Margaret Dubbink has reweeks in Chicago where she is vis- turned to her home at 202 West
Holland Harbor Is
Mr. and Mrs. Marius Mulder of
iting her brother and sisters.
15th street for the month of July
Holland and Mrs. Fanny Hulsman
after spending the past year at
Benefited
With
John Grevengoedand family are
and daughterGladys made a trip
Annville,Kentucky, where she has
enjoying a week’s vacation at NiHolland and Otsego dealers have
been matron of the Reformed Appropriationof $189,000 to Battle Creek last Monday.
agara
Falls.
this week floodedAllegan with circhurch mission.She will return to
Mrs. Fokkert and daughter Mary
colars announcing special Kales.
Holland harbor is destined to be- of Holland called on relatives here
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Marks and Annville,Ky., on August first.
That’s all fine and fair, but Allegan
childrenof Detroitwere the guests
Alex Van Zanten left Monday come one of the best porta of entry last Saturday.
merchantsshould take a hint and
of George SchuilingWednesday.
morning on an eastern business on the east shore of Lake Michigan
Florence,Alice and Herman Van
return the compliment — Allegan
as a result of President Hoover’s
De Riet will leave this, week for
Otto P. Kramer was a Grand Ha- trip.
Gaiette.
signing of the rivers and harbors
Mrs. Gerrit Nykamp, 111 East bill, which makes (189,000 avail- Grand Rapids where they will
ven business visitor Wednesday.
Rev. Albertus Pieters, professor of Miss Frances Grant.
spend several weeks with their
Rev. and Mrs. Wm. Goulooze of Eighteenth street, submitted to an able for Holland.
in Western Theological seminary,
The second apportionmentof Prairie City, Iowa, are visiting their operation at the Blodgett hospital Based upon a survey and recom- grandparents.
succeeds Rev. John E. Kuizengaas state highway funds to counties as
Rev. and Mrs. William Pyle atparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lane Gou- last week. She is improving nicely. mendations of the chief of United
member on the editorialstatf of announced today by Frank D. Fitz- looze
on East Seventh street.
States engineersHolland harbor tended the Quarterly teachersmeetMrs.
Ruth
De
Ross
and
daughter
the Leader, Reformedchurch week- gerald, business manager of the
ing of the First Reformed Church
'
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Huntley and Frances of Overisel have left for will be assured a channel depth of
ly publishedin Holland.
state highway department. It
at Hamilton Tuesday evening. Rev.
their daughter. Mrs. Paul Watson Montana where they will spend the 20 feet and a waterway, 18’ feet
Rev. P. A. J. Bouma of Clifton, amounts to two million dollars and
of Flint, have returned from a summer with Mrs. De Ross’ broth- deep and 150 feet wide, from the Pyle gave an interestingaddress
NJ., former pastor of Fourth Ho- brings the total returned to counshore line to the steamboat at that meeting.
er, Dr. John Velthuis.
formed church in Holland has ties this year to four million dol- two week’s motoringtrip^ through
wharves, includinga turning basin
Among the guests here Sunday
northern Michigan and Wisconsin.
rounded out a career of 40 years lars. Wavne county will be paid
This year through the interest of at the inner end of approximately were Jean Klumper from Grand
Miss
Jeane
Planting
has
rein the ministry and he and Mrs.
teacher and pupils of the Zeeland 400 feet wide.
and Kent will rank second
Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie KuyBouma simultaneously celebrated with $114,893. The distributionto turned to her home from the Hol- schools and the co-operationof loSince the building of the break- ers, H. Kooiker, Mrs. Mulder of
land hospitalwhere she underwent cal dentists, nil the pupils in the
the fortiethanniversary of their Ottawa county will be (25,004.
water piers at a cost of about Holland and Gradus Wedeven of
an operation.
marriage.
second grade of the public school, '$275,000 in 1910 no large amounts East Holland.
G. M. Rigterink brought suit in
Mrs.
George
Schurman
undertaught
by
Miss
Louise
Wierenga,
The eighteenth annual reunion of Allegand county against D. J. Poelhave been available for Holland
Mrs. Anna Eding, age 31,
the Huyser family will be held akker on a note that was given 14 went an operation at the Holland have had their teeth checked and harbor and the work has been con- Ehs1 Overisel died at the Holland
Wednesday, July 16, in the grove of years ago. The verdict was no hospital last week Wednesday.She in fine condition. There are 30
— fined to dredging the channel and hospital. Funeral services were
C. Huyser at Beaveniam.The pro- cause for action because the note 1* improving nicely,
childrenon this perfectdental hon- , rebuildingthe north pier.
held at the home Monday afternoon
gram will include music, address- was
, Albert Diekema receiveda cableand at the Bentheim Reformed
es by S. Baron and Rev. Carl J.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Roberts and
church at which Rev. A. Oosterhof
Mrs. G. J. Van Dure,, who
f,\om h,is si8tY/. Mrs
gfaroeder, historian’s report by
just resigned as head of the local Kollen. from \thens, C.rme, family have moved from 368 West MISS BREEN TENDERED FARE- officiated.Burial took place in BenPeter Huyser, business meeting,
Red Cross, will leave Saturday
"e; . ‘;1(‘ ',aPP>'- ""s- Nineteenth street to 345 West
WELL BY NINTH STREET theim cemetery. She is survived by
sports, dinner and luncheon.
West Orange. New Jersey for a
ls n,»kin« an ^tended tour Twenty-firststreet.
her husband, Gerrit Eding, and
CHURCH CONGREGATION
Rev. William Heyns of (band long and deserved rest, visiting her ('^ Europe this summer.
two children, Marette and Gleon.
Elbern Parsons and family have
Rapids read the marriage service at
Miss Harriet Slenk is enjoying a
•laughter, Mrs. Wm. Cox.
Rev. Wm. Pyle’s vacation starts
returned from a tour of eastern
The
Ninth
Street
Christian
Re4 o’clock Monday afternoon at hi.week’s vacation at home.
Michigan and a visit to Niagara formed Church congregationten- this week. Rev. Bcnj. Hoffman
In a struggle to get a foothold
home, uniting in marriage his
Professor J. R. Mulder ami fam- Falls.
daughter, Henriette,and Henry li. | on the steep bank at Bass River,
dered a farewell Wednesday eve- will preach at the Reformed Church
ily left Wednesdaymorning for
All next week will be a gala week at Saugatuck
Dnikker, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. H Thomas DeCamp of Grand Rapids,
Adrian Slagh, son of Mr. and ning to Miss Nelle Breen, who will • next Sunday.
Drukker of Passaic, NJ. Glenn fell back into the river and was Lake iWiwna, Indiana, where they Mrs. Peter Slagh, 224 West Seven- soon leave for Africa where she
Dr. John G. Veldhuis, who has
when it celebrates its one hundredth anniversary.
Fynwiever of Zeeland assisted Mr. drowned yesterday after swimming will spend nearly three weeks. teenth street, and Miss Jean Ver will do missionarywork. Dr. H. been visitingrelativesin this viRev.
Mulder
will
give
a
course
in
Make the Big Pavilion your headquarters. It will be
from
his
fishing
boat
out
of
which
Drukker as groomsman. Mr. and
Lee of Grand Rapids, were united Beets of Grand Rapids gave a very cinity,returned to his home at
religiouseducation at the summer
Mrs. Drukker are motoring and will he fell to the shore line. One
in marriage last Saturday morn- interesting talk on “Why 1 Am Wolf Point, Montana, last Saturin the center of attraction, it will be a restful spot to
be at home after Aug. 1 in Passaic, woman was a witness,but she was school of theology.
ing at South Bend. Ind. Mr. and Glad Miss Breen Is Going to Niger- day. Mrs. Ruth De Roos and Miss
rest and at the same time it will be an outstanding
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Whiteman Mrs. Russell McFall of Grand Ha- ia. Africa.’’Rev. N. J. Monsma. Frances, returned with him.
powerless to offer assistance.AcNJ.
cording to the story of the witness and son Howard and Mr. and Mrs. ven accompanied them as witnesses. pastor of the church, gave a fareplace for many attractions.
invite you to the
The Fourth of July program at
Many farmer.- fail to realize that
the man fell over board and swam R. Welton and son Max will leave The newlyweds will make their well address. The following also Overisel proved successfuldespite
one reason why they are unable to
toward the shore. Evidently being today for an eastern trip of three home in Grand Rapids where Mr. gave short farewell speeches: Mrs. the rain from time to time. One of
get a higher price for their eggs is
exhaustedhe could not make the we»ks.
Slagh is manager of a Kroger Raymond Nykamp, who represent- the principalfeatures was the big
that the eggs are not graded. \\ hen
steep bank and sank back into the
ed the Ladies’ Mission Society; E. Italian band of 50 pieces. The proCharles Ver Burg is working at Store.
small and bad eggs are marketed
river. Coroner Covert Van Zant- the new Parkway Hotel of Traverse
A car driven by Ed tenters of O. Holkeboer, Men’s Society; Miss gram was much along the followwith good ones it lowers the price
wick of Grand Haven took charge City for the summer.
622 Lincoln Ave. and another car Albertha Brat. Young Ladies' Mis- ing order: Invocation and remarks
of the entire lot.
of the body.
G. Man-in Brouwer has moved
Charles A. Gross, secretary of driven by J. Veldhof of Grand Rap- sion Circle, and J. Schuiling, Young were given by Rev. Pyle, president
from 88 W. 13th Street to Grand
Miss Cornelia Nettinga of Hol- the Holland Chamber of Commerce, ids collided on the corner of Ninth Men’s Society. A solo was given by of the day. Music by a male quarland gave a delightful offering Sun- has been appointed by Governor street and Lincoln avenue Tues- Jack Bos after which the Young tet; address by Rev. J. Prins of
Rapids, Mich.
day morning at Hope church w£en Fred Green to the Public Relations day evening at about 7:15 o’clock. Ladies’Mission Circle rendered two Grand Rapids; dialogue “A Proshe rendered the inspiringnumber, Committee of the National Council No one was injured and the two vocal selections.Miss Ruth Van posal" by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Voss.
Brightest Spot
the Great
“The Voice Crying in the Wilder- of State legislatives. Mr. Gross at- drivers worked out a settlement Appledorn entertained with two A ball game between Hamiltonand
piano solos.
ness,” by Scott. Miss Nettinga is tended the first meetingsof that satisfactoryto both.
Hudsonville.Hudsonville were the
Mjss Breen is leaving Holland winners. Prizes were donated by
a member of the Musical Faculty body at Lansing Tuesday.
The Misses Lillian Van Dyke,
next Tuesday and leaves New York the merchantsand business places
of Berea University,Kentucky, and
Dr. and Mrs. A. Leenhoutsre- Minnie Nelson. Hermine Ihrman
by
the nineteenth on the steamer Sa- of Overisel and Fillmore and some
is spending her vacation with her
turned Thursday noon from their and Clara Reeverts have returned
maria of the Cunard line. Then she of the Holland merchants. The evet parents, Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Nettrip to France where they visited from an auto trip through Eastern
Adi will be inserted under this tinga, 133 West Eleventh Street. the cemetery at Belleau woods Canada and New York. They at- takes the steamer Wadai from ning program was as follows: MuhMdiar at the rate of one cent a 'Her father was recentlychosen as where their son is buried. Mrs. tended the International Conven- Southampton on August 4. and in sic by the band; two monologues
six weeks she will arrive at Lup- by Glenn Fynewevcr;dialogue
°t the Western Theological
of the Council of Religious
we, Africa, where she will do mis- “Who's a Coward?” Albert Vos,
word per
. | Seminaryand his appointment was Leenhouts was a guest of the Gold tion
12 Musicians
Star Mother’s tour, vjsiting the Educationin Toronto during the sionary work.
ekargo 25c. All »di are cash with approVwl by General Synod of the
Florence Nykerk. Arthur Hoffman;
scenes of the World War conflicts. last week in June.
Reformed church.
Absolutely the best
orchestra ever
selections by a male quartet; diaDr. Leenhouts will be at his office
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Haveman
logue, "Uncle Dick’s Mistake” by
SEVENTY-TWO GIRLS
Major
William
Wilds
left Satur- again on Saturday.
and
children
of
Holland
spent
a
brought
to
Michigan
LOST— Two fountain pens. ReREGISTERED AT PINE LODGE Gillis Lankheet, Floyd Fokkert,
Several local boy scouts are plan- few days at the home of Mrs. L
ward if returned. E. Middleton. day for Battle Creek where he will
Maurice Nienhuis, Reka Van dor
spend two weeks at Camp Custer at ning on taking part in the big Dykstra and family at North BlenWaukazoo.
2tp29.
Wal
and Mildred Albers; music by
the Citizens Military Training parade in Saugatuck’s Centennial don.
The fourth annual girls confermale quartet and the band; monoence,
which
opened
Saturday
at
Black shepherd puppies, (2.00 Camp. Major Wilds, the city chair- celebration,Tuesday, July 15. The
Mr and Mrs. Dirk Ten Broeke
man for the C.M.T.C. is tremen- parade starts at 11 o’clock.
Pine lodge, on the north shore of logue by Jack De Witt; music by
theatre is equipped with 750
aod up. Also Fox Terriersand Toy
r' an(* ^rs- Gerrit Bussis and
dously interestedin the organizaBlack lake, is by far the largestin quartet; dialogue “Forty Miles an
Terrierscheap. Henry Knoll, R 1.
Fire Chief C. Blom. Jr.. E. Beck- children of Borculo called on Mr.
Hour” by Jerrold Kleinheksel,Ben
leather upholstered chairs.
tion and each year spends several
3tp30.
and Mrs. Gerrit Kiekenveld of Hob its history, 72 registrationshaving Hoffman, Eleanor Immink. Jean
weeks as an officer and instructor man, Ted Wyma, George Zuiverink
been
recorded,
according
to a statefor the voung men of Ottawa
Russel ^Risselada,members of land on Tuesday evening.
ment Tuesday bv Mrs. A DeYoung Brink, Mac Lampen, Donald VoorFOR SALE— White leghorn pul- ty. Several of Holland’s young the Holland Fire department, atT£e
[,nfantchild of Mr. and Mrs. of Kalamazoo, dean of the confer- horst, and Merle Rigterink, and
lets, differentages and different
last but not least "The Budget”
men are attending this camp and tended the State Firemen’s conven- a. B. Stegink underwent a minor ence.
prices. Henry Knoll, R. 1. 3tp30.
operation at the Ann Arbor uniElectric
for Singthink a great deal of county clerk tion at South Haven Wednesday.
Cities and towns represented in- which was read by Jack De Witt.
At a congregational meeting of versity hospitallast week.
clude Holland, Grand Rapids, Amplifiers were installed so the
FOR SALE— Nice chicken farm Wilds.
ing and Talking Pictures; Arctic
the North Holland Reformedchurch.
Rev Henry Beets of Grand Rap- Jamestown, Hudsonville, Kalama- program could be heard by every
inside city limits. Has 8-room house
Recently two men prominent in Wednesday evening it was decided
one present and another drawing
jds
and
Rev.
N.
J.
Monsma
of
Holzoo,
northern
Michigan,
Chicago
Air for ventilating
cooling
big chicken house and yard and western Michigan, Mr. J. B. Balch, to extend a call to Rev. B. R. Van
card was the new striking machine.
garage. House has modern im- ex-Mayor of Kalamazoo,and Mr. Zyl of Holland. Nebraska. The land were the principalspeakers at and Wisconsin.
o
Features of the week’s program
provements. Inquire at 353 West Austin Harington of Holland City, North Holland church has been a farewell service Wednesday eveVRIESLAND
flat
3tp30.
being in Allegan,warmly expressed without a pastor for over a year. ning for Miss Nellie Breen, who include an evening of church music
leaves
next
week
for
Africa
to
beunder
direction
of
Prof,
and
Mrs.
*
themselvesas to Allegan’s dam Rev. A. Maatman now of Grand
Mrs. Albert Van Lento and chilcome associated with Miss Johanna W. Curtiss Snow; pageantry in
FOR SALE— If your chicks or project, saying in substance that it Rapids was the former pastor.
Dancing and Motion Pictures every Night until
Veens tra m mission work.
charge of Miss Henrietta Wams- dren of Holland spent a few days
bens are sick use Du Frane's Poul- will prove the best thing that ever
Nellie DeGlopper has petitioned
-L Masaelinkhas moved huis of Holland, banquet, and a with Mr. and Mrs. John De Jonge.
try Herb remedy. A sage remedy, happened to this city. Other visitors
Labor Day
probate court for appointmentof oyer the Holland SandwichShop on consecrationservice.
The Sacrament of Holy Baptism
contains no poison and it does the have said practically the same.
K
Elizabeth Boeye, sister-in-law.
as River
The conference will close Satur- was administered Sunday to Carol
business.Get your supply at Hol- Allegan Gazette.
administratrixof the estate of her
day noon. The banquet will In- Jean, little daughter of Mr. and
land Hatchery, Van Appledorn
First State bank officials of AlA tong-lostpocketbookand its staged Thursday evening.
Mrs. George Van Zoeren, by Dr. H.
Bros., R. 7, Holland Mich.. Phone legan and employes enjoyed a pic- husband.Anthony H. DeGlopper,
Hospers of Holland.
2146, or Mr. M. H. Knoll at Graaf- nic supper on the Vaupell lawn Fri- estimated at (20,000 in real estate contents of about (35 in money
MIDSUMMER PRAYER
schap, R. 8, Holland, Phone 7171- day evening honoring Mr. and Mrs. and (20.000 in personal property.— were recovered this week by the
The Wabeke family gathering
loser, much to his surprise; all
MEETINGS
Fll; or Nienhuis Store at North Clair McOmber who have returned Grand Rapids Press.
was held last week Friday at the
Holland.Phone 7104F11. 28tfc.
Company F of the Michigan Na- hope of which had long since been
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wafro mtheir western trip. Others begiven up and the loss forgotten.
We are living in time of the beke. Those present were Mr. and
tides bank members present includ- tional Guard, which will leave FriEight
years
ago
Jacob
Slagh
greatest
industrial
depression
our
Detroit National
Mrs. Gilbert Vande Water of Holed Charles Van I^ente and Delbert day for Grayling, has two brothers
was assisting his brother-in-law,country has even seen. Many indus- land, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wabeke
Fire Insurance Company
Vaupell of Holland. The evening from seven families and three
Detroit,Michigan
families, Koene Vanden Bosch, near Harlem, tries have reduced their running and childrenof South Blcndon. Mr.
was spent hearing of the interest- brothers from
Michigan’s Favorite Home State ing trip of the McOmbers.
the nine families providing one- in harvesting his hay, and while hour? and some have closed down and Mrs. Dick Langejansand chilCompany
third of the company of 60 men. In there lost his pocketbook about the altogether. Many families are in dren of Plainwell. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Floyd and
place, but had no definite idea at distress. And no relief seems to be
Represented bv
Miss Gretchen Floyd of Detroit the company also are Sergt. Walter what time or place. A diligent in sight for the present. Believing John Wabeke and Julia and HowVAN PUTTEN INSURANCE were
Lehman,
company
cook, and his
ard of Zeeland, and Mr. and Mrs.
the guests of Mrs. A rend
search about the places where he that now is the time to turn from
AGENCY
VanderVeenover the holiday week son, Kenneth. Capt. Victor Colson had been failed to reveal any trace our sins to the Lord, fbe Sixth Re- Guy Roys of Detroit.
16 East Eighth St., Holland, Mich.
and Lieuts. Charles Robinson and
end. — Grand Haven Tribune.
Lisle R. Kirkbride are in charge of of it, ami the search was finally formed Church will hold a scries of
FOREST GROVE
abandoned.
Mrs.
Grace
Fisher,
of
Grand
HaSTRAYED: Small brown dog.
prayer meetings on Thursday evethe company.
ven, was fined (25 and costs of
Mr. \anden Bosch last week, nings at 7:30 o'clock. The followReturn to 514 Central Avenue.
Rev. A. Pieters of the Western
Violation of agreement was the
(3.80 in Justice Burr’s court in
while cultivatingcom on the field ing of the congregation will lead Theological Seminary of Holland
basis
of
an
injunction
issued
by
FOR SALE — Good paper bailer that city, for using obscene and im- Circuit Judge Fred T Miles in fa- where Mr. Slagh had eight years the meetings for the month of July will have charge of the servicesin
proper language in public. She was
before mown the grass .spied the with the accompanyingtopics:
—News office. 32 W. 8th.
the local church next Sunday.
also placed upon a two-year pro- vor of John Oonk, Jr., against weather-wornpocketbook with its
July 10, Andrew Slager, “BoldVerne
VanOrder.
whereby
the
latMisses Wilma Ter Haar and JuPure Tom Barron English White bation. Kenneth Groskyf of Grand
treasure intact. Upon handling the ness in Prayer”; July 17, Mrs. L.
Leghorn Started Chicks and Pul- Rapids was arrested for cutting ter is restrainedfrom reopening a article it readily fell apart, but it W. White, “Where Are the Nine?”; letta Yntema attended the Girls'
bump shop. Van Order and Francis was carefully kept together and
Conference at Pine Lodge the past
lets. Columbia Hatchery, Holland. traffic; Lloyd Krance, 712 Clinton
July 24, John Van Voorst. “Ninestreet, for faulty brakes and no Fahey sold their bump shop to brought to its owner here, who veh’s DeliveranceThrough Prayer”; week as delegates of the Forest
Mich. Phone
3tp30.
operator’slicense. Howard Peter- Oonk on the provision they would turned it over to the U. S. Treas- July 31, Louis B Dalman, “Feeding Grove congregation.
Mrs. Grace Smallegansubmitted
FOR SALE — Violin and Music son, Muskegon, defective muffler not start another shop. Van Order ury Departmentfor redemption of Five Thousand.”
is said to have failed to keep his the currency it contained.
and no license.
Stand. 514 Central Ave.
Will Strong will conduct the to a double operation for appenOf the entire amount only the song service. Everybody is invited dicitis and gall bladder trouble at
The three plants of the Baker agreementand Oonk’s plea for an
injunctionwas granted.
coins were uninjured,but the cur- to come and pray with us. There is Blodgett Hospital in Grand Rapids
Furniture factories,at Allegan,
No action was taken by city offi rency had deterioratedso that only power in united prayer.
on Wednesday morning of last
which had been shut down for 10
week. Her condition is reported adays, resumed operations Monday. rials of Zeeland Wednesday on the one (;, hill could be readilyidentiBlue Bird Beauty
The Veldemian reunion was held complaint made by Henry Vonk of fied It was thought that the other HOLKEBOER-VAN OTTERLOO favorable.
Grand Rapids against Officer Fred rurrency can he identified by the
Last Sunday Rev. Muller anWEDDING
Friday at the John Meeuwsen farm
Marcelling,Shampooing,
Bosnia of this village, although treasury department.
nounced that the dedicatory serin Robinson township. Those presMayor John Mooke and members
Finger waving 50c.
Miss Theoda Van Otterloo, vices for the new auditoriumat
ent were Mr. and Mrs. John VelIn support of his contentiontfvre daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. Van Pine Lodge would be held on
derman of Cordelia-st.,Mr. and of the city council met with Vonk
27W.8ASt. 1W5873 or 2086 Mrs. Dick Velderman of Zeeland, for two hours. After the session, is no set season for the spawnin'' Otterloo,54 East Twentieth street, Wednesday evening, July 16, and
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Sweetman, held behind closed doors, the mayor of bluegillsand speckled bass in and Peter Holkeboer, son of Mrs. that everybodyis welcome to atattorney had
naa
lake Ed Fiiicher of R.P.D. No. A. Holkeboer, 34 East Fifteenth tend.
Hate you anything to sell, ad- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Velderman of announced the city anurney
vertiae it in this column.
Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vel- not been present and nothing would L Holland, Monday produced a fisb street, were united in marriage
Stanley Yntema led the local
hluegill varietycaught in the Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
derman, Mr. and Mrs. Harry EU- be done until he had gone over the
Christian Endeavor meeting SunFOR SALE— 40 acres, fair house, cey, Gus Kimme, Mr. and Mrs. matter. Action is expected either 'akc which showed spawn which at the home of Mrs. A. Holkeboer. day evening on the topic, “Joys and
not have fully developed for Rev. T. Van Der Ark, uncle of the
fine basement, good location. (800. Harry Velderman. The grandchil- Thursday or Friday, according
Dangers When Away from Home.”
the
least two months.
Mrs. E. A. Flora, R. 1, Pullman, Al- dren were Mr. and Mrs. Nir Van
groom, performed the impressive Special music was a violin solo by
Mr. and Mrs. Louis McKay and —
that he. together ceremony in the presence of the Mrs. Gerald Bos, with her daughlegan County, Michigan. 3tp28. Zandbergen,Mr and Mrs. Peter
Meeusen, John Velderman, Elvin ‘on? of Grand Rapids are occupy- with P Dailev,Bert Huizenga. H. immediate families. The wedding ter, Miss Marie Bos, ns accompaSt.
FOR RENT: Reasonable. Newly Velderman, Mildred Ellcey, Jane ing the Wilde cottage on Grand De Maat and H. Bekker, cleaned march from “Ixihengrin”was nist. Reports concerning the recent
anproximately
100
fish
at
the
same
*.j downstairs. jjjj West Kjlcey, Edith Ellcey, Caroline River near Spring Lake. Thev endecorated
played by Miss Christine Holke- C. E. Convention in Holland were
Fifteenth street.
3tp29. Rimme, Albertha Sweetman, JiThn tertained a party of old friends place and found spawn in every boer, sister of the groom. The given by Miss Margaret Keizer and
one. The quartet
the fish the
, caught..............
. bride looked very charming in a Peter Vander Slik.
Velderman,Tilda Velderman,Pe- there on the Fourth, most of
FOR SALE: — Eight-piece oak ter Velderman, Cornie Velderman, guest? being former Spring
dfaJ', in niafk ,akj* «t a dis. gown of salmon satin made with a
resident'sThose present
. nance three nr four h ocks nnaii
dining room suite. Also gas range. Marvin Velderman, John Velder- Iresidents.
inrej Pf four hI,M'ksannr1. fitted bodice and a three flounced
DRENTHE
8 West Seventeenth street. 3tp29 man, Irene Velderman and Jackie Mr. and Mrs. Herman Schafer
skirt. She carried a shower bouquet.
hiIR compan'ons
Mr. and
have a"iple reason to refute
Velderman.
and Mr*
Mrs. Cummings and
white roses, Cala lilies, larkspur I Mr. and Mrs. Lucas De Kleine of
the contention of state conserva- of
BOARD, Room and Meals by day
and maiden hair. Her only jewelry Zutphen called in Mr. and Mrs. Al- without any charge for collection, but that
percent
Cecil Henry Serier, 10, landed a grandson, Mrs. Margaret Fified arid
or weak. Mrs. E. Kirehner,65 East 100-pound turtle in his turtle trap •laughters,and Mrs. A. Fiedler of tion officials that all hhiogills '.nd was a pearl necklace, a gift of
tort Brinks Sunday evcning-H
collection fee will be charged and collected upon all
10th St.
3tp29. near the home of his parents,- Mr. Knmds. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keats speckled bass should to off their the groom. Miss Lyda Van OtterLast Wednesday Miss Alice Bos[
spawningbeds bv June 25. the date loo, sister of the bride, was bridesand Mrs.1 Harry Serier, on the and children of Grand Haven, and
at her home the foi l taxes paid between the sixteenthday of August
FOR SALE — In good condition, north shore of Black lake. Turtle Mr. and Mrs. Nick Mergener of set by the state for the opening of maid. She wore a beautiful frock entertained
lowing ladies: Mrs. John Mast of the first day of September next.
the
season.
a sliding door, baby carriage.In- soup for the Seriersfor a while.
Spring Lake.
of coral georgette made princess Holland; Mrs. John Nagclkirk and
Local fishermen and thousand- of
quire 199 W. 16th street. 3tp29
Mr. ................
.....
and Mrs. John Vander
a..uri .jiui*.
Brook u.?2r8- Ann Yonker and her son, other persons are taking unusual style with full skirt fashioned with Mrs. Gerrit Bos of Vriesland; Mrs.
All taxes not paid on or before the first day of Septhree deep flounces. She carried an
John Van Dam and daughter Jean
l ,a,n* °( this city and a nephew, interest in the movement started bv
FOR SALE — Delco Light plant and son of East 12th street and ,Lawrence
arm
bouquet
of
larkspur,
roses,
and
tember
shall be reassessed upon the General Tax Roll for
Clark of Grand Rapid?, Fischer for changing the Ho.ed
of Forest Grove; and Mrs. Gerrit
batteries. East Saugatuck George Damson of West-9th street,
baby’s breath. Her gift from the Nyweide of Jamestown,N. Y.
have
returned
from
Milwaukee
have
left
for
Denver,
Colorado,
payment and collection. On all such there shall be added
season to an open season the entire
church. Inquire H. H. Schrotenbocr
where they plan to attend the Na- where they attended the funeral of year with resnertto catchill" blue- bride was a necklace. Harvey Van
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Palmbos of
or H. Hulit.
3tp29.
for interest the sum of four per cent to cover from SeptemDer
Ark
of
Grand
Rapids,
cousin
tional Lions’ Convention. Or. their VSdham Van Vuren. a brother of pills and speckled bass in all lakes
Grand Rapids spent Sunday at the
of the groom, served as best man.
Mrs.
Yonker,
who
died
July
3
fol- tributaryto the great lakes.
return
trip
they
will
visit
several
FOR SALE— Store and house. Inhome of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Palm- ber 1st to January 1st next thereafter, and a collection fee
Following the wedding ceremony a
lowing an operation.The deceased
Petitionsin circulation for a week
quire of G. Kuiper, 341 E. Main St., points of interest.
two-course luncheon was served bos and attended services in the of four per cent.
Keeland,
3tp28.
Mrs. Frances Brinks, 38 years was quite well known here, where are being signed bv thousands not after which the newlyweds left for local church in the afternoon.
he was born and spent his boyhood. only in Holland but in other parts
old. passed away Wednesday mornMiss Alice Palmbos is working at
northern and eastern motor trip.
I shall be at my office on every week day from the first
PERMANENT WAVES— (5. (6 ing at the Holland hospital. She i» He was ,»8 years old and is survived of the state where similar condi- nThey
will to at home to their the home of Mr. and Mrs. Johannes
by
one
son
Claude,
of
Milwaukee.
tions
exist.
Monday
in July to and including Aug. 15th, between the
and $8. MODEL BEAUTY SHOP- survived by her husband, George
Van Rhee.
Members of the Holland Fish and friends after July 15 at 922 CathPE, above Model Drug Store. Phone Brinks, and three children,Arum, Mr? Vim Vuren died five years ago
Sunday,
baptism
was
adminishours of 8:00 A. M. and 5:30 P. M. excepting on Thurserine street, Ann Arbor.
2982.
Hiram and Grace. She also leaves bune WaUkee'“Grand Haven Tri- Game club have made repeated attered to Alvera May, daughter of
------ -o
day afternoon of each week when this office will close at
tempts to convince the state offiher mother, Mrs. Lemmen of CoopMr. and Mrs. Walter Walsh and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mast.
cials that June 25 is far too late to
ersville. three sister^ Mrs, Josie
Visitors in the local Christian 12 o’clock noon, with the exception of Thursday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Everett and
and
family
annlv
to
conditions
in
Black
lake,
Eisen of Moline, Mrs. Derm Moore
son Ransom have returned from a Reformed Church Sunday night Aug. 14, when the office will remain open. On the 12th
of Moline, Mrs. Minnie Stroven of teenth street, have moved to Flint which is stocked with an unlimited
were Mr. and Mrs. Walter Van
amount of these fish and especially trip to Sault Sainte Marie.
Lament, three brothers. Bernie and to make their future home.
Dam, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Smalle- and 15th day of July and the 9th and 15th day of August
speckled
hass,
which
at
Hiat
time
Forest Ijemmen of Ooopersv{Re
Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Zyl, Jr.. and
gan, and Mr. and Mrs. John Van
GRAAFSCHAP
the office will be open between the hours of 8 A. M. and 9
have
become
unfit
for
table
use.
and Herman Lemmen of Allendale. son Donald Wayne of Lenars. Iowa.
Dam and son Harvey of Forest
The
Holland
club
will
hold
its
Funeral service?will be held Sat- Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Zyl and daughP. M. to receive payment of all such taxes as are offered
Grove;
Mrs.
Gerrit
Nyweide
of
Mrs. J. Garvelink had her tonsils
urday afternoon at 1:30 o’clock at ter Mary, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter quarterly meeting Wednesday eve- removed at St. Mary’s hospital in Jamestown, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs.
Special Parmanant
me.
the home at 471 Central Ave., and Wesslink of Sheldon, Iowa, arc the ning and the desired change in the
Benjamin banning and children of
Grand Rapids last week Tuesday.
Dated Holland, Mich.. July 7th, A. D.
at 2:00 o’clock at the Prospect Park guest* of Dr. G. Van Zyl and daugh- fishing season with respect to blueRev. J. O. Bouwsma exchanged Holland; David Nagelkirk of AllenChristian Reformed church. Rev. ter Jeane at their summer home at gills and speckled bass will receive
dale;
and
Hessel
Yntema
of
Grand
$5.95
pulpits Sunday with” Rev. H. GooSPRIETSMA, City Treasurer
due consideration.
L. Van Laar will officiate. Inter- Tennessee- Beach.
Rapids.
The petitions will be sent to the dyk of Reeman.
PbMM 2141
ment will to in the Pilgrim Home
Monday night the childrenof R.
Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst state officialsand the state legislaMrs. Justin Kleinheksel,who uncemetery.
nave returned from New York ture will he asked to take notice of derwent an operation at the Hol- Van Haitsmn were called home on
ngten Sqnara
Fred Smith left Sunday on a where they visited their son, Dr.
account of the serious illnessof
the sentiment which is developing land haspitat two weeks ago, is
business trip to Dos Moines, Iowa. Paul Van Verst.
their father, who suffereda stroke.
improving nicely.
for an open acason.

Local

Saugatuck entertainedlarge
crowds over the week-end. Every
available room and cottage was
taken. Traffic through the town
was heavy.
The Spring Lake band will present a concert at Tourist park
Tuesday evening.
The Saugatuck free library sponsored by the Woman’s club will be
open each Tuesday and Friday
afternoon this summer, in charge
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COLLECTION

two

TAXES
To The Tax Payer of the

2693.

City of Holland:

NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN

That the City Tax Rolls of the
several wards of the City of Hol-

Shop

land have been delivered to me
for the Collection of Taxes there-

i
,
to
executive.
i,,c

j

their ,

ThA«„Lake

and that said taxes can
be paid to me, at my office in the
in levied,

City Hall, Cor. River Ave. anct
11th
at any time before the

_

15th Day of Aug. Next

and
rnm^inJ
inriud^

_

W

4

an#

»

_

!

Mich.
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Bent;
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Warn
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cmmmt

a candidate for re-nominaiion

office of Prosecuting

Attoirey.

I

believe

my txperience in

most of the Carribean islands is a lowstone. Yellowstone with its hot waiiiHiiiaiiuiaaiaiaHaiffiiiiiiHHiiiiiiHiHiHiniiiiiai
queer tropic special, for the cutting water geysers surely could estabCHICAGO WOMAN PUTS SONS
of one of its branches yields two lish a hot water system for the
TO BED BY RADIO
quarts of water to the thirsty trav- community for heating purposes to
of
PHONE
clcr. If those trees only would grow say the least. We were there last
along the highways in the semi- summer in latter part of June and
A mother, 1,200 milea at aeu,
Scout’s
deserts of Arizona and California it was so cold that at some places
tucked her two small boys in bed
they could perhaps often save lives water froze in radiatorsof automoDR. BROWER TELLS OF HIS
of people stalled in the dreary biles, and a little steam heat in in their Chicago home on a recent PETER H. NORG SCOUT EXECnight — bv radio telephone.
TRIP IN THE WEST INDIES
UTIVE IN CHARGE AT SPRING
places where there is no water and our cabin would have made us very
Mrs. John I. Zulu, aboard the
AND CARR1BRKAN SEA
the temperature as hot as 120 de- comfortable. When hot weather
LAKE
S. S. Leviathan, talked with the
grees at times.
comes on we don our white suits
boys,
Junius,
6
years
old, and BudBAHAMAS
| At the Florida straits, the gulf and dress. Over there they wear
A new camp site for Ottawa-AIdy. two years older, just at their
— ___
stream is us truly a stream us if it dark. Dark is cooler than white. A
legan Boy Scout* will be inauguNassau from the water in the were flowing between two solid white man becomes tanned and bedtime. Junius was the first to rated this year .at Camp Robert
distanceis mainly two hotels, huge hanks of land. Its boundary at dark-skinned in a short time. That reach the phone when It rang, and
McLean which will be staked out
and gorgeous concrete structures many places is so sharply defined is the heason why the blacks are so what he wanted to know right away on grounds located on McLean’*
painted "Nassau pink," a light- that it may easily he seen from an numerous here. Theif dark skin is was, “Have you been seasick yet,
Bayou juat beyond Spring Lake.
house and an eighteenth century upper deck of the ship. Truly it is nature’s protection against the mother?” Next he inquired if there
Camp Pat McCarthy on Lake
were "any ducks out there."
fort. It is really a very fashionable a river of warm water flowing out heat.
Michigan will bo abandoned thi*
Ruddy,
older
and
more
acrious,
resort, somewhat on the order of of the narrow channel betwen Cuba
In conclusionwill quote some poyear to give the boys a change from
AtlanticCity, or Nice on the Medi- and Florida.Here it- is only a few etry which very dearly describes made some adult inquiriesns to the sand and big lake to a small
how the boat was run Then he told
-V-how lonesome he and his brother lake, where a varied line of acwere. Mother promisedto "make tivitiesare made possible. The

Holland

I will

at the

Camp

have served the

County tor two con-

law and

my

experi-

9th.

aid jtur support
%

&

CLARENCE A. LOKKER
Logging in the interior

Saving Means Preparing
For

A

Financial Drought

get boys have been camping on Lake
hack," and with that the boys went Michiganfor many years and the
to bed happy. It was the first reg- executive committee believesa
ular radio telephoneconversation change will be welcomed.
Camp will be conducted during
to take place between Chicago and
August startingon the Fourth and
a ship at sea.
ending Sept 1, with the program
on a weekly basis. Periods will be
HOLLAND’S "BIBLE LAND” limited to 60 campers, includingthe
leaders. The first week accommoTRAVELER TO SPEAK IN
dations will be made for about 20
GRAND RAPIDS
"cubs," boys 10 and 11 years of
Rev. W. J. VanKersen,178 West age. The first 20 applicationsreloth Street, Holland, for many ceived will be privilegedto attend.
Peter H. Norg, scout executive,
years district secretary for the Reformed church board of foreign working under the direction of the
missions, who has lust returned camp committee, will be the camp
from a tour of the denomination’s director. He has attended camps
mission enterprisesin Arabia, for 14 years both aa a Scout and
China, India and Japan, will de- leader and is experienced in every
liver two addresses at the mission departmentHe also spent four
fest to be held by local Reformed years on athletic teams at Kalamathe customs of the natives. At every churches at Franklin park July 24. zoo College and is a member of the
port the tourist is asked to buy Dr. VanKersen made an extensive Senior Life Saving Corps.
their wares, but especiallyat this visit in Palestine to many of the
William VandeWater. of Holland,
port.
"Holy Places" describedin the is to serve as activities director.
Hlark Marys (by M.M.K.)
He is the physicaltraining director
Bible.
"Those jolly fat Dinahs we meet Other speakers
spe
arranged for are in the Zcleand Public School and is
when ashore,
Rev. C. Wierenga of India
ndia aand Rev. now taking up a course in Scouting
How can we refuse them when us William R. Angus of Amoy, China. in the east Frank Rouch is the
swimming director.He is an Eagle
they emplore?
"Oh mistress! my lady! Oh please GRAND HAVEN’S CO. FS FINK Scout and is an expert swimmer
and lifesaver.Besides these men,
won’t you buy
NEW PLATES ARE GIFTS

you something nice when I

on the Republican ticket for the

greatly appreciate your continued confidence

primaries on September

teranean, only very much smaller. miles wide, flowing northward at
The omnipresent negro outnum- a rate of 6 miles an hour. As it probers the white man about three to ceeds in. its course it loses its
one. To the visitor they are a cheer- warmth and much of its speed,
ful, smiling, picturesquelot. There slowly spreading out to a width of
are the fat Dinahs, the Dirty Dicks severalhundred miles in the North
who are not dirty at all. The real AtlanticOcean. The main facts are
so-called"Dirty Dick" is as black that along the equator there arc
as ink, stands well nigh 7 feet tall, constant trade winds very uniform
sleek and young, wears a bright in velocity and direction.Never
red Prince Albert suit, very courte- varying very much, blowing from
ous and no one can miss seeing him. the African coast westward toward
I had him pose for my camera but the Caribbean sea. The surface wahad to pay him for it, and do some ters are driven before these winds,
coaxing besides.
and with a continuous rotationof
He advertisesa certain place of the earth in an opposite direction,
business and, believe me, he is a a constant warm water is forced
good advertiser.I shall never for- through the channels among the
get the colored traffic policemen, Caribbean islands. There is no place
the blncket of faces, the whitest of for this water to go but into the
helmets, the smartest of boots and Gulf of Mexico, and there is no
the widest of smiles,all very for- outlet from the gulf but through

Of something from Mary? The

OF THE VAN ZYLENS

price is not high.

I’ve beads made of seeds of all
sorts that grow here;
I've red ones and brown ones and
those of Job’s tear.”
Their faces are shining as if with
delight;

Their brown eyes a sparkle, their
teeth gleaming white.
They’ve turbans of bright hues tied

No more tin plates for Co. F of
Grand Haven, while at Camp Grayling this summer, for 66 individual
porcelain sets have arrived at the
Armory, a gift from Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Van Zylen. While on a visit
to the camp last summer, Mrs. Van
Zylen noticed the Grand Haven
boy* were the only ones in the
regiment obliged to use the regulation army equipment,which consists of one plate and a cup. She
reralved to change matters. Each
set contains a plate, cup, soup bowl
and additional service bowls, coffee
pots and water pitcherswill grace
the tables. Heretofore "slum,"
backbone of army rations, pie,
meat and other items of the daily
diet were served on one dish. Now
soup ran be served in the howls,
coffee too will have a finer flavor

from

Saving Means Building
A

SAVINGS account

A

is like a strong, solid

is

dam— building up

^

a

-

o

-

HISTORIC SPOT

no time so timely as the present to begin

BANK SERVICE
A Family

Today no one wishes to do business with a bank whose
in resources or management— can he questioned.And
tod<y everyone may expect a complete bank service so arranged

strength—

it

s

PLANS TO RESTORE

pecuniary drought or

your “reserve building” operations.

that

real dishes.

Duffel bags were brought home
by the company boy* this week
that they may inspect the equipment which will be furnished for
the 10 days in camp, and prepare
for entraining on July 11. Major
Olsen is daily expectingorders
which will furnish complete details
of departure.

Financial Reserve

reservoir of dollars to be used in times of

when needed. There

can be easily and constructivelyfitted

This modern, progressive
Strong, helpful, flexible—

it

bank

is

to individual

such a service

needs.

institution.

4% Paid on Savings 4%

mal

in their relations to the white
folks. They seemed well disciplined.
Two bits would not tempt them to
pose for us unless they had permission from the sergeant. The best
we could do is with snapshots un-

awares. The water in the bay

ue of Columbus erected under the
direction of Washington Irving.
It's

BANK

FIRST STATE
HOLLAND,

of the better class of

around the city has changeable colors, ranging from electric green to
deepest purple,the colors of a butterfly’swing or a peacock’stail. At
the governor’s house we saw a stat-

invites your business.

in the midst of a

beautiful

garden ami looks different from all
other Columbus statues we saw in
other islands. Resembles statues of
Odeum of Periclesat Athens in a
pose as if getting ready to sing
among the stately palms. The coconnut, the royal and the travelers.
The traveler’s palm tree found in

MICHIGAN

Resources: $4,346,790

1

New

J

the active practice ol

payers.

Man

Head

ence in performing thedutus of the office should prove a decided btnelit
to the tax

Number 28

a Six Weeks’

secutive terms.
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Land and Sea
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Tour Over
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Section

West Indian

Islanders at their

home

of

Scoutmasters and
camp from

All campers must be examined
for physical fitness by the family
physician. A doctor will vlait camp
once a week as a safety measure.
A wide variety of activities will
lie possible at the new site including boating, fishing, nature study,
arrhery, track, meets, baseball, special boat trips on the river, treasure hunts, sea scouting, leathercraft, camp fires and many other
things boys like to do. The camp
motto is "Every Scout In Camp a

Swimmer.”
The 1930 camp committee includes the following: William L.
Phillips, Grand Haven; Dr. A.
Leenhouts, Holland; George Cabal!,
Zeeland; Jacob Break, Spring
Lake; Lee Lillie, Coopersvilie:Dr.
Vere Swartout, Allegan; Jacob De
Weerd, Hudsonville,and E. C. Foeter, Fennville.

Camp McCarthy includes 600 feet
of lake frontage of 20 acres. It is
valuable property and belongs to
the citizensof Grand Haven, who
raised the money for the local boy
scouts and later includedthe entire
area.

At one time the Scouts were offered $20 a foot for the property.
In time it may be sold aa it is probably too valuable to hold aa a camp
site. The new camp, located on Mellon's Bayou, is considered a fine
spot and every scout is urged to
prepare for at least one week camp
this season.

Souvenir hunters have nearly
ruined one of the rare historic
spots in the resort section,near
Grand Haven, members of the
The camp cost this year is
legendary tour learned Friday.
There is on Patrick McCarthy’s slightly less than before— $6.00 will
farm in Grand Haven township an btf charged for seven days instead
old Indian cemetery where Chief of $5.50 for six days. This covers
Papmazoo and his tribe are buried. only the cost of materials and
Formerly there were markers at equipment. The council makes this

the graves but souvenir hunters in
recent years have chiseled and elipthe Florida Straitsthrough which
tight over their wool,
l>ed off the stones until little rewe passed between Florida and Their calico skirts are made ample mains
to mark the final resting
Cuba. There is considerablereason
and full
places of the red warriors. Grand
to believethat even if the surface And some wear old hats that came
Haven plans to improve the cemeof the earth was all ocean unimpedout of the Ark,
tery and make it a jioint of general
ed by barriers of lam'., the fulf And some wear no shoes, showing
interest.— G. R. Press.
stream would still swing as it does
feet broad and dark.
o
to the northeast due to the fact Yet even if ancient thin clothing OTHER CULPRITS GET "BIG
that the earth revolves with great
appears,
KICK" OUT OF "JUDGE’S”
force opposite in direction to the They dangle their bangles, wear
TICKET
trade winds that set the water in
hoops in their ears.
motion, the resulting force com- A souvenir surely you'll of some
"Judge" C. E. Burr was the first
bined with the equatorialdrift, and
sort ;
man to tie caught for overtime
the downward pull of gravity would l These ’.Marys have all kinds to sell
parking today and a ticket placed
swerve the stream as it now does. I at each port.
Just recently a French scientist is They’ve moonstones, pots, baskets, on his ear. Like a good sport he
marched into the traffic court precontemplatingto harnessingthis | shells, coral, bay rum,
stream of warm water and convert ! Fruit, dolls, wine, champagne,fans, pared to take the medicine he so
often is obliged to hand out to
it into energy to move our indus- shells, you'll surely want some,
tries. I often wondered if something So whale 'er they offer with smiles others The court was an exciting
place as several irate citizens apcan’t be done with the boilinghot .......
never chary,
peared, declaring they were unwater that is perpetually flowing You cannot refuse to
justly dealt with. Offieer Hirdcs
from the Dragon’smouth of Yel- "Buy Something from Mary!'.’
has made the rounds on a motorcycle pretty thoroughly and brought
in six delinquents this morning.
Among the leading citizens caught
was I,ouiH H. Osterhous.— Grand
Haven Tribune.

-

-

-

Miss Joan Ditmar has left for a
tour through the north.

-

Savings: $2,665,953

numbers

assistants will be in
time to time.

o

Fourth Reformed church was the
scene of a very pretty wedding Fri-

day morning when Miss l^iuisc
Brunsell and Willard Den Houtcr
were united in marriage. The

rate possible by supplying the deficit each year.

-

Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Geerds and
family have left for Los Angeles,

-

California.

o

Edward Rowan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nick Rowan, is sufferingfrom
a broken arm.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Hofstceh left

Monday morning for Wyoming.
They plan to tour Yellowstone
Park and other points of interest,
making a five weeks’ trip. They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Visschers snd daughter,
Dolores Jean, who will make their

home in Wyoming and

Gerrit

Gardner Visschcr who will work
there during the summer.
. -

------ -o

----

--

Mrs. K. Pott announces the engagement of her daughter, Henrietta Allagonda, to Benjamin Van
Zeelt of Chicago. The marriage will
he an event of the fall. Miss Pott
has been employedfor a number of
years at the Stekeiee-VanHuis
Printing House of this city while
Mr. Van Zeelt is connected with ore
of the leading seed distributing
companies of the middle-west.
Eighty-five members were present at the third annual Held family
reunion which was held at Indian
Oeek grove on the Fourth of July.
The afternoon was spent in playing
games and a short program was
given. Officers elected for the coming year arc William Prince of Holland, president;H. I.ookcra of Zeeland, secretary;R. Knapp of Vriesland, treasurer.
'

holland-zekland fair to
SHOW NUTRITION WORK

DR.

voung couple were attended by Miss
Wilma Hasten and Preston Brunsell. The bride looked very hemming in a gown of orchid chiffon
with a large picture hat to match.
Miss Kasten wore a beautifulblue
taffeta gown with hat to match.
After the ceremony the newlyweds
left for a northern trip. The bride
has been an employee of the Michigan Bell Telephone company. Mr.
Brun.tell has a position in Ann Arbor where they expect to make their
home in the near future.

KUIZENGA WILL SPEAK FORMER HOPE MAN MARRIES
AT PINE LODGE EVENT
IN CINCINNATI

Miss Esther C. Lott, home demonstration agent, will superintend
Rev. John E. Kuizenga, profeaOn Saturday noon, June 21st,
an exhibit in home furnishing and sor-electin Princeton Theological
Garret J. Boone ami Miss Carolyn
nutritionwork as one of the feat- seminary, has been booked as the
ures of the Holland Community principal speaker at the dedicatory Mayer were united in marriageby
Fair here the later part of next serviceaof the new auditorium at Rev. Hummel at Christ Church.
month. Exhibits will be made by Pine Lodge Wednesday evening, Cincinnati, Ohio, in the presence of
organized groups.
July 16, at 7:30. The program will
Plenty of the “weecF' for a million “Camels"
relatives and friends. The groom is
be opened with a prayer and praise
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Boone
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Daugherty service diretcedby Prof. W. Curtis of R. R. 10, Holland. He received
Snow of Hope college and an in- his A. B. degree from Hope College FORMER HOLLAND BOY WEDlBreyman was but a younstcr when
o
ire spending the summer in BosGROCERY STORE MANAGER
The fourth annual family reunion
on where Mrs. Daugherty is tak- formal liturgy service dedicating in 1924 and his A. M. and Ph. D.
TO ILLINOIS
I he left Holland with his parents.
ROBBED BY YOUNG BANDIT of the Luiden’s family was held on
Mr. Wm.
Breyman,
it will
ng the teachers summer course at | the buildingto the Biblical and so- degrees from the Universityof Cin—
»•«*«. wic-jr
mmi, it
%*iu be
i/t; rec*
jcial principles -fostered by the
the Fourth of July at the cottage
cinnati in 1925 and 1929 respecAnnouncement has been made of membered, was a jeweler and also
Harvard university.
founders of the assembly.
Grand Rapids Herald.— Entering of Albert Hoeksema, nortlrofTentively. The bride is the daughter of the marriageof Miss Mary Well- manager of the American Express
Mr. and Mrs. G. Mayer of Cincin- man of Rockford, III., to Earl W. Company here. The jewelry store a Kroger store at 957 Ix'onard st, nessee beach. More than 125 were
The Misses Coral and Mary Brenati and a recent graduate of the Breyman of Grand Rapids and was located at the southwest cor- NW, last rdght and keeping his present.After dinner was served, a
mer are spending their vacation in LAST OF EARLY SOUR
CHERRY CROP IS PICKED Nurses’ Training School at Christ Rochelle,III., son of Mr. and Mrs. ner of Eighth street and Central hand in a coat pocket as if he in- program of music and readings was
Battle Creek.
presented. Ball games and horseHospital, Cincinnati. The young William Breyman, Oakley pi., NE ave., later Vaupcll drug store.
tended to draw a gun, a young shoe pitchingwere also engaged in.
Cherry growers around Fennvuie couple will make their home in Cin- The wedding took place at the Old
<y
bandit
held
up
the
manager.
Jacob
Election of officerswas held at
Miss Katherine Van Duren will have completed the harvest of cinnati, where the groom is doing Stone church at Grand Detour, III., BIG BAND REUNION AT ALLEZuidewind, robbed him of $8 that which time the followingwere
?ave Saturday for West Orange, Early Richmond sours. Montmor- research work at the university.
GAN COUNTY PARK
June 24, Rev. A. B. Whitcomb offiwas on his person and took an un- ,.^u.
elected: ,Peter Luidens, presmem;
president;
lew Jersey, where she will visit encies have turned red. Sweet
o
------- ciating.
A reunion of all of the hand or- determined amount of money from Morris Luidens, vice-president; Jaer daughter.
cherries are of very good quality
The following have been granted
A receptionwas held at the home ganizations in Allegan county will
o
and flavor. All varieties will aver- building permits: Mrs. G. Ten of Mr. and Mrs. J. L Richardson he held at the Allegan county park the aosh register, west aide police j cob Hoeksema. secretary;and GerMr. and Mrs. Art Lemmen and age about 50 per cent of a crop in Brink, 175 West Eighth street, to after the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Sunday afternoon, July 13. Ami £S°r^d- Zuulewind who lives at rit Wierda, treasurer. Members
amily of 102 East Twenty-third the western half of Allegan county. erect a garage; and Bert Vander Breyman will lie at home after a Miller, directorof the Casco hand 816 Courtney at, NW., said the from Muskegon. Grand Rapids,
bandit was about 20 years old, of Kalamazoo, Chicago and Pittaburgh
treet have moved to 287 West Cherry picking of the later variety Kamp, 279 West Eighteenth street, trio through northern Michigan and also the Fennville High school
slim build, wore a gray hat and | were present besides those ofvHolis
now
on.
Venty-second street.
also to build a garage.
and Wisconsin, in Rochelle,111. Mr. band, will be in charge of the affair.
coat and tan
land and surrounding communitiw.

-
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-
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shoes.

The annual Meppelink famil;
union was held on the Fourt
July at the home of Mr. and
M. Pos, Marne, Mich. After a
ket lunch was enjoyed a pros
was rendered. The followingoff
were elected for the ensuing j
Maynard Mohr, president;Her
Bontekoe,vice-president; .
Heerspink. secretary; Mrs. Ben
Zanten. historian;M. Post, ti
urer; James Heerspink, publ

manager. Members of the

sr

committee chosen were Gerrit V
zer. Cornelius Hovingh, and ,

Rotman. The program comm
consists of Herman <.Broenc
Max Rotman. A vote of thanks
given to the retiring preaii
John Van Ernst A progran
sports and games was also enjc
About one hundred and fifty '
present; many coming from
mont Allendale. Grand “
Kalamazoo and Holland
ity. It was decided to r
earns date and at the
next year,
i
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oTtww \ HERE IT COMES -THE HR ST
FURNITURE 1
factorv.. 1 INVOLVING ENTIRE STOCK OF
SSUANO

’Chief

qua'

of.,

1

TO BE

'

i<|

0

SOLD TO THE PUBLIC START

h

\

I

AMERICA'S FINE OLD FURNITURE

ONE OF

FACTORIES

ALL FURNITURE CONTAINED IN THE!
BIG FACTORIES MUST BE SOLD.,

MAKING HIGH GRADE FURNITURE FOR MORE THAN +2 YEARS
\ TO BE SOLD OUT TO THE PUBLIC BY THE LIQUIDATORS AT THE
\ LOWEST PRICES EVER SEEN OR EVER HEARD OF ANY WHERE
\ THIS STOCK WILL BE SOLD AT LESS THAN ONE HALF REGULAR PRICES

420 Radio

$175.00 DINING SUITES
ITOllJRSDAY, 9 O’CLOCK SPECIAL

RADIOLA

U wuiU
coiuUU
PThUj
*

of
boot chair
chain in ma*
__ _Jny. Ju»t right for
the Ismail, modern dininr room. Liquidator’!

33

Sets

AH

Complete

20 only; Radiola No. 33; complete with tubes and beautiful chair to match radio cabinet. Out they go Thursday
morning, 9 o’Clock, at liquidator’s price of

Sales

$595°

FREE
DELIVERY

price

Na

tiful

Detroit,

DINING SUITES

IRSDAY,

O’CLOCK SPECIAL

9

|

Hours

99

OTTAWA FURNITURE

AS FAR AS
$210.00

lg

CASH

WITH CHAIR TO MATCH

IWfctNtable,

$4975

U

.

of Business 9 a.m; to 9 p.m.

j

On

WHERE THIS GREAT

Chicago

.

f350,0C

(

takes place under the oiKEcroi

Substantial Orders

[

pieces in

;any; all

finely
tensatiooal bar-

here early and
at the liquiprice of

\

($225.00

DINING SUITES

>DAY, 9

O’CLOCK SPECIAL

S225.00 walnut
room suites con-

jof

buffet, table,

S

sidbl chairs and arm
chairi^ at liquidator’s

Thursday Mornin

Sale Begins
59950

Coffee Tables

$9.00

Fernery

Windsor
Rockers

Tables

Regular $8.00 walnut
coffee tables will go
in this sale Thursday
morning promptly, 9
o’Clock, at

Beautiful walnut tables or stands finely
constructed. Out they

One

go Thursday morn-

finish.

ing, 9 o’Clock, at

Thursday

lot of finely con-

One

i$250.00

Servers

and Rockers

mahogany
Out they go

rockers in

95^

$

One

lot

mahogany

;

f r. °.

high-grade

at

$

lot reed chairs

9

O’CLOCK SPECIAL

$250.00

dining

«

$425.00

DINING SUITES

High-grade walnut

cbaira and ar
chair. They’ll go

31165°

fast at liquidator’s
price of

In solid walnut, solid mahogany,
All must be

at

$

8.95

3.95

$325.00 10-piece Dining
$425.00 10-piece Dining
$450.00 10-piece Dining

TEN BEAUTIFUL PIECES

suite finely
17
06-inch buf
fat, table, 5 side

10-Piece Hoi

stered; out they go
Thursday morning
promptly, 9 o’Clock,

m

suites; out they go at

3.95

Dining

and rockers, uphol-

DINING SUITES

THtlRSDAY,
i
bmhi

$12.00 Chairs

odd serving
cabinets, walnut or

structed Windsor

prioJ of

1.95

$40.00

$13.50

*158

$410.00

Beautiful mahogany
spinet desks; finely
constructed ; liquidator’s price

suites

consistingof buffet, china,
server, table, 5 chairs and
arm chair. All must be
sold at liquidator’s, price
of

$25.00 Desks

i

DINING SUITES

NINE BEAUTIFUL PIECES
In Kentish oak in old English design; suite consists
of refectory table, buffet,
china, side chairs and host
chair; at liquidator’s price

11.45

$475.00 10-piece Dining

$490.00 10-piece Dining
$500.00 10-piece Dining
$550.00 10-piece Dining

169

of

S600.00 10-piece Dining
$650.00 10-piece Dining
$800.00 10-piece

DINING SUITES
THURSDAY, 9 O’CLOCK SPECIAL
$250.00

Ninolboantiful pieces in
early' American style
and built of quaint
cherry birch. Out they
go at liquidator’sprice
of

DINING SUITES

$450.00

TEN BEAUTIFUL PIECES
Swedish

*119

design
antique beech, quaint
charm and a new creation. Out they go

ALL

Settees
Regular $18.00

$500.00

4-ft.

settees; upholstered; at * liquidator’s price of

THURSDAY,

9

O’CLOCK SPECIAL

$16750

i

TEN BEAUTIFUL PIECES
In combination walnut

table, bench,

and mahogany with floral
inlays. These high-type
dining suites will be sold
fast starting Thursday at

chairs,

arm chair and mirror

at

*138

liquidator’s price of

$400.00

DINING SUITES

$490.00

Nita baautiful pieces in

and rosewood ;
large buffet, chma, table, 5 side chairs and
Inst chair, upholstered
•ants and back; at liquidator's price of
maple

Ten pieces in

*149

stered, high

*178

$600.00

uphol•

mahogany; Sheraton
design. These highgrade dining roo

¥ 1

v e r

5800.00

•

*268

DINING SUITES

occasional

chairs. They’ll go fast

at

9875

In French Renaissancedesign; all pieces beautifully carved; 76-inch buffet.
An unheard of bargain at
liquidator’sprice of

$25.00 Chairs
High-grade o

DINING SUITES

TEN MASSIVE PIECES

grade

6.95

stuffed

solid

1000 Pieces
Occasional LI

chairs; at liquidator’s
price of

DINING SUITES

suites will go fast
liquidator’s price of

Beautifully

$

*218

Boudoir

Chairs

DINING SUITES

amoky

pine. Tbit beautiful mile consists of
buffet, comer cabinet,

ma-

price of

$20

Tan placet in old colonial style, fuuthed in

I

TEN BEAUTIFUL PIECES
hogany with inlays of
crotch mahogany. Out
they go at liquidator's

7.65

Thursday morning, 9
o’Clock, at liquida

5475.00

9-PIE<

WILL GO WAY

DINING SUITES

Colonial type in solid

DINING SUITES

AND

reed

tor’s price of

$325.00

8

7.45

Ten massive pieces in solid walnut; all custombuilt. These high-grade
dining suites will be sold
by the liquidatorat

*368

$ 31.50 Kentish Oak Accasioi
$ 16.00 Book Trough and Tal

$

Oak Coffee
$ 32.00 Kentish Oak Desk Cl
$ 43.00 Kentish Oak Pier
$ 36.00 Kentish Oak Revolvii
$110.00 Kentish Oak Secretai
13.50 Kentish

$ 56.00 Kentish Oak Chest of
$ 21.00 Butterfly Tables, liqui]
$ 18.00 Kentish Oak Console
$ 14.00 Kentish Oak Console
$ 21.00 Kentish Oak Humidoi
$ 33.00 Arm Chair and CushiJ
$102.00 Kentish

Oak

THOUSANDS OF
Sale Includes Entire

1

OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL 9 O’CLOCK

\

furniture Consigned
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6 THURS. JULY

i

I0T-H

A GREAT

IN

I

0?39

giSl!

c

\iM

8

COME TO HOLLAND MICHIGAN-ThufoOrtV JULY lOTt1
; AND SAVE A5 YOU HAVE NEVER SAVED BEFORE
THIS SALE IS BEING BROADCAST OVER MICHIGAN- ILLINOIS
AND INDIANA AND CROWDS OF BUYERS WILL BE HERE FOR THl
GREATEST SPOT CASH FURNITURE BARGAINS iN ALL AMERICA

f

if

All Sales

CASH
-HOLLAND MICH.

Y

FREE
DELIVERY

Thursday Morning 9 o’Clock Specials
$ 6.00 Cape Cod Lampi ....... $ 1.95
$ 7.50 Walnut End Tablet.... 1.95
$28.00 Living Room Chain ... 12.45
$12.00 Chairs and Rockers ... 3.C5
$25.00 Walnut Cedar Chests 11.75
$25.00 MbHor. Spinet Desks.. 11.45
$40.00 Odd Servers ............... ^ 8.95

_

AS FAR AS

00 RECEIVERS STOCK
F

SALE

Detroit,

JOHN L.LYNCH SALES CO.LKfUIDAW

On

Chicago

Subitantift!

Hours

Orders

July 10, Promptly
Metal Beds

Suites

Twin
One

Built Suites
oak, smoky pine, veneers, etc.
liquidator.

Suites go

at

......

at ...... SI

Suites go

at

Suites go

at

......
......

or Full

lot high-grade

Mahogany

Large

Walnut club room

mahogany

gateleg tables; finely
constructed; out they
g
Thursday, 9 A.

at

price of

o

M., at

liquidator’s

i

58.00

SI

78.00

$198.75

Regular $35.00 walnut or enameled teawill go
Thursday morning,

Wagons

wagons

promptly 9

o’Clock,

$

$

price of

I

wo® living
High-grade custom •

S268.00

$28.50 Walnut Cedar Cherts at.. 14.75

S297.00

S368.00

ROOM SUITES
PRICE

$40.00 Lane Cedar Cherts

at ......

*

19.45

$50.00 Walnut Cedar Chests at.. 26.50
$65.00 Walnut Cedar High Boy . 27.45

3-PIECE

Large

Secretary
Large mahogany secretary with 3 drawSI

Oak

,oom Pieces

75.00

BEDROOM SUITES

ers

below and

glass
enclosed book case

above

Beautiful 4-piece suite in apple

green, consistingof vanity,
bed, chest of drawers and
bench. Out they go Thursday

at

Regular $200.00 3-piece novelty moheir living room suite
with beautiful reverse on cush-

39.75

$

ions. Out it goes Thursday
morning, 9 o’Clock, at liquidator’s price of

Bed

MOHAIR SUITES

$ 22.45

..............

davenport and Coxwell
chair. These high • type
suites will go fast at liqui-

............ 15.75

$ 85.00 3-piece

Suite

..............33.75

$ 68.00 3-piece

Suite

..............32.50

dator’s price of

$400.00

3-piece Suite ................19.00

$275.00 10-pc. Sunroom Outfit 127.50
$ 22.00 Odd Lounge Chairs ...... 10.75

$ 12.00 Chairs and Rockers ...... 3.95

2-PIECE SUITES

Beautiful imported linen
with down-filled cushions. .
A custom-builthigh-typeS
suite. Out they go Thurs-T
dey at liquidator’s price
of

$ 47.50 Reed Coxwell Chairs.. 16.50
$

i

MOHAIR SUITES

Two beautiful pieces,
Chesterfield style massive

REED FURNITURE

$ 45.00
5100

built

living room suites in vari-f
ous fancy imported cover- $
mgs; newest creations;
entire stock must be sold
at liquidator’sprice of

$350.00

$ 37.50 Chaise Lounge

......

room suites

9.85

Lamps

shades at

at

$

morning, promptly at 9
o’Clock, at liquidation

at

$ 75.00 Reed Day

Suites go

entish

Beautiful end-tables,
, turned legs| in heavy
walnut veneer. Out
they g o Thursday
promptly at 9 A. M.,

Tea-

Made of All-Cedar with Walnut Finish
$25.00 Walnut Cedar Chert* at $11.75

V2

S35.00 Walnut

Regular $6.00 cape
cod lamps complete
with beautiful new

S228.00

IG

Walnut
: End-Tables

Cape Cod

......

THAN

Out they go Thursday

I

WALNUT CEDAR CHESTS

at

......

............7.65

m. to 9 p.m.

S7.50

5.95

S6.00

Suites go

at

o’Clock, at

tables;
$55.00 to $70.00 values.

S167.50

S218.00

juites go

Thursday morning, 9

9.85

at ......

......

structed.Out they go

$
$

Suites go

at

chairs; finely con-

a.

at

at

Suites go

Club

Room Chairs

Suites go

......

$25.00

Settees

o’Clock

at 9

Gateleg Tab.

metal beds; values to
$17.00; in walnut or
enamel; out they go
Thursday, 9 o’Clock,

S138.00

Suites go

535

Moot

buffets and

S^S.OO OccasionalChairs ...... 7.45
$22.00 Lounge Chairs. .......... 10.75
$45.00 3»pioce Reed Suite ...... 19.00

of Business 9

__

THURSDAY, 9 O’CLOCKiSPECIAL
Odd china cabinaU,

$ 9.00 Walnut Fern Tables....95c
$210.00 Dining Room Suites.. 79.50
$',0.09 Boudoir Chairs ............6.95
$18.00

TABLES

CHINAS, BUFFETS,

1

75.00 Stick Reed 4-pc. Suite . 89.50

$100.00 Stick Reed 3-pc. Suite.. 34.00

MORE BARGAINS

at liquidator’sprice of

$18.00 4-foot settees, while they

$15.75
iquidator’s price .......... 7.50
i, liquidator’s price ...... 6.75
liquidator’s price ........ 16.00
liquidator’s price ... 21.50
>k Tables go at .......... 18.00
lidator’sprice ............55.00
fers go at ....................
28.00
p’s price
....................
10.50
will go at ................ 9.00
rs will go at ................ 7.00
lidator’s price ............ 10.50
uidator’s price .......... 16.50
liquidator’s price . 51.00
ibles, liquidator’s prc.

$250 5-Piece

$170.00

BEDROOM SUITES

Bedroom

Su’ts

III walnut, dresser,
Four pieces m early American .
design, quaint cherry birch, ^

dressing table, chest,
bed and bench at

drawers, ^
bed, vanity and bench. Out

consistingof chest of

’124

they go at liquidator’sprice of

$450.00

BEDROOM SUITE

$20.00 Beautiful Boudoir Chairs
$17.50 Reed Rockers,

last

at

......

$ 7.65

..........

6.95

in high colors ........ 5.95

$25.00 OverstuffedOccasional Chairs.... 7.45

Beautiful 8-piece! mahogany suite consistingof
bed, dresser, vanity, chest
of drawers, bench, chair,
nite stand and chest mirror. Out they go at liquidator’s price of

$35.00 Modernistic Tables,

in Burbinga.. 16.45

$35.00 Floor Lamps, completa

at ............

$95.00 English Lounge Chairs go

at

.....

..

15.75
37.45

..

SATIONAL BARGAINS
and A11J
Our Factory Storei

$300.00

BEDROOM SUITES

Lamps

Seven beautiful pieces

in

vsdues; all

mahogany, consisting of
dresser, dressing table,
chest, bed, nite stand,

lamps;

new

3.95

of Factory

1

at ................

$35.00 Mahogany Spinet Desks

at ...............

$11.46
$14.65

$40.00

Mahogany Spinet Desks

at

$50.00

Mahogany

at ................

Spinet Desks

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
room

$26.00 Mahogany Spinet Desks

complete

with shades, et

bench and chair. Out they
go at liquidator’sprice of

type

$28.00

SPINET DESKS

Bridge or junior, $10

$15.85

...............

$23.85

OPEN EVERY NIGHT TILL 9 O’CLOCK

Beautiful living
chairs, upholsteredin va-.
ficus imported coverings.!
All period design chairs.
All must go at liquidator’s
price of

THE HOLLAND CITY

As

Netherlands Is
Again Pictured

Minister and Mrs. Diekema

Presented

to

Were

Them.

By Mrs. Diekeraa

European embroilments and entanglements of the 17th and 18th centuries and gave her a chance to
develop the arts of peace rather
than those of war and has thus
made her the progressive,homemaking, peace-loving nation thai
she is today.

if SECOND LETTER SHE GIVES
GLIMPSES OF LIFE IN

Monday, Jan. 20, was one of
those red letter days. |The Sunday
before,the foreign office had telephoned that the final session of the
reparations conferencewould be
held at 10 on Monday morning, and
that places had been reserved for
us. Needless to say, I was all agog
because spectators’seats were, I
knew, at a great premium. Monday morning at 9:45 we accordingly
arrived at the entrance to the historic building in the “Binnenhof
which houses the second chamber,
where the meetings were held, only
to find that there was no meeting.
The policeman informed us that
the delegates had been up all night
and that in consequence the manuscriptswere not ready for signing
and that we should return at 4:30
in the afternoon.

j

AMSTERDAM
tcBn of ‘Tulip Time” in Holland,
Europe; Chat* wilh Princes*
Juliana
I A, second letter from Mre. Leona
Dielcema to the Holland Century
Clijb members, read at a recent
moiling, i* almost as interesting as
ho one jirintedin the Holland City
fairs a few weeks ago.
In the first installment, Mrs.
iekcma told of her audience with
,ueen Wilhelmina, the gurgeousj
splendor of the social functionsat
the palace and the customs of the

y

i

!

royal court.
In this issue Mrs. Diekema gives
rftinjj glimpsesof Amsterdam
life, with side glances at aome romantic spots. She notes with evident priue the fruits of Dutch injdustry and peraeverencein turning
treat watery expanses into flowering fields and rich harvests.
lf And finally there is a visit to a
•, great international conference,the
queen’sdinner to the visiting diplo-

When we

r

mats and a chat with

'frv

v
9

jp

a

m

jL L-Vls

•fjfjf

!

During the social season we

*. were scheduledto be the guesta of
v the Rotary club in Amsterdam. It
had been our intention to negotiate
the distanceof one hour and a half

by motor car, but Dame Nature

Recent Callers WeH
in Michigan

Known

4

• In closing her letter to the mei

bers of the Holland Century club
Mrs. Diekema mentions the names
of a few Americanswho came to
visit them since that time many
from Holland have made it a pdint
to call on Minister and Mrs. Dfckema.
Continuing she says:
In conveying this message to you
tonight I have endeavored to touch
only a few of the highest spots.
And those high spots would not be
narrated with any degree of completion did 1 fail to mention the

otic colors.

The marshal of the day was
Peter Siersma, a World War veteran, who was followed by Uncle
Sam and Columbus.
Mr. Albert Stegenga ably handled the program following the
parade which was held under the
trees on the spacious school
grounds.
The program follows:

Morning
America

Invocation— Rev. Fopma
Remarks— Rev. Van Vliet
Psalm— Double Quartette
about forty years and where Mrs. Sword and Trumpet Drill— NoorThomas passed away. In 1913 he
deloos, Harlem, Waverly, North
visited his native country. While
Holland
there the war broke out and he was Piano Trio— Marvin Mulder, Elmer
compelled to remain seven years.
Lievensc and James Mulder
Then he returned here and since Flag Drill— East and West Crisp
had made his home with Mr. and Psalm— Double Quartette
Mrs. Gardner. The body of Mrs. Exercise— Olive Center
Thomas was cremated and the ash- Speaker— Rev. Van Den Brig
es were buried with Mr. Thomas
Evening
the Fennvillc, Band Concert— 7:00-8:00
last Wednesday
, .uu-o.uw
cemetery. Rev. J. C. Willits of Hoi- , Invocation— Rev. Van Vliet
land conducted the services from Song-Alpine-Chorus
the Gardner home.
Past, Present,Future— Berlin Bos-

in

,

j

j

i

Interfered with that plan by cover-

The Netherlands kingdom with
a heavy veil of mist hangover from
the London fog which almost coming.
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Princess

By Mrs. Leona Diekema

Ind.

behind their respective floats. The
youngsters were dressed in patri-

1

Juliana.
The letter follows:

i-

room, where we all had a turn Soukup of Hubbardswood, 111.;
talking with their majestiea. The Charles McVea of Oak Park, 111.:
princess was very sweet and de- Richard Chapman of Detroit and
lightful, I thought I asked her to Miss Venus Ponader of Breman,
describe the ceremony that would
,
Mr. and Mrs. Clair Stegeman of
take place when she went to Leyden
to receiveher degree, which tiling Alkgan entertainedat dinner last
she did In a most Interestingfash- Suhday Mr. and Mrs. John Wilion. As you know, there was great liams of Saugatuck.
feastingfor the college women, but • Mr. Julius Thomas, a residentof
the conferringof the degree was a Ganges over forty years, passed
private affair in the presence bf her away in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
professors,her family and a very Wm. Gardner of Saugatuck, June
few friends. When the Amtrlebn 28, at the age of eighty-sixyears.
minister came along the prinews Mr. Thomas was born in Germany
said to him: “Oh, let us talk in and came to America in 1870, and
Dutch. It is so fine that you speak several years afterward settled on
our language."
a farm in Ganges where he resided

returned the delegates
from the 20 nationsinterestedwere
seated in their places at tables arma
ranged in a hollow square. There
NORTH
HOLLAND
Play — Old Maid's Convention
we saw all the celebrities except
Song— Our Banner— Chorus
Tardieu and Briand of France and
North Holland was all in IndeGrandi of Italy, who had gone to few visits from American friends.
prepare for the naval conference. Mr. and Mrs. Julian Hatton of pendence Day array last Friday and
^hdu.uh uiuunruMiuni
But Mr. Snowden,M. Loucheur, M. Grand Haven were our first Amer- not alone were all the citizens
Cheron, Premier Jaspar of Belgium, ican callers.Then came Mr. and j from the entire countryside presDr. Curtins, Premier Schober of Mrs. Richmond Temple from Lon- ent but
1
Austria, Venizelos of Greece — all don, who spent a week-end here 1 land and surrounding places.
One of the principalfeatures of
were there. The venerable Greek Mrs. Temple was formerlv Mrs.
premier was perhaps the most pic- William Alden Smith, Jr., of Grand the celebration was a parade of
turesque figure present with a lit- Rapids. While living in London in floats, the subject matter and the
tle black trench cap covering his recent years, they nave spent two buildingof which was a surpriseto
long white hair. I sat in a small gumnier8 as our neighborg at Lake- the visitorsfrom the cities who
balconv with Mrs. Snowden and!W0(KjFarm. Then there was that have seen much of that sort of
Mrs. Phiops, whose husband is Mr.l (jelj_hlfu|jg.. that Dr. Poling and thing. The first float depicted ColSnowden’s secretary. While mem'
8Dent wjth us “doing'' the umbus before the Queen, coming
tioning these celebrites. we
of ^liam the Silent in Delft, ' from DistrictSchool No. 2, Olive
not overlook Sir Maurice Hankey, the home that marke(i his last days i Center. The second float and the
the very important secretary who nd where the assassins’ bullets (first prize winner was Columbus

f
J

NEWS

new car”

tire

^an^onhat’other

of* the’LondMi'nival’con-1
DiVtm^“Ml0N^\oinNoo^/lM*.
ference as well. We had a splendid Kerk with the leaning tower, where 1 DistrictSchool No. 4, East Crisp.
sion of the naval conference and
view of the whole affair,
i,,~heard Mr.
“ rests the body of Admiral Tfomplhad a very presentablefloat show
caused Ambassador Dawes to ar, Snowden’s speech in
English and and the Nieuwe Kerk— about 600, ing an Indian settlement with a
so tardy as to miss King
A photographof Queen Wilhel- that a young girl queen ascendedpremier Jaspar’s in French, after years new— which
_____ furnishedthe group of Indians around a campfire
the Dutch throne and this is “Her which the secretariescarried the last resting places for the Princes smoking
i’a address of welcome. Consmokimr the “pipe
"pipe of peace
peace. The
mina
and
Prince Henry of The Majesty" and Prince consort repretly, in order to avoid the
manuscripts around to be signed by of Nassau.
wigwams, squaws, and papoose
aniosssadorial predicament,we Netherlands. It was 40 years ago senting the House of Orange.
the various delegates. They were
were all in the tableau. Indian
Now, The Netherlands is a small
; made the journey by train, f
indeed copious documents,all of
scouts on horsebackpreceded the
and it would be quite un^
Drive with freedom.
sensible
Once arrived in Amsterdam, the
which were tied with bows of country,
float. district
Districtscnooi
school No.
5, ivonn
North
fair nfmt,
tn kopo vou as Iona as I float«o. O.
f n
Blew York of The Netherlands,we nation to nation and thus surrounds ed from Amsterdam instead of orange ribbons, furnishing a deliplan these days of low tire prices, is
•, were met by the consul general the world. Mentioning as he did th** , coming on the main traveled road cate complimentarytouch to The
"New Goodyears all aiound.”
A Mr. H.
. who, with his delightful fact that mere size is no measure qf through Haarlem we drove by way
Netherlandsin her capacity as
IndU
f-dejth
k wife, were our hosts for the night efficiency, he then enumeratedthe of Aaismeer in order to see the hostess to the conference.
in for our Special Proposition! Our
and following morning. Parentheti-priceless heritagesthat Greece,Pal- famous flower market. Until one
third 'prize winner wm » fleet with
It was truly insniring to have
lull service backs up every sale!
illf may I say that Mr. and Mrs. estine and Holland, though all are has seen Holland’s flower market
a well-made Lincoln’s log cabin behad the opportunity of witnessing tius or the philosophy
‘of
Spine
of Spinoza,
. .i. . in their many years of consmall, have bequeathed to all pos- and has learned something of Hol- this important bit of history in the all of whom we find memorialized fore which “Honest Abe" sat in
Phone 5695
ilar service for their country have terity.When he had finished, the | land’s flower culturehe is ignorant
ml
deep study. The building of this
making. At the same time, on such
almost completelyencircled the diners rose as one man, clapping of one of the country’s most pic- an occasion, one cannot help but again and again in this land of our float was made possible through
globe and are fascinatingconver- and shouting “Bravo!" and because turesque and typical industries, be strongly reminded of the fabu- adoption,the sum total of this ef- Albert Siersma and the work was
< antknalista.Mrs. H ____ has re- they were so touched at the ex- Aaismeer is a small town surround- lous cost of war, its wastefulness fort might have been far different. well done. Slave education was the
Since none of these qualities exist,
eerily had published an article in ! quisite referenceto their own little ed by acres and acres of hothouses
and futility. Here we are, 12 years you must just take what 1 have float entered by District School No.
the October “Asia" under the cap- Netherlands,many a kerchief came and gardens under glass, the whole
removed from the close, and only written as the words of one who is 9 of West Crisp, picturing a Southtion: “The Marriage of the Seven forth to wipe away a tear. I must thing built on what is known as
180 River Ave.
now the nations interested have with you tonight in spirit and who ern slave market where bidding for
Little Princesses,”a story of one
truly say that never have 1 seen a j "polder" or land that has been fe- finallycome to a financialagree- longs to be with you in the flesh; human lives was fast and furious.
Of their experiences in the Dutch mere speech produce so much emo- claimed from the sea. It seems to
ment! the terms of which cannot
^ the touch of the friendl There were plenty of Uncle Toms,
to feel
Indies.
' 1 me that they force every known
liquidated for two generations at handclasp" and to chat and laug Simon Degrees and Topsies on this
Revertingto my former narrative,
Guaranteed Tire Repairing
Then followed a musicale in the flower under glass. You who have least. I could not repress a feeling wjyj y0U while we partake of what float.It was a very timely entrance.
in due season we arrived at the
Thc judges also judged that Alform of a piano rental, after which never . seen tIhe'?1"ould go into of sorrow when I saw Dr. Curtius, thp re-freshment committee has pro, pavilion in the Vondel park, where
bert Stegenga. Abel Nienhuis and
dancing concluded the evening. ^81?81” 1 do over the thou- that fine, upstanding appearingvide(1 for thc inner man. Amen.
we were met by tbout 60 AmsterPhilip Vinkemulderwere the bestHere I must pause to note a custom a*?.?8 am,l thousands of mammoth German, signing away in heavy
dam Rotariansand their wives and which seems most queer to us. whltf and lavenderlilacs, equal taxation the comforts and in many
looking men in the parade.
Where 1 was greet***!with orchids
DRAMA OF SOUTH
During the program B. A. MulWhen the dancers become
of ways of pink flowing cases the necessitiesof many a
which are produced in great proON KROEGER HOUR der of the Holland City News, chairthey sit down at littletables in an almond, yellow mimosas and white German family for 60 years to
fusion and variety in Belgium,
snowballs. Can you picture having come: people who will in no way
man of the committee, announced
whence they find a market in all adjoining room, where they can all of these things in profusion in
have been responsiblefor the mak- Tfie romance of a southern belle, the winners in the parade contest.
Full Oversize Balloons
order
anything
they
wish,
and
what
J}11 01 in^
Big Oversize Cords
fee surrounding countries. After
7
ing of the heaw yoke under which daughter of an aristocrat who had The other members of the committhe reception,we made our way do you think it invariably is? Well. ' January .
marched bravely off with Stonewall tee were Rev. Richard Vandenberg
isto the dining room, where the you would not guess in a thousand Just imagine!Even in January they are t« be burdened.
$19.75
Jackson never to return, and a of Zeeland,Rev. Van Vliet of North
years, so I will tell you that they I or February tulips hyacinths, and
tables were bedecked with red tuRing
Lardner
no
Help
30-450
young Boston Yankee, come to the Holland and Mr. James Vander Ven,
32-61-0ply 34.80
ordered “hot tea’’— Fancy that! ! daffodils are available in great
lips, white snow balls and golden
in Snowden Meeting
South as an engineer on a povfer Superintendent of North Holland’s
candelabra containing dozens of And after haring been trippingthe numbers everywhere. Flower venproject, is told in "Old Bob’s Berry schools.
lighted candles, the whole roost light fantasticto all of the latest! dors with huge baskets filled with
Before leaving the subjectof the
Thc parade was headed by the
Patch," which will be broadcast on
tissue covered bunches of these
Prices on
brautifully and artistically arrang- American jazz tunes, too!
conference,I must tell vou that we
flowers are the frequent inhabitants
the Kroeger hour at 9 p. m. Wed- Grand Haven Legion band and Holed. The dinner opened with a toast
I enjoy the Amsterdammers very
had occasion to meet all these deleland also had a pickup band in the
to her majesty the uueen, and then much. Their slant on life and thi of the street corners.I have never rates, as there were many affairs. nesday, over WJR.
MMMMMUMMMHlHMMMMmMBNMIMMNHHMMMpMH'rMSraQlirkUMMrniuiniliaiHi
Love of the girl, June Tretor,and line of march selectedfrom the loseen
anything
so
exquisitely
artis„ another to his excellencythe new world is most cosmopolitan. Many
The ministerof foreign affairs gave
the
young
man,
Ralph
Philips
cal
high
school
organization.
tic
as
the
windows
of
the
florists
* ministerfrom the United States of of them have been in America and
a reception for them, as did also
unsurmountablc Another unique feature in the
America. Need I say that the their enthusiasmfor our country here in The Hague. Only lovers of the municipality:the latter was a meets an almost
his parade were the pupils of the diftoasts were not in H20 either, but knows no bounds. Truly, to hear flowers could make the beautiful great and gorgeous event held at obstacle when he announces
company
plans
to
establish
a
power
1 ferent schools appearingdirectly
arrangements
one
finds
here.
When
with bubbles and amber?
them talk one would think they
the Hotel des Deux Villes, to which
It will interest you to know that spoke of paradise itself. And then you purchase flowers in the shop Prince Henry lent his presence.The plant on the estate of June’s proud
the affair was arranged much like am I proud! We all love bur own they not only deliver them but they usual flowers, palms, music, cham- but poverty - stricken widowed
§ and Americandinner-dance:first a country, of course, but we do not love to have the opportunity of ar- pagne, gay costumes and jewels mother. However, with the aid of
course of the dinner and then a realize how much until we live out ranging them for. you
, , in your home
’ speech, another course and then an of it a while. Deep, indeed, are thc weherever you wish them,
But still more important, we were
other speech, and so on until the emotions stirred at the sight of , Returning to Aaismeer, here they invited to dine at the British le- mate pride in his berry patch, a
end. Really a rather nice idea and “Old Glory," and at their praise of have constructed two enormous gation the evening that Sir Odo and way is found out of the difficulty
perhaps a suggestion to cut short America. I never knew that the buildingswhere the growers bring
Se im- and the love ztory comes to a happy
our sometime? too numerous after American flag could mean so much their products. Here you can see nortant British delegates, namely ending. The Kroeger hour every
dinner speeches in America.
to anyone until I saw its beautiful j these nuge rooms filled with hand the Right HonorablePhilip Snow- Wednesday is proving an attrac* — silken stripes unfold,thus display- , trucks arrangedin three tiers and den and wife, Sir Maurice Hankey, tion to radio fans everywhere.
MiniaterCheered by
ing the field of beautifully embroid-all loaded with flowers sorted and the conference secretary,and Mr.
Aasemhled Rotarians
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Bittnerhave
ered stars, in that quaint old church tied in bunches. The buyers occupy Graham, a member of Ramsay Macreturned from a trip to thc northThe high spot on the program for in Amsterdam, one memorableSab- a room where each has a numbered Donald’s cabinet. And what was my
bath
seat. These floral trucks are rolled surprise to find that I was chosen ern peninsula.
. the assembled Rotarians and RoWhenever any of you travel to in one by one and the bidding be- as the dinner partner of the Right
. Uriannes was the address of th“
OVERISEL
AmsterdamI hope you will hunt ' gins and eventually ends. They Honorable Gentleman and as such
- American minister, who apnarently
held them spellbound for about 20 out this bit of antiquity which is then pack the flowers in long cel- found mvself seated between him
not far from
the Klaverstraat of atex boxes
Mrs. Anna Eding. 31 years old,
minutes, during which time h**
.
4,which are. .carried by and Sir Maurice.
Continuing our July Sales, we are offering this except-lined the idealism of this great •fuide boo‘l ’ame* The church dates | motor to the airport of Amsterdam
Now I have read Ring Lardner’s of East Overisel, passed away Frihumanitarian age in which we live “ac^ 1400, at which time it was and transported by airplanes to all (I think it is) "How to Behave in day morning at the Holland hospiional list of money savers.
invite you to trade in
> and sought to snow that, after all *he chapel for a sisterhoodof nuns, i the cities of Europe and the British
a Ball Room.’’ but as to the be- tal. The deceased is survived by her
our pleasant stores where buying is a genuine pleasure.
only the man or the woman
IS’HL when Amsterdam **m- Isles. Open scows and canal barges havior one adopts in the presence husband. Gerrit Eding. and two
Wwgnize- the eternal principle that | *’rac.<^*he doctrines of the Refor- are also used to transportthe of such celebrities I found myself children, Marette and Glcon. and by
he who lives most happily is hel^,al'0,', ^'s church property was (flower-about, and in the summer, in total ignorance. So in conse- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
who lives for others, is the most I tak!!n. ^rom 'h" Catholics and in when the boxing is not necessary, nuence I flounderedaround as best Scholtenof East Overisel. Mrs.
worth while and derives the greatwa8 designated as the place the canals about Aaismeer have the I could but managed to come off Eding also leaves eleven brothers
eut pleasure from life as he goes wor,ih>Pfor the English in Hoi- 1 appearance of floating gigantic fairly well. We talked of Gen. and sisters. They are Henry Dunhit way. Linking this idealism with
Today modem buildings hart* artists palettes, covered with vari- Dawes and the good impression he nenberg and Herman Dunnenberg
Gold Medal or Pillsbury,24,' £ Lb. Sack
the principleRof Rotary Interna- trroWT' UP ar°und th** church and | colored paints. It is no wonder that was making in England, his eccen- of Holland, Dena Dunnenberg. Wiltional, he suggested most forcibly its surrounding nunnery so that en- 1 Holland’s artists knew well how to tricities to the contrary notwith- liam Scholten of Overisel, James
standing. We discussed European Scholten of Holland, Justin Schola channel of great usefulnes* to trance to it must l»e made through paint flowers.
The entire ride from Amsterdam pomp and ceremony and the con- ten, Mrs. Mabel Boerman. Miss
‘the organizationas it reaches from an arcade. Once inside one sees thc
Lily White Flour, 244 Lb. Sack 89c
church the little graveyard and the to Haarlem is a never-ending pan- trast between the new world and Gladys Scholten.Miss Hazel Scholother buildings, all of which except orama of typical Holland scenery the old which are alwav* fresh and ten, Mrs. Minnie Hazekamp and
the church itself, have again be- expressive of the tremendousper- amusing to a novice like myself.
Mrs. Jennie Essink of East OverFancy Michigan Cream
Lb.
come Catholic.The buildingswhich severance which has made The And we even exchanged jokes to
isel. Funeral services were held
formed the nunnery are now little Netherlands the enormous little some extent which reminds me that Monday afternoon at the Benthiem
individualhomes for the poor and country it is. For most of the way the belief we Americanshold that
Reformed church, Rev. A. OosterI aged ladies of the Roman
faith.
one drives on the dike that sur- the English are proverbiallyslow hof officiating.Interment took place
5 Story of Nun Whose
rounds the Haarjem meer, a great |at etching on, is forever exploded
at Benthiemcemetery.
Llndy Brand
Grave was
circular tract of land comprising as far as I am concerned, for my
e
Just under the eaves of the many square miles, once a lake hut two British seatmates were splen- SAUGATUCK, DOUGLAS
church, there is a grave. They tell now reclaimed and invaluable for did company in that respectas well
Pest Lure
AND VICINITY
Lba.
us that here lies buried a nun raising tons and tuns of varied as in everv other.
whose dying wish was that instead produce. On the right of the road
Sir Odo Russell, the Britishmin
Miss Florence McVea, youngest
Lb.
of being buried within th** church, , are the hduses and stores of those ister.
...........
..... been
. ........
and I have
thrown to- daughter of Mrs. William Chamaccording to the custom, sh** might who inhabit the region and who ! ^ther on several occasions.He is
bers McVea. Saturdaybecame the
lie under the eaves where the rain live from the produce of the meer. | finP
amusing. At the
Bottles
1-r Drprsil per Case
bride nf Cernelius Braamse, son of
would drip on her, symbolic of her On this dike are also huge pump-l queen's dinner he and I were placed
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Braamse of
never-ending tears. However, no ing station- used to keep the meer side by side. In fact I was seated
Lbs.
Holland, at Bcachmont on Lake
heed was given to h**r request, and dry. To our left i.s the canal, also between Great Britain and Siam.
Perspiration
she was buried within. On three diked up in many places, and off Both «!Doke English,fortunatelyfor ! Shore dr., Douglas. The ceremony
was solemnized by Rev. Thomas W.
1H Lb. Loaf
; differentoccasions her grave was beyond more miles and miles of
1 Lb. Loaf
me. This does not always happen, Davidson of Hope church. Miss
*•
| found bulging above th<* floor level, shallow lakeb, island dotted here
as mv husband sat between Turkey Dorothy Logan of Holland played a
B they finally dug her up and and there, demonstrating to the eye and Argentine, both charmim** apthe
Butler Cream Almond Bar
program of wedding music precedI buried without,as she had request- and sense what the entire region
pearing young women, but “L* Ared, where, ever since, the poor dis- was like before industry rind zeal gentine snoke onlv French and Tur- ing the ceremonyand a vocal numYaletor
tracted nun ha? lain in peace. Like diked up the land and built the key. a little English "' As we sat at ber was sung by Mrs. Adrian Van
Tall
EVAPORATED
Ordiairy pr*Mia| methods
Robert L. Ripley, I say "Believe it pumps to dAin the meer when nec- dinner Sir Odo said to me in a DeVerde of Detroit, sister of the
Cans
bride.
The
bridal
party
approached
Carnation,
Pet
or
Dundee
wot remove oloasivo peri or not": but, nevertheless
one hear? essary.
voice that I feared would reach the
the altar to the strains of the wedepiretieaodors. Valctor press(these legends along with historic ...
.. .. .. ,,
ears of the queen herself and also
ding march from Lohengrin. The
UJ— uitaj refelstedsteam
truth wherever one goes in this ! ate.r tydlaod s Boon
of the gentleman in question • "Who
bride wore cream satin fashioned
pressure — removes perspireiold world, and th** fact remains
Cans
C>eanser
tie* odors quickly without
'that Ih-y add much charm to the Walw
th<!
looks
i»
like
km”n°
a
colossal
jackass
.us
InnV.
colotaal lackasa
I ^pper| l0 ^atch. Hor vei| WS1 ,t.
hormiuj tks most doiieste
i /w
Ian*lers. If the rain floods one ditch said: “Do vou mean that waxed
fabrics.
A few days ago when we return- ^py Mt thojr windmji|s and pUmpa figure here?’’ whereuponhe laugh- tached with a wreath of pearls and
No. 2
Country
orange blossoms. Miss Helen McCana
Velotor pressiofelse kills
Club
1 'n operation and put the water ed loudly and exclaimed,“Exactly."
Vea attended her sister as maid of
derma, destroys moth efji sad
somewhere else. It is no obstacle However,pot knowing, we both re- honor. The bridesmaids were Miss
Itrvee, raises tbe oap of tbe
at all. Not only have they made mained in the dark as to his idenHarriet Braamse, sister of tfie
fabric, sad makes dothiul
much of their land from water but tity. But in spite of that, the groom. Miss Elizabeth Stone and
look aad fit like aew.
the time also was when they used queen's dinner to the ministers and
Miss Margaret Paul. Martin Van
that same water to protect their their wives was a great success.
Said your clothes here to be
Klink was best man, and the ushers
country
and
to
save
it
inviolate
DAFFODILS AND NARCISSUS
Watsons 24 Lb. Arertge
pressed tks modera Valet or
from the hand of Spain. Water one
and Richard ChapPrincess
Juliana.
There
was
one
Vande
Waler
sees on every side until one almost
man of Detroit. Mr. and Mrs. Adrl
o0c a
feels like Coleridge when he ex- long table— beautifulin its appointLba.
Hard Leads
ments and decorations — which were an Van DeVerde of Detroit were
Theht
bulbs
are
the
Emperor
claimed
in
the
Ancient
Mariner
Columbia
masses of white lilacs laid on the master and mistress of ceremonies.
v»n.d>; consideredone of thcf.ncst
tabic and placed in huge golden. Following the ceremonya reception
large Bunch
Fancy Michigan
daffodils in cultivation.All are f^me water that has made Hol- branching flower holders. There waa held and a buffet luncheon
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Flour

*

Cheese

-

Restless

-

Golden Banta

and
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Modern

Way

|
I

4

2

Coca-Cola

^

25e
25c
25c

Purity Nut Oleo

2

25c

8c
25c
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„evcr
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crAS*.

Milk
Old Dutch
Kidney Beans

‘I
r*

b^,, wmu*

dozen

Hat-Suit

bulbs.
-Single

land what she is today. For it was
FOR SALE
and dus- that water that early made her a
great maritime nation; that gave
tered ^narcissus.All named varievane- kl,r opportunity to sail to the
ties.
Antipodes and the Orient whence
large hea'thy

... ,

Cleaners

!

.

Watermelons

w„

were almost as many gaily liveried | wnred*
servitorsas there were guests, so Detroit after g trlP ar°und the lake,
that the 10 courses,with their ac-; Out-of-townguests included Mr.
companyingwines, were served and Mrs. John G. Bennick of Coopwith great disnatch and we were at

*rtiV^ M,s8 Lu,u Dar*ett8 n

Celery

Tomatoes

1

5th Street

Opposite Holland High School (than any other country from thc* which we

YOUR, DOLLAR,

43c

xoc
toe

Cabbage

Enquire Miss Ruth Mulder
79 West

25c
19c
25c

3
3
3

FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES

NAMED BULBS

4656

Lard
Jewel Coffee

Bread
Cake

Odors Removed

8th St. Ph.

Cora

Fancy Hot House

15c

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Three Sections

Volume Number 59
Council Favors
Elective

Road

Commissioners

Holland, Michigan, Thunday, July

Wade Drug Co., Cornie
Westratc, H. M. Tasker, Mrs. H.
Burrows, Lambert Bouwman.
Granted.
Clerk presented applicationand
bond of Peoples Transportation Co. j
for license to operate motor busses.
Bond approved and license grant-

10,

tel Kraker,

1930
Lirm.K

Nambtt 28
GIRI.

HURT

AT PLAY IN

BARN

COHH-KRAMKR IS SOLEMNIZED

Spoiling That

On Thursday evening a quiet soLittle Alice Redder, seven-yearcial function took place when Misa
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. MarJuanita Cobb, daughter of Mr. and
ry Redder of Zeeland, was seriousMrs. Willard A. Cobb, 95 Ealt 9th
ly injured on last Friday afternoon
street, was wed to Gerald Robert
while visiting at the home of her
Kramer, only son of Mr. and Mrs.
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. GerOtto P. Kramer, 79 West Twelfth MAN IS ONLY A NOVICE AT
it Redder, in Jamestown township.
FISH PROPAGATION
street.The ceremonies were perWhile playing in the barn with sevI formed at the home of the bride’s
eral other childrenshe fell from a
parents before an altar of palms The Detroit News prints a very
hay mow and received a sculp and
a profusion of roses and green- interestingand at tile same time a
wound and was rendered uncon- ery as a fitting background. It was very sensiblearticle from the pen
scious, in which condition she has
beautiful setting before which of Albert Stoll, Jr.
remained the greater part of the the happy young couple were wed doors" writer.He r. great "out of
__________ writes under the
time since. She was immediately at eight o'clock by Rev. Father D.
caption of "Spoiling Natural Replaced tinder a doctor'scare, who
D. Douglas, pastor of Grace Epis- production."

Which Nature

Does Very Well

91*

“City Fathers" Disapprove of Ac- ed.
Clerk presented report from Nation of Ottawa County Tax
tional Rivers and Harbors ConBoard's Action
gress, Washington,D. C., showing
that the Rivers and Harbors bill
There are many interestingincijust passed by Congress releases
dents connected with the last meet- the amount of $189, 000.00 for Holing of the Holland Common Counland Harbor and Black Lake.
cil as reported by City Clerk Oscar
Accepted and filed.
Peterson as given othcially and in
Clerk presented applicationand
full below:—
bond of J. H. Costing for license to
construct sidewalks.
Holland, Mich., July 2, 1930.
Approved and license granted.
The Common Council met in
Clerk presented communication
ular session and was called to from S. Timmerman, Hudsonvillc,
re5er by the Mayor.
ordi
MWi.. deploring the fact that the
Present: Mayor Brooks, Aids. Gosjiel tent of the Free Methodist
Kleis. Prina, Brieve, Woltmnn, Hy- was recentlyburned in the City of
ma, Vandenberg, Steffens, Habing, Holland.
Postma, Veltman and Thomson,and
Filed.
the Cleik.
In commentingon the burning of
Devotions were led by Aid. A.
this tent, Aid. Thomson of the 6th
Hyma.
Ward expressed the opinion that it
Minutes read and approved.
was his belief that someone bad
carelesslydropped a cigarette or
Petitions and Accounts
cigar stub among the straw which
Clerk presentedOath of Office of caused the fire.
Henry Vanderschel as Member of Reports of Standing Committees
Beard of Police and Fire Comms.
The Street Committee reported
Accepted and filed.
progress on the matter of a side
Clerk presented communication
track onto the property of the Na-

l

brought her to the Zeeland hospital, copal church.
Said Mr. Stoll:
where she is now slowly recover* The bride looked beautifulin a
"Our fish culturiata evidently
ing.
gown of pastel green chiffon. She revel in large figures. At the end
carried a corsage of pink roses and of each fish planting season we are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brindel and swansonia.
reminded that umpty-umpty milfamily are enjoying a two weeks'
Miss Gertrude Kramer of New lions of baby fish were planted in
motor 'tour around Lake Michigan.
York City,
'
y. sister of the groom, was our lakes and atreama that wore
::
bridesmaid. She wore a beautiful produced in our fish hatcheries
Miss Mary Van Zyle of Sheldon.
gown of gold lace and carried n from spawn taken from native fish
Iowa, is the guest of her sister,
bouquet of lavender and white in native waters. Big figures please
Miss Jcanc Van Zyle.
sweet
the fishermen and make the fish
Lawrence Kramer of Detroit, culturists feel that they have really
William Volruha was the weekcousin of the groom, assisted as
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. (’. best man. Miss Ncdni Cobb and accomplished something toward restocking our depleted fishing
Keppel.
Brice Cobb, niece and nephew of waters. This may be true In some
John Eaton spent the week-end the bride, acted as flower girl and
instancesbut take the case of tho
at Spring Lake.
ringbearer.
perch and what do we find?
After the ceremonies theru was
"In 1927 we were informed that
a reception and refreshments en- 93,584,975baby perch were hacthed
dling of produce to store, and
On motion of Aid. Kleis, 2nd by joyed by forty guests.
and planted in our lakes and
ami- Mrs.
Kramer will be at Htreams. In 1928 the total reached
Vandenberg.
, Mr.
........
........................
from the American Legion Band
tional Biscuit Co.
The matter was referred to the home to their friendsafter August 35,128,360 and in 1929 well over
expressing their appreciation for
Committee on Claims and Ac—
License and Ordinance CommiUees 1 when they return from an
50,000,000. Off-hand
this total of
the co-operationthat they have recounts reported having examined
jointly. Mayor Brooks reported that en western trip. Mr. Kramer Is 175,713,385smacks of a great acceived from the Council in connecclaims in the sum of $7311.96,and
the matter of not allowing all night teller at the Holland City State complishmentbut it isn’t. If facts
tion with the holding of band conrecommended payment thereof.
parking in front of the Hotels was bank where his father has been the and figures were available aa to
certs at Kollen Park.
(Said claims on file in the Clerk’s
not proving to be satisfactoryand cashier for a number of years.
how many perch would have been
Accepted and filed.
office for public inspection.)
Several social functions were produced if our fish culturlsts had
stated that the matter would be
Clerk presented communication Allowed.
held in behalf of the bride during left the spawning fish alone to redropped for the present.
from Mrs. Jennie Van Zanten reWelfare Committeereported poor
There was considerable discus- the past few weeks.
produce in their native environquesting the City to fix up culvert orders in the sum of $250.00 for
• • *
sion by Council members and also
ment the 174,714,335would pale
Copyrljlit, W N. U.)
where it crossesher property.
regular aid and $74.81 for tempoby SupervisorEdw. Vandenberg Mrs. William H. Nies entertained into insignificance. Practicallyall
Culvert, to be repaired under the rary aid. total of $324.81.
relative to the attitude that pre- with a shower in honor of Miss of the perch spawn placed In our
supeevision of the City Engineer
Accepted and filed.
vails by a majority of the Ottawa Juanita Cobh. Bridge was played hatcheries was gathered from our
and the cost of same assessed Committee on Public Bldgs, and would be dropped.
Co. Board of Supervisors toward with the prize going to Mrs. N. A. inland lakes. The loss in handling
Filed in Clerk’s office and Clerk Vandenberg.
against the property over a 5 year Property requested authorityto reRESOLVED, that the maps of the City of Holland in regard to Cobb. A delirious two-course lunch- this is tremendous, sometimes
instructedto give notice that the
Communicationsfrom Boards
peiiod.All subject to the approval ceive bids for the coal to be used in
Council and B. P. W. will meet at the City of Holland ns prepared by property assessments.The part eon was served. The following reaching as high as 50 per cent. If
and City Officers
of Mrs. Van Zanten.
the City Hall. Greenhouses, Engine
the Council rooms on Wednesday, , DraftsmanBen S. Gibson under the that the Ottawa Co. Road Commis- guests were present: Mrs. (’. Strat- no perch spawn had been collected
Clerk presented petitionfrom Houses and City Warehouse.
Claims approved by the Hospital Aug. 6. 1930, at 7:30 P.M. to hear | supervisionof City Eng. J. Zuide- sion plays in the affairs of the ton. Mrs. R Reeve. Mrs. W. Elfer- and the eggs left alone to hatch
residents and property owners redink. Mrs. N. A. Cobh, Misses Ger- where the parent fish placed them
Granted.
Board in the sum of $r>608..r»8;objectionsand suggestions to said ma. and reported to the Common Board was also criticized,and
questing that a light pole be moved
Committee on Licenses to whom Board of Park and CemeteryTrus- ! proposed improvement,
Council as completedon June 18,
On motion of Aid. Brieve, 2nd by trude Kramer. Bernice Zoet and our perch reproductionwould easily
from its present location at the was referred the applicationsand tees. $1968.31, Board of Police & j Clerk presented communication 1930, be accepted and approved, Kleis,
Florence Grinwis.
have been doubled. This idea of
intersection of River Ave. and bonds of Dick Plaggemars, Reinder
Resolved that the Mayor be Intaking fish eggs from their natural
hire (omms.. $1139.00;Board Pub- from thc Board of Police and Fire and it is hereby ordered that said
Madison Place to another location Israelsand S. A- B. Habing. Sam lie Works, $9261.69,were ordered I Comms. relative to a recommenda- maps shall be ami hereby are de- structedto appoint a Committeeto
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
culturalenvironment and attempta little farthernorth where it would
ing to improve on nature and then
Becker and Jake Van Voorst, Stan- 1 certifiedto the Common Council for ! tion presentedto the Board by clared to be the Official Maps of confer with representativeMi Eachnot be a hazard to traffic.
The following paid fines of $10 planting the small artificiallyrearley Elferdink. and Yellow Cab Co., payment. (Said claims on file in the
v .....
„..n;..« the City of Holland for the purpose ton relative to passing a State Law
Referred to B. P. W.
wish to report that these bonds have ! Clerk’s office for public inspection.) i
f
*5
of making tax assessments.
that would make it compulsoryto eaeh for speeding: H. A. Williams, rd fishes in the same waters tnat
all been
kw, properly
Iwrlv signed
fienetl and notar
nntar- Allowed
Allow,., I and
and vouchers
voVhrr, ordered
ordered isi». f,,r ll*1 purchase
tool boat ami
Clerk presentedpetition from i all
Irving,
have County Road CommissionersEd Ten Brink.
Carried,all voting Aye.
..... Kenneth
................
.. originallyheld the spawn is a fumount it on a trailer and have this
property owners on West 7th St. ized and recommend same be up I sued.
electedinsteadof appointed by the W-'Mcr Hopkins. E. E. Harmin, M. tile gesture and no one reaJisea
On motion of Aid. Kleis,
boat
equipped
with
drags,
so
that
requesting the Council to appoint proved and licenses granted.
Whiteside. E. Bridges. E. H. Wil- this better than those
‘
I B. P. W. reported the collection it will always be available in emer- RESOLVED, that the Offices of Board of Supervisors.
who have
a committee to meet with them for
linms Harry Flessen.N. L. Harris, baen conducting these operations.
Adopted.
’Carried.
of $8592.02; City Treas., $2947.95.
the City Clerk, City Treasurer.
gency drowning cases.
the purpose of making an adjustThe matter of amending our City K. Hatrick, Peter J. Kent. Erdninn
Committeeon Civic Improvement Accepted.
"Improvingon nature is a pretty
Referred to Ways and Means , llv Assessor, City Engineerand Charter so that the Mayor and City Blum. Carl Compton, M. R. Bonte- difficult job in the matter of fiah
ment on their paving assessment. reported recommending that a few
B P.W. submitted plans, speciPolice
I'ispcctor
be
closed
on
ThursFiled.
loads of cinders bo hauled on the : (nations and estimate of cost of Committee together with
Attorney would be members of the brake, and Isaac Vender Vree. B. E. culture.”
j day
afternoons during July and
Clerk presentedthe followingap- street at Madison Place.
Board of Supervisors was also dis- Benson was (Ined/flTforspeeding.
constructinga sewer in Cherry St. Comm. Vanderschel.
—
oI August, with the exception of Augplicationsfor licensesto sell soft
Referred to City Engineer with from a point 135 ft. west of Lawncussed. and Mayor Brooks agreed
Mylo KairbHnksSvas fined $3 for
nerk reported Bonds »nd Con- 1
whi(.h sh„|| |,r kl.|lt
John Hoffman of Milwaukee,
drinks, run restaurants, and ho- power to
to prepare such an amendment to failure to stop at a stop street Wis., spent a few days in Holland
i dale Ct. to Mich. Ave., Mich. Ave.
W‘ | '»•
City Trr.s. for .ho collodion be submittedto the Council for which Lon Vogclzang paid a similar
tels: Adrian J. Caauwe, Geo. PufCommitteeon Ordinances report- 1 from Cherry St. to 24th St., Elm- OP. n ho araoTn W7
visiting friendssnd relatives.
flet. Wooden Shoe Diner, Chas. cd that the Board of Health was ' dale Ct. from Cherry St. to 24t<h
their approval.
line for parking near a fire hydrant,
I,- "f
.......
Dykstra. Westing k Warner. Ta- satisfiedwith the present Meat St., and 24th St. from Elmdale Ct.
Carried.
oAdjourned.
Scout Executive Peter Norg has
v rn Drug Store, Thos. Buter, Rus- Ordinance, and therefore the mat- 1 to Mich. Ave. Total estimated cost
Motions an! Resolutions
Aid. Prins brought un the ma»Oscar Peterson,City Clerk.
Russell Vandcr Pocl spent a few returned from a vacation trip to
sel Haight, E. End Drug Store, Ho- ter of amending this Ordinance of $6128.57.
On motion of Aid. Kleis, 2nd bjJ ter of allowing the wholesale ped- 1I.IK.
days in Chicago.
Tennessee.
A
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BANK

PEOPLE’S STATE
Organized

9

1905 1910 •
1915 1920 1925 1930 -

9

/

-/

J

f.'-,

in 1905-

$

Deposits

87,403.37
443,604.17
631,321.39

1,397,446.62
2,121,829.41
3,354,129.40

'

The capital in 1905 was $50,000.00;
capital structure

- - -

at this time the

is:

$150,000.00
150,000.00

Total 300,000.00
This record of growth

The policy

of the

bank

emms

is sufficient

in the

evidence of satisfactory service rendered.

future

is to

render the same type of service.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Two

Henry Reidama to John Van

Mary Barendse to Louise Willeutor. This is what he says: “Our
liams Nl/« Stt Lot 7 A. 0. Van Wieren A wf. Lot 62, Ottawa
,;E0RfiE T^tVatTrRIary
State
own
John
R.
Dethmers
has
pitched
Local
Raalte's Add. No. 2, City of Hol- Heights Sub., Holland Twp.
Miss Susie Kraai was the guest his hat in the ring and will make
22-6-16 W., Park Twp.
Kate Graving to GertrudeBoar
land.
of honor at a miscellaneousshower
George
C.
Borck,
who
has
anGerlof
A.
Witteveen
to
Frederick
the race for prosecutingattorney of
Pt, Lot 5 Blk 67, OriginalPlat, Cttgiven her at the home of her par- Ottawa county at the primary elecJacob
Poest
A
wf.
to
Albert
Timnounced himself for the Republican Van Wieren & wf. SE>4 NW^ Sec.
of Holland.
William Vander Water, of Hol- ents on East Cherry street Zeemer Lot 10 Weit Park Add. to City
nomination to the office of Drain 22-5-16 W., Park Twp.
tion this summer on the Republican
Est. of Albert K. Van Kampen
land,
recently.
Those
present
were
laad, for the past year in charge
u • d v
of Zeeland.
Commissionerat the coming priticket. Mr. Dethmers is a young
Martin Oudemool & wf. to Wiletal Minors by Gdn. to Males G.
Physical Education of the
If £aber, Mrs. R. Joung, promising lawyer with considermaries on Sept. 9th, is fifty years
Jacob Dabrowskl A wf. to Bert Van Kampen Pt. N% WV4 NEV4
COMPLAINTS THAT RUBBISH of age and has been a residentof liam Bos & wf. W Vi Lot 11. Blk 33 Dekker
able experience, a graduate from
& wf. Pt. Lot 3, Blk 6, City Sec. 32-6-15 W., Olive Twp.
Original Plat to Cky of Holland.
school and the Scout Commissioner I Dorothy ’ Weener, aH^of" Grand
AND
GARBAGE
ARE
BEING
Ottawa County all his life, receivHope college and from the UniversJohn Arendshorst A wf. to Ann of Holland.
USED
BUILD
OUT
for the Allegan-Ottawa Area, left ! Rapids; Mrs. H. De Goede, Miss Istambertus Bouws to Jacob Esing his education in the Grand Haity of Michigan Law School. While
Charlie Hoffman A wf. to Harry senburg A wf. etal Pt. NE Cor.
Wyman Pt. Sfrll/„ of frl Sec. 28-5BEACHES BRINGS
Priday morning for the National 1 la De Goede, Mrs. Dan Meeuwsen, in Zeeland he has gained the confiven public schools.
E. Huntley A wf. Lot 4 Blk 14, Lot 42, Rutger's Add., to Central
16 W., Park Twp.
NOTICE
He served In Company F, 32nd
Training school of Scout Execu- Mrs. John Schamper, Miss I^na dence of its people, and has been
SW Add. to City of Holland.
Meeuwsen, Mrs. Jacob Kraai, Mrs. placed in positions of justice of the
Park.
Michigan
Volunteer
Infantry
in
Harry
E. Dunn & wf. to Ann Wy.
tives to be held at Castle School,
Inspectorsfrom the pollution
Bertha K. Van Wieren to Males
Sam Koning, Miss Theresa Koning, peace and of city attorney. He is
the Spanish-AmericanWar and man Pt. frl ‘A See. 28-5-16 W.,
Bernardus Ricksen to Nicholas
Tarrytown, N .Y. During Mr. Van
control divisionof the department
and Miss Cecelia Koning, _
all of
G. Van Kampen Pt, WVi NEV4 Schmid A wf. Pt NWfrlM Sec.
upon his discharge commenced the Park Twp.
well liked and is a faithful Chrisder Water’s absence, scouting in Holland; Mrs. John Wedevenr.MrV.tian. We are happy to announce of conservation are investigating clearing and cultivation of the
Sec. 32-6-16 W.. Olive Twp.
29 5-15 W., City of Holland.
Harvey J. Barkel & wf. to Gercomplaints from severalsections of
Zeeland will be in charge of Scout Jacob Brandsen. Mrs. John MAU,
Sophia C. Knutson to Henry
farm upon which he still resides.
that Mr. Dethmers has entered the
Holland Cabinet Shops to Corrit
B.
Lemmen
&
wf.
Lot
79,
Wathe
state
that
cottagers
are
buildHarold Weersing, who has been Miss Janet Maat, Mrs. Henry Maat,
He has always been an active verly Heights Sub., Holland Twp. Jteidsma Lot 62, Ottawa Heights donic Mfg. Corp., Lots 5 and 6
race because we believethat he is
ing out water lines, using garbago
promoted to assistantScout Mas- Mrs. Gcrrit Driesenga, Mrs. HerSub., Holland Twp.
Republican since becoming a voter
eminently qualified to fill the posiBlk 11, City of Holland.
man Weener and Miss Grace Wee- tion and he is energeticand determ- and rubbish to form a base.
ter.
and has always worked for the inIt
is
unlawful,
according
to
the
ner of South Olive; Mrs. John Wel- ined that justice must prevail; not
terest of the party and its candiling. Miss Janet Welling, Mrs. Ger- bent on beating down the defense- pollution control division,to use dates. He served his township as
Rev. and Mrs. Harry Blystra and
certain
forms
of
rubbish
in
filling
rti Kemme, Mrs. Sam Meeuwsen, less and ignorant,but he will be reclerk from 1910 to 1912, and as
family from Sully, Iowa are spendMiss Kathryn Meeuwsen,Mrs. John lentless with criminal and crook. in low places along lakes and supervisor from 1928 to 1930. At
ing a few weeks in and around
Moes. Mrs. Harry Weener, Mrs. The people of Ottawa county should streams— that is, any form of rub- presenthe is chairman of the Good
Holland visiting relatives and Jacob Weener, Mrs. Charles Zeebish that may prove detrimental to
Roads Committeeof that body.
place in nomination John R. Dethfriends. The Blystras are staying
rip. Miss Gertrude Bosch. Mrs. Min- mers on the Republican ticket for fish life or to human health. This
Mr. Borck was in the employ of
at the H. F. Bos cottage on I<ake
would
include
anything
that
would
nie tangius, Mrs. Thomas Kraai, the office of prosecuting attorney,
the Ottawa County Road CommisMichigan. Mrs. Blystra before her
and the Misses Dora. Sina and Es- and make sure that a good man— decay; dried leaves, grass, garbage sion for about six years, during
marriage was Miss Louise Bos,
ther Kraai. all of Zeeland.The eve- we think the best— will serve them of all forms; ashes, sawdust, coal, which time he had charge of the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Bos I
cinders, log slabs, and decayed
ning was spent in games and a fine during the coming years."
grading and drainage of roads and
of 50 East 16th Street and Rev.'
wood, etc.
sociable time, and the hostess
the construction of bridges and
Blystra also spent his pre minister
Garbage
cannot
be
dumped
in
served a delicious two-course lunch.
EAST HOLLAND
any manner nearer than ten rods drainage structures, as well as the
roads then built, totalingsome 200
from the shore line.
miles. He personallysupervised the
Miss Delia Vande Luystcr left
Fills for extending the shore line
Michigan whereas in Iowa no lakes The Zt,elandReford e(Jitor who Zeeland for Kalamazoo where she can be permittedonly in lakes building of about thirty miles of
concrete and many a stretch of well
•f any kind are to be found for j 0Utjhl t0 |(n(m. speaks very highly will take up studies at Western which are not meandered
drained roadbed testifiesto his
State Teachers College for the
miles and miles
0f Mr. Dethmers for county proseability in that line.
summer months. Miss Vande LuyHe has a knowledgeof the surster, who has held a position as
veyor's transit such as few layteacher in the East Holland schools
men possess and this should prove
for the past three years, has again
Its
of great value to the county.
been engaged to teach there the
He has had thirteenyears expecoming school year.
rience in handling land descriptions.
The rains of the past week have
the last three years of this period
been a great help to the farmers in
this vicinity.
UnnavigableStreams to Re Kepi as an assessing officer, and this
The cool weather has proven Open to Fishermenif Department training has fitted him for the office
2 Reo Speed
complete, body and cab, license,
he now seeks, and his promise to
rather backwardfor corn. However
of Conservation Accomplishes
the voters is that his aim will be to
the hay is in and wheat is about to
Its Aims
rubber, motors etc. fine.
so conduct the officeas to merit the
be hanested.
So far as is humanly possible, th«- confidenceof the public.
Mr. Bqrck’s ability is unquesCENSUS SHOWS UNEMPLOYED department of conservationwill not
permit the closing of unnavigable tioned;his books and records have
IN OTTAWA COUNTY
streams to the public for fishing always been kept in first-class!
purposes and every legal means shape, in which respect he has I
According to figures furnishedby
made a reputation.
4 Ford 1
Trucks
extra transmission for heavy
George E. Fritz, supervisor of the will be used to accomplishtheir
0
census for the Fifth district, of end, according to (ieorge R. HoFor Sale and for rent cards arc
duty
values at
which Ottawa county is a part, garth, directorof conservation.
Director Hogarth quoted a reso for sale at the News office, 32 W.
there were 329 persons in Holland
lution adopted by the conservation 8th.
out of employment when the census
enumerators made their survey. commissionat its June meeting in
which it was stated that "this com SOUTH OTTAWA REAL ESTATE
This includes only persons mually
TRANSFERS
working at gainful occupations, mission realizes the necessityof sewho were reported on the unem- curing by purchase, leasing or leg1 - 1928 Chevorlet Panel run only 12,000 miles.
ployment scheduleas without a job.
« Sp.u.din, .. Herb,* 0
The figures are, of course,prelimcally very
on streams which may not be
3. ?outh
inary and subject to correction.
ed
navigable or on streams,the Prospect Park Add. to City of HoiData will be supplemented later by
land.
course of which for long distances
reports on other classes of persons
have been practicallyunavailable Grover C. Diilman, St. Hwy.
not at work at the time of the cenby private owners to public fish- Comm'r to Holland Fish A Game
sus, due to sickness or temporary
ia the one that is
Club Pt. SW*4 of NEV4 Sec. 23-5in*.
lay off.
15 W., Holland Twp.
1 * 1926 Ford Light Delivery, steel
The state supi
The
total
number
of
unemployed
for the the things left behind.
Hendrikje Nyenhuis to Rollie J.
ruled that the public cannot be expersons out of work, who were
cluded from the waters of navig- R- Nyenhuis A wf. Lots 39, 40 and
looking for jobs in Ottawa county
able streams,even though both 41, South East Heights Add. to
at the time of the census was 965.
City of Zeeland.
The followingis the complete table fur- banks are privately owned.
Renting an individual safe deposit box
Harold Howard Lane A wf. to
niahed by Mr. Fritz:
Through purchase, lease and legisAllendale Townihip ........
12 lative action the closing of streams
Doede J. Du Saar A wf. NV£ EVi
Blendon Township
0
passenger cars, Essex, Buick, Durrant, Ford, ect.
with the Holland City State Bank will rethat are not navigable, to public Lot 14. of A. C. Van Raalte’sAdd.
Chester
5
No. 2, City of Holland.
(Include, the unincorporated village of fishing, will be halted.
lievo you of every worry at nominal cost.
Conklin).
Henry W. Helmink etal to John
"The fish in our streams are the
Crockery Township ............
property of the state. The man or G. Eaton. Pt. EH NWfrl>4 Sec. 31Georgetown Township ..... .......
woman purchasing a trout license 5-15 W., also Lots 45 and 46 Diek(Include.Hudsonvillevillage)
Hudsorville Village ..... ......
has a right to those fish under cer- ema Homestead Add. to the City of
City of Grand Haven ..............
tain limits," Director Hoearth said. Holland.
Grand Haven Township
Holland City
Bertha K. Van Wieren to Gerlof
Holland Township
Witteveen. Pt. SWH NEH Sec. 6
JamestownTownship
also Pt.
SW>4 SEH Sec. 6
Olive Township
Park Township
also Pt. NEH SW1* Sec. 6, also
Polkton Township ..........
Pt. SE«4
Sec. 6-5-15 W.,
(includesCoopersville
Village)
W., Holland Twp.
Port Sheldon Township
159 River Ave.
Holland, Mich.
Robinson Township .............
32
Est. of Albert K. Van Kampen
Into
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His ambition to wear an army
uniform and to blow a hearty cornet in an army band brought misfortune to Earl H. Taylor, 30 years

old, at Detroit, Wednesday.A
former census enumerator, he was
arraigned before J. Stanley Hurd,
United States commissioner, on a
charge of having violatedthe 1929
census law in that he neglected to
turn in his portfolioof census information.

Annual School Election

Taylor was arrested at Ft.
Wayne, where he was seeking to
enlist in the military band as a
cometist. After his arrest, he explained that he spent so much time

«

Notice

practicingfor the coveted post that
he forgot to turn in his lists. Complaint was made by William C.
Herz, supervisor of the census for

is

hereby given to the qualified electors of the City of

Holland that the annual school election will be held

the twenty-seconddistrict The
warrant for his arrest was recommended by David A. Wolff, assistant United States district attorney.
Herz said 2,000 persons had to Ik>
re-enumerated heacuse of Taylor’s
alleged derelictionof duty. Bond
for his release pending his examination next Wednesday was set by

CommissionerHurd

Monday, July

this

week’s deposit”

The Trustees whose term

Quite a few Holland folks moved
out of town during the past 10
days, among them, H Amelt, 136
Maple Ave., to Kalamazoo; John
Nauta, 328 College Ave., to Indii

1930

at $1,000.

Taylor's is the first case in this
federal district to come up since
(taking of the 1930 census began
April 1.

“Don’t forget

14,

of office expire are

James A. Brouwer

anapolis, Ind.; Henry Witteveen,
327 W. 17th Street, to Chicago;
Rue L. Burch, 349 .Maple Ave to
ta Crosse, Wis.; H. G. A rink, 291
W. 12th to Fulton,III.

William Arendshorst
Fred T. Miles
The following Nominations have been made:

Regularly of Deposits is the Principle of
Successful Saving!

NEED
I

KEEP YOUR ACCOUNT GROWING!

James A. Brouwer

MONEY?
O A N S

William Arendshorst

/

Benjamin
300
>

J/
U

f

C

if

F.

Harris

Gerrit Vander Hill

K

'courteous

4%

Interest

William C. Vanden Berg

Compounded Semi-Annually!

Jacob Fris

i

The Polls

People's State

Bank

will be

open from 2 untill 8 P. M.

i

By Order of the Board of Education,
Personal Finance Co.

36 East Eighth Street

Holland, Mich.

Room

614, GrandRapidiTrust
Building, Fifth Floor,

Monroa A Ionia Ava.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

S. W. Cor.

Fal. Dial 6-6-2-1-6.Opan 8:30 to 5.
Sat. 8:30 to 1

LICENSED BY THE STATE

HENRY GEERLINGS,

Secretary

9
THE HOLLAND CITY

.^
M^

and Mrs. John Bronkhorst, Mr. El- not in tight glass or tin conUiners.manner required by the spacificamer Bronkhorst, Ben Bronkhorst,
tions for same provisionallyadopt
Margaret Bronkhorst,Peggy Martin narnenDerg
moved ed by the Common Council of the
Bronkhorst, Mr. and Mrs. D. De from Zeeland to Holland.
City of Holland, July 2, lO.'IO, the
Reiser and family, all of Martin,!
now on file in the office of the
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Heyns and ....
Mich.. Mr. and Mrs. T. Van
Del
F>n*l arrangementswere made Clerk, that the cost and expense of
family have moved from their home
IS v
‘JIN'S? for, ,h:, pn*erta*nconstructinR.„ch l.ter.l „w,r b.
on East Sixteenth Street to East

News

Local

^

—

K'*nd

Thirty-second street.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nyland and (the

thirty-fifth

NEWS
NOTES FROM THE ALLEGAN
AGRICULTURAL AGENTS’
OFFICE

S.',™.”

tin*

SitiiRir'lin
ty of Ottawa. SUto

nf I’ark. Counof MirMiran,via:
All thoa* rrrtain |<ircra or |>arr*U of
Un<l InratnlIn th* SnulhwrRt KrariionRl
Q»"«rtrr(K.W.fr.*,)of S«rti«n Ninr if).
Tn*n»hln Fl»# (5). North of lUnn SUIron (l<) Weal, tirinv earcrl* of land in
Edirawnod Brarh SuUlmnion, an fnltnwa:
1. Rritinninirat a point rallrd (A)
whtvh l* I"CrI«Ia* follow* : hoginninB al
Practice limited to
a point 1007.4 ft N of tha
fornar arcEYE, EAR, NOSE and
lion * T R N H l« W timer N »*|2'
.'•*3 ft lo thr place of howinninBrailed lAl GlasKcs fitted.Office hours 0-12
thener N *»•»?• W M fret thenee N *».4 a.m., 2-5 p.m. Except Wednesday
ft thenee 8 W*2!' K 60 ft thenee 8 96.5
p m. Saturday evenings 7-0. Phone
ft to the plaee of heglnninB.called (A).
2. Rrsinninvat a point rallad (A) 4632.

annual convention t Bpt.cja| assessment unon the lands

THrN

Page

lh« prrtniaM Uwrrln Hwibfd. at puttlie
kurlinnto th* hlghrslbidder ai th* north
front door of th» court bout* in the Ciiji
of (SrMndHarm. MirhlBan. that bfina tha
plar* whert th* rirruit court for the (ount» of Ottawa la held, on Monday. Scplcmkcr Sth. IIJS. at two o'clockP.M. of that
day. which »«id i>rnni»n arc dcacrihcdaa

Allegan county 4-H Club champions for 1929 and 1930 are planning a picnic to be held at the fair-

KORJLUJ

grounds in Allegan on June 28.
Preparation plans for Club Week
at Lansing will be completedat

Mrs. John Marsilje, 240 West e7hMK-h Mer 'and
P^’
that time.
Thirteenth street, celebrated her yen, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Jack ation in Grand Rapids, Aug. 12 to orty owners abuttingunon said
rw awnMcm* mm sfcuara
H.crenga
and
daughter
Peggy
of , 15. The visitors will be taken on
n°f
An interesting fact came to light
eighty-secondbirthday anniversary
part of Cherry St., Mich. Ave., 24th
Highland
Park,
Mich.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
orchard
tours
through
the
fruit
M.
in
the
1930
summary
of
handicraft
on the Fourth of July.
St and Elmdale Court, being adjaJoe Bronkhorst and daughter Wil- belt.
work in the county. Barry, Ottawa Distinctive
cent to said lateral sewer and such
mn, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Johnson,
and Calhoun countieswere the only
other lands, lots and premises as
THROAT counties in this district including
The Bronkhorst family reunion Mr. and Mrs. John Bronkhorst, Mr.
W
FOR SALE-Good Building Lot hereinafterrequired and specified,
was held at Jcnisou Park on the and Mrs. Arthur Bronkhorst, Miss
sixteen counties, with more handiFourth of July. A most delightful ChristineBronkhorst,Mr. and Mrs. on Van Raalte at 22nd St. Inquire assessed according to the estimated
craft clubs than Allegan county,
benefits
determined
as
follows:
time was reported by all. The rain Win. Bronkhorst,Williard Van —News office.
133 boys were enrolled and 114 finTotal estimated cost of lateral
marred the sports and games, and Regcnmorter,Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
ished. Barry and Kent counties had Ottawa-AUegan Mono’t C*.
sewer: $6128.57.
which ia located aa follow*:hevinninB at
the baseballgame which was to be Van Regenmorter and Kenneth
Him*
a
higher per cent of finisher*. It, 71 bit II|Mh
Expires July
Amount to be raised by special a point 1007.5 ft N of the 8 •* corner aeeplayed. It was decided to make this
is also interestingto note that the
tinn !> T ft N R It W thenee N Stt’IS* W
Van
Regenmorter,
all of Holland.
Expires
July
12
an annual affair, forty-two being
533 ft to the plaee of heirinninB railed (AI
boys are ahead of the girla in 4-H
. ......... LATERAL SEWER
MORTGAGE SALE
thence N 89 '’V'.!'W 50 ft thenee N D.Vft ft
present at the first reunion. Mr. T.
club work. The girls had about 10
Cherry Stn Michigan Av#., 24th St., ccived: $5262.95.
thenee
8.
89 • I!' T. M ft thenee 8 15. ft ft
Van De Wiede and Mr. Jack WierDon't leave any cereals in packper cent fewer finishersthan the
Amount to be paid from the Gen- to the place of heginninB called (A).
and Elmdale Court
Default having been mide in the
enga were appointed as a commit- ages when shutting up the house
3. RririnninB at a point called (A) conditions of a certain mortgage boy*. Some had to drop the work
eral Sewer Fund: $865.62.
tee to decide place, date and sports for a vacation, however short. It is
which i« located aa fnllowathesinninB at
That the lands, lots and premises a point 1007 ft ft N of he 8 U corner aec- signed and executed by Edward J. on account of sickness,but many
for the next reunion.Letters of re- latter to give away small remnants
Holland Mich.,
of them wcie not satisfied with the
upon
which
said
special
assessment
tion 9 T ft N R I* W thenee N 90*21* W Luick and Laura Luick, his wife, to
gret were sent from North Yakima, than to have to combat weevils on
City Clerk ’h Office. July II, 1S130.
work.
shall be levied shall include all the (83 ft tn thr place of hetihliinE eaUW (AI Peoples State Bank of Holland,
Wash.. Boise, Idaho, and St. Paul, your return. Weevils getting into
Notice in hereby given that the
thenee N 89* 12’ W 50 ft hence N 95 ft ft
Lee, Casco and Ganges townships
Michigan, on November 13, 1928,
Minn., by relatives not being able one kind of cereals may spread to ' Common Council of the City
City ofi Er!'
l>’- thenee S 89 ’21' K 60 ft thenerS 9&.5 ft to
have two-thirdsof the county
' in* within the special assessment the place nf hexinninB.called (AI.
and
recorded
in
the
office
of
the
to come. Those present were Mr. | your flour or any other cereal foods Holland at a sessionheld Wedi
champions. Not only have they the
t. Urn inn inn at a polnl called (A) Register of Deeds for Ottawa
day, July 2, 1930, adopted the fol- district by the Common Council' in
greatest number of champions, but
comet It Sendca, wt
which ia lorated rr (oIIowr:hciilnnlnRRt
connection
with
the
construction
of
county, Michigan, in Liber 147 of
lowing resolutions.
r point 1007 ft ft N of the 8 •* corner aeethe greatest number of 4-H clubs
RESOLVED, that a lateral sewer the sewer, all of which privatelots, tion 9 T R N n I* w thenrR N 89*12* W Mortgages,
ar"*
RR)’ "cction In the county. The
be constructed in Cherry St., Mich. lands and premises are hereby des- 33 ft lo the place of hr*innlnie called (A) mortgage there is claimed to be Pullman school probablyhas .i.!
Stf puf^t' w? trial!
the
ignated and declared to constitute thenee N *9 *12* W SO ft thenee N 96.4 ft now due for principal and interest
Ave., 24th St, and Elmdale Court
a special sewer district for the pur- thence 8 89*?;* F. 50 fl theneeS 96.4 ft to the sum of Nineteen Hundred Sev- greatest number enrolled in club
that naid lateral sewer be laid at
the place of betrlnninB called lA).
work and from that school Oren
pose
of specialassessment, to deCITY
I the depth and grade and of the di
5. BetrlnninB nl a point called (A) enty and 75/100 Dollars ($1970.75) Burch is the all-around county
menniona prescribed in the dia- fray that part of the cost and ex- which la locatednr follow r: heirinninBal and an attorney fee as provided in champion.
point 1007 5 fl N of the 8 ‘4 corner aee- said mortgage;
Eiplrta Aug. •
gram, plan and profile and in the pense of constructinga lateral sew- atlnn
9 T 5 N R l« w thenee N *9 *11' W
er in said part of Cherry St., Mich.
Default having also been made
MORTGAGE SALE
.38.3 ft to the place >f hcBinnln*called lAl
For Rent ami For Sale cards are
Ave., 24th St., and Elmdale Ct. in thence N 99*11* W 60 ft thence N 95 ft ft in the conditionsof n second mortthe
manner hereinbefore determ- thence 8 89*22* K M> ft thenee S 95.6 ft gage, signed and executed by the for sale at the News office,32 jW.
WHERAS, default ha* bten made
IMPROVED UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
ined by the Common Council, said to the plaee of beirinninir ealled (A).
said Edward J. Luick and Laura
in the payment of money* secured
ft. Besinninir at a point railed (Al
district to be known and designated which I* located rr follow*:beirinninir at Luick his wife, to the said Peoples
by a mortgage dated the 21*t day
"Elmdale Court, Mich., Ave. (and a imint 1007.5 ft N o' the S •; corner arc- State Bank, ow November 13, 1928,
of April, A. D., 1926, executed end
vicinity) Special Sewer Assess- tlon 5TSN R Ift W thence N 99"!2* W 333 and recorded m the office of the
given by James W. Wlntera end
ft to the place of hnrinniniicalled (Al
ment District"
thenee N ft9"22’ W 50 ft thenee N 94.4 ft Register of Deeds for Ottawa
Harritt Wintcre, hi* wife, of Grand
RESOLVED further, that the thenee 8. 99*12* E ftO ft thenee S 94.1 ft County, Michigan, in Liber 147 or
Rapids, Kent County, Michigan, ta
City Clerk be instructedto give no to the place nf bririnninK called (A).
Mortgages, page 632, on which
mortgagor*, to Fint State Bank ef
7. Bririnninirat a point called (A)
(By REV. P. a riTZWATKn. n. D.. tice of the proposed constructionof which
ia Inrated aa follow a: heirinninBat mortgage there is claimed to be
Holland, Ottawa County, Michi
Member of Faculty. Moo<ly Biblt
said lateral sewer and of the spe- a imint 1117 fl N nf the 8 U corner ace. now due for principal and interest
a Michigan corporation,as me
Inatltutaof Chicago)
ion
9
T
5
N
R
IS
W
thenee
N
89"22'
W
cial assessment to be made to deit 1110. Wratrm .Wn *i>ai>erUnion.)
th# sum of One Thousand Ninetygee, which mortgage wa*
2.73 ft to the place of hcBinnlnir ealled (Al
fray part of the expense of con- thenee N 89*22’ W 60 ft thenee N 95.5 ft five and 10/100 Dollars ($1095.10)
in the office of the Register of
structing such sewer according to thenee S 89*11* K 50 ft 'hence S 95.5 ft and an attorney fee as provided in
Deeds for Ottawa County, MichLesson for July 13
diagram, plan and estimate on file to the place of hettinnlnn called (Al.
said mortgage, and no suit or proigan, on the 23rd day of April, AD.
8.
IteBinninB at a point railed (Al
Attorncyg-at-Uw
in the office of the City Clerk, and
1926, in Liber 147 of Mortgages, on
which ia Incatcdaa follow*:hrrinninc at ceedings at law having been instiJACOB, A SELFISH MAN, TRANS- of the district to be assessed there- a imint 1117 ft N of the 8 '« corner *ee- tuted to recover the moneys sepage 144, on which mortgage there
FORMED
for, by publicationin the Holland tlnn 9 T 6 N R Ift W thenee N 89*22' W cured by either or both of said
is claimed to be due at thia tima
Olliec— over the Fir*t State
City News for two weeks, and that :t83 ft to the place of heirinnlntrcalledlAl mortgagesor any part thereof;
the sum of Four Hundred Eightythenee N 89*22' W 50 ft theneeN 95 6 ft
Bank
LESSON TEXT— T.enest 25:2»-J4; Wednesday. August 6, 1930, at 7:30 timer 8 19*22'E 50 ft hence S 9S.5 ft to
NOTICE IS HEREBY given
nine and 18/100 Dollara ($48118),
HMI-J2; 29:1X-:0: 23:1-4, 18.
Holland. Mich*
P.M., be and is hereby determined the plaee of heirinninB ealled (A).
that by virtue of power of sale conprincipalend interest, and an atGOLDEN TEXT— For whsl la a as the time when the Common 9. HeirinninB at a imint railed (Al tained in said mortgage and the
torney fee of Fifteen Dollars
which la locateda* follow*:heginninB al
man profited If he shall gain the
($15.00),being the legal attonwy
"hole world and lone his own soul? Council and the Board of Public h imint 1117 fl N of the 8 '| corner *ec- statutein such case made and pro9 T 6 N R l« w thenre N 89*12' W vided, on Monday, the 14th day of
fee in said mortgage provided,and
PItIMAHY TOPIC— Learning to Works will meet at the Council tlon
<33
fl to the place nf hcBinnintr railed <A1
rooms to consider any suggestions thenee N «9'??’ W 50 ft thenre N 9.5 ft July A. D. 1930 at 10 o'clock in the
Be Unselfish.
past due taxes amounting to
JUNIOR TOPIC— Learning to Be or objectionsthat may be made to thenre S 89",*2' K 50 fl thener8 95.4 ft to morning. Central Standard Time,
Ninety-four
ity-four and 76/100 Dollan
Unselfish.
the constructionof said sewer, to thr plarr nf hecinnini: called (Al.
'he undersigned will, at the front
($94.75),and no auit or procMdINTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR said assessmentdistrict, and to
10. Reirininirat a imint railed (Al door of the Court House, at the
Eye, Ear, Noae and Throat
inga having been institutea it law
which la located a* follow*:heirinninir *1
TOPIC — What Does It Mean to De
said diagram, plan, plat and esti- h poin! 1117 ft N of the 8 >4 corner *ee- City of Grand Haven, Michigan,
to recover the debt, or any part
Specialist
Honest?
.
.
.
tlon 9 T 6 N R I* W thenre N 89*22' W sell at public auction to the highthereof, secured by said mortfafa*
[Vander Veen Block]
YOUNO PEOPLE AND ADULT mates.
533 ft tn the plaee of heirinninB ealle#(At est bidder the premises in said
Oscar Peterson,City Clerk.
TOPIC— Learning from Experience.
Office hours: 9*10 a.
2-6 n. m. whereby the power of gala conthenee N *9 *22' W 50 ft thenee N 95 ft fl
HCN: 2 ins., July 10 and 17th, 1930 thenre 8 89*22' F. ftO ft thenee S 96.6 ft mortgage,or ho much thereof as
tained in said mortgagehag becoma
Evenings—
Tues. and Saturday
A
at your
may be necessary to pay the prin
operative.
I. Jacob’s Birth (25:21-26).
In the place of heirinninir ealled (Al.
7:30 to 9:00
ii.
iwinnitm
ai
a
imint
r*n««.i
(Ai.cipal
sums
of
said
mortgages,
toIn answer to Isaac’sprayer, a
,
THEREFORE, notice ia
seed whs given unto him. Before
hereby given that by virtua of tha
wUh interest .ml le.,1 ro.t.
Perfect summer weather ... an unending variety of
Jacob's birth God revealedunto Re•inn 9 T ft N R i« w thmer n 89*22' w and charges, the premises being
aaid power of sale and hi pursuthings to do . . . golf, tennis, swimming, fishing, camp1228V -Esp. July 26
683 ft to the i>l»rcof hefinnimrcelled <At iloscrilM’dh* follow*:
becca the fact that be should have
it nee of the statute in such cast
hence N 89 * 22' W 50 ft thenre N 9ft.6 ft
the place of pre-eminence. "The
The East Fifty (fiO) ft-ot of Lot I STATE OP MICHIGAN TH» Probate made and provided, the said morting. Cool, star-lit nights
. lake breezes that make one
thenre S 89*22' K 60 ft thence 8 95.5 ft
Forty-seven (47). Slnchs AtMi
Court for the County of Ottawa.
elder shall serve the younger." In
gage will be foreclosedby sale of
to the place of heuinninc e*lle<l lAl.
rearh for light wraps . . . that is Eastern Michigan,
12. Repin nine *t * imint called (At
tion to the City of Holland,Mich
this God reversedthe ordinary law
Al a fteisinn of laid Court, held at the premises therein described at
which
i*
Inrated
a*
follow*:
he,
in
nine
at
summer-resort-land
par excellence.
concerningthe position of the elder
ip* ti. accordion to the recorded thr ProbateOffice in the City of Grind public auction,to the highaat bid*
a imint 1117 ft N of the 8 'i corner aer
plat thereof.
son. The act of taking hold of
llavrn, in laid County, on the 2nd dor, at the north front door of tha
Hon 9 T 6 N n 1« W thenre N »9*22' W
This summer playgroundran lie reached from anywhere
(33 ft to the place of hcKinningcalled (A)
Esau's heel ns he wag horn, Incourthouse in the City of Grand
day of July, A I). 1930.
PEOPLES STATE BANK
thenre
N
89*22'
W
50
ft
thence
N
95.R
ft
in the state in just a few hours of pleasant driving. We
dicated Jacob’snature. The name
Present, linn. Jamri J. Danhof, Haven, Ottawa County. Michigu,
thenre S 89*22' K 50 ft thence S 95.5 fl
Mortgagee.
Jamb means "supplanter."
that being the place where the Clr
suggest that you include Eastern Michigan in your
In the place of heirinninB called lAl.
Judge of Probate.
13. Rceinnineat a imint railed I A! Dated: April 14. I MO.
II. Jacob’s Schemea (25:27-84;
cuit Court for the county of Otta*
vacation plans.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Eatate
of
which i* lorated** follow*:heirinninBal Lokker A Den Herder,
27:1-29).
wa is held, on Monday tha 11th day
a imint 1212.6 ft N of the
corner *er
Mtorneya for Mortgagee,
GERRIT BROUWER, Dacaaiad
1. He secured Esau's birthright
of August, A.D. 1930, at two
lion 9 T 5 N R I* W thenre N 89*22' W
Holland,
Michigan.
(25:27-34).
583 ft to thr plaee of hecinnimrrailed (A'
0 clock in the afternoon of that
I/Hig Distance Telephone Service reaches everv point
C'triitliftRnoaenraari
having
filed In laid
thenre N 89*22' W BO ft thenee N 95.8 ft
It was right for Jacob to have
«laU (Eastern Standard Time),
court hit nml «dminiitratinn account
in Eastern Michigan/enabling
you to keep in touch with
thenee S 89* 22' K ft© ft thenee S 95.6 ft
the birthright since Is was accordwhich premises are described in
to the "lare nf heirinninir ealled (At.
Expirea July 12
and hia petition praying for the allowhome and office while away. A Long Distance telephone
ing to God's plan as revealed
sa W mortgageas follows, to-wit:
14 Recinninir at a imint ealled (At
ance thereof and for the aaiignment
MORTGAGE SALE
which I* locateda* fnllowathevinninir
to Rehekah, hut his scheme
rail home from any point in the state costs hut little,
The followingdescribedland and
and diitribailon of the reiidue of said
it a imint 1212. ft ft N of the 8 *4 corner
to get It was reprehensible. He
premises, situated in the City of
and it will ease any anxiety you may have about the
ettate.
«ection 9 T 5 N R I* W thenreN 89*22' V'
took advantage of a brother's weakHolland, County of Ottawa, and
13.7 ft to thr place of hevinninir called (At
WHEREAS Default has been It ii Ordered, That the
home or office.
lienee N 89*22' W 60 ft thener N 95.6 ft
State of Michigan, vis:
ness to drive a sharp bargain.
made
in
the
payment
of
moneya
ae
thener S 89*22' K 50 ft thenre S 95.5 ft
5th d«y ef Au|uit, A. D. 1930
2. Secured Ills father’s blessing
AH that part of lot two (2)
•ured hy a mortgage dated the 24th
In the place nf hriMnninir called (At.
(27:1-29). (1) Was requestedto get
Block two (2) Hope College addi16 Revinninv at a poin* called <At day of May, One Thousand Nine at ten o'clock in the forenoon. a» said
which I* located a* follow*:hevinninv at
venison for his father, (2) Heprnltaif office, be and it hereby aption to the City of Holland,
Hundred
Twenty-six
(1926)
execua imint 1212.5 ft N of the .8 'i corner aeehekah's scheme (vv. 5:33). It was
pointed for rxamining and allowing
which is bounded on the East,
•ion 9 T 6 N R Ift W thenre N 89*22' W ted by Httyden-Koopmen Auto
God's plan that Jacob shouljUbe at
South and North aides by tha
'183 ft tn tlir place of hevinninir railed <A! Company, a Corporation, of the laid account and hearinglaid petition;
•henee N 89 * 22' W 50 ft thenee N 95.6 ft
Ilia Further Ordered, That pablic
the head, hut He did not need the
East, South, and North lines of
City of Holland,.Michigan, as mort
thenre
8
89*22'
K
50
ft
thenre
S
95.5
fl
notice thereof be given by publication
sin of Jacob and his mother to
"aid Lot, and on the West side
gagors, to Austin Harringtonof
to the place of heirinninB railed (A).
bring It about.
of a cepy hereof for 3 aucceaiive weeki
7 *Jine running parallelwith
Ift. Resrinningat a imint called (Al said City of Holland,as mortgagee,
the East line of said Lot and
III. Jacob’sFlight to Haran (ch.
which I* located a* follow*:hevinniiiBat which mortgage was recorded in previom to laid day of hearing, in the
a imint 1212.6 ft N nfthc 8 *4 errner »ee28).
Holland City Newi,a newipaperprinted
forty-five (45) feet West therethe
office
of
Register
of
Deeds
for
tlon 9 T ft N R l« W thenre N *9*22' W
and circulated in said county.
from,
Jacob's deceit and cunning got
Grateful
333 fl tn the place of hevinninir railed (At Ottawa County. Michigan, on the
him Into trouble. He was com- Candidate for the Republican thenre N 99 * 22' W 50 ft thenre N 95.5 ft 2nd day of April. 1927. in liber 194
together with all tenements, her*
JAMES I. DANHOF,
thenre 8 89*22' K 50 ft thener S 95.6 ft
pelled to flee fmm his outraged
'litamenta and appurtenances thereJudfto of Probata.
of mortgage* on page 568 and on A Inn rop? —
Nomination
to the place of hevinninv called lA).
unto belonging.
brother. He now began to reap
17. RcginninB at a imint railed (Al which mortgage there is claimed
Cora Vandrwater
what he had sown.
which ia lorated aa follow*:hevlnning 8t to be due at this time the sum of
Dated this 9th day of May, A.D„
Drain Commissioner
Regiiter of Probate
a point 1212.6 ft N of the 8 '4 corner lec1. Jacob's vision st Bethel (28Seven
Thousand
Nine
Hundred
tion
9
T
5
N
R
Ift W thenre N 89 '22' W
10-15).
The sorrow ot losing a
133 ft to the plaee of heginninBrailed (A) Thirty-fourDollars and Eleven
FIRST STATE BANK,
Jacob not only had to flee to save
thenre N 89*22' W 50 ft thenreN 9.3,5 fl cents ($7,994.11)principaland inloved one brings with it
Mortgagee
Ihcnr#
S
89*22'
K
60
ft
thenee
8
9.V5
ft
12235
-Expires
July
26
his life, hut. he had to leave home
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